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GUNCRAFTER INDUSTRIES

9mm SLIDE KIT for GLOCK®

50 GI® CONVERSION SYSTEM
for GLOCK®

Stainless Steel Slide Plus OEM Internal Parts
For Custom Builds Or Upgrades

Steps Up Large-Frame Glock Pistol
To Powerful .50 Caliber Cartridge

Convenient kit lets you upgrade an existing Glock pistol
with a high-grade stainless steel slide, or build a new one from
the ground up on a suitable frame. The One Source Tactical
9mm slide comes in both Model 17 and 19 lengths, with a choice
of pre-machined dovetails for factory sights or a low-profile
installation of the popular Trijicon RMR red dot sight. Add your
choice of barrel, recoil system, and sights; the kit includes the
rest of the internal slide components – all Glock factory parts.
Slide can be plated, coated, or painted with the finish of your
choice or left in natural silver to give your pistol a unique appearance. a
b
SPECS: Stainless slide with 9mm breech face. Models available to fit G17
or G19 frames. Both available with dovetails for factory open sights or
Trijicon RMR red dot sight. Kit also contains: firing pin, with spring, spring
cups, spacer sleeve, safety, safety spring, and channel liner; extractor
with depressor plunger, spring, and spring-loaded bearing; and slide
cover plate.
#100-008-808AQ Slide Kit for Glock 17, Std Sight Cut, 
4H367A21 ������������������������������������������������� $ 379.99
#100-008-810AQ Slide Kit for Glock 17, RMR Sight
Cut, 4H367P21 ��������������������������������������� 379.99
#100-008-812AQ Slide Kit for Glock 19, Std Sight Cut, 
4H357Q33������������������������������������������������� 379.99
#100-008-815AQ Slide Kit for Glock 19, RMR Sight
Cut, 4H367J21����������������������������������������� 379.99

Drop-in conversion system replaces the top end of your
Glock 20/21 pistol and converts it to fire the hard-hitting, yet
controllable, 50 GI cartridge. Developed by Guncrafter, the 50
GI’s head is the same diameter as a .45 ACP, so the rest of your
pistol remains stock, allowing easy conversion back to the
original caliber. 50 GI ammo can be loaded to drive a 185 grain
bullet at 1,200fps, with a felt recoil similar to 230 grain .45 ACP
ball ammo. Delivers greater knock-down power, while remaining controllable during rapid fire. Conversion unit comes fully
assembled with 41/2" stainless steel barrel, firing pin, and guide
rod with captive recoil spring. Slide and barrel are precision
machined from stainless steel forgings to the same exacting
tolerances as the original factory components. Non-reflective, matte finish is durable and good-looking. Black polymer
fixed sights with easy to acquire white dot on front sight and
U-shaped white outline around rear sight notch. The SF-style
magazine uses a modified .45 ACP follower and has an extended base pad that allows it to hold 9 rounds; convenient witness
holes at the rear. Fits standard mag pouches for .45 caliber Glock
mags. Cut for SF-style magazine catch. Additional magazines
available separately. a
b
SPECS: Slide/Barrel Assembly - Stainless steel, matte finish. Magazine –
Stainless steel liner, black polymer shell, base pad, and follower. 9-round
capacity. May require some fitting of conversion unit’s locking lug and/
or pistol’s locking block. Fits Glock 20/21 pistols only.
#100-003-756AQ 50 GI Conversion System for
Glock, 9A599F99����������������������������������� $ 599.99
#100-003-757AQ 9-Rd Magazine for 50 GI
Conversion, 9A52J36 ������������������������� 54.99

ONE SOURCE TACTICAL

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II/III & 22/45

Machined from stainless
steel for strength and superb
resistance to corrosion under
harsh conditions. Available with
built-in mount for ultra-lowprofile installation of Trijicon
RMR sight, or with standard
Receiver and sight
factory sight dovetails. Natural
not included
silver finish gives your Glock a
unique two-tone appearance; may also be coated, plated, or

Precision-Machined Frame
With Match Grade Internal Parts
Promotes Oustanding Accuracy
Complete frame machined
from aluminum alloy weighs only
7 oz. and comes with a whole list
of popular accurizing features
to help you shoot super-precise
groups with your Mark III. Each VC frame comes with all of
the following items installed: extended bolt release, precision
target trigger, wire-EDM cut target hammer and sear, Titanium
disconnector, spring-loaded magazine ejector, and an extended safety button. Each VC Frame ships from the factory with a
clean, crisp 2¼ lb. trigger pull. The magazine disconnect has
also been eliminated from this frame. Has the standard factory
grip frame configuration, so it accepts any grips designed for
Mark III steel frame. Available with or without a set of Volthane
target grips. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, matte black finish. Accepts only Mark III magazines. Installation instructions included. FFL not required for purchase.
#930-000-131AQ Volquartsen Mark III VC Target
Frame, 3Z420E69����������������������������������$ 449.99
#930-000-132AQ Volquartsen Mark III VC Target
Frame w/Target Grip, 3Z441C38����� 479.99

NOWLIN

TACTICAL SLIDE for GLOCK®
Makes Your Glock Look
Unique; Available With BuiltIn Trijicon RMR Sight Mount

VC TARGET FRAME

painted. Slide is precisely machined to match tolerances and
accepts all OEM internal components or aftermarket parts built
to the same dimensions. Models available for Glock 17 or 19. a
b
SPECS: 17-4 stainless steel, silver, natural finish.
#100-008-539AQ Glock 17 Slide w/Standard Sight
Cuts, 2G279A99������������������������������������� $ 279.99
#100-008-782AQ Glock 17 Slide w/RMR Sight Cut, 
2G279P99 ������������������������������������������������� 279.99
#100-008-727AQ Glock 19 Slide w/Standard Sight
Cuts, 2G279D99������������������������������������� 279.99
#100-008-783AQ Glock 19 Slide w/RMR Sight Cut, 
2G279I99��������������������������������������������������� 279.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

TACTICAL LANYARD PLUG
for GLOCK®
Positive Weapon Retention Without
Additional Bulk & Weight
Molded, nylon plug provides Glock pistols a positive, failsafe weapon retention loop for attachment of tactical lanyards.
Inserts into the grip recess, and secures with an Allen screw.
Accepts nominal 1/8" diameter nylon lanyard line. Fits models
17 through 23. a
b
SPECS: Black nylon with polished stainless steel loop. Fits Glock
17/19/20/21/22/23. Includes Allen wrench.
#654-000-050AQ Tactical Lanyard Plug, 4E14Q87�������� $ 17.99

order on the web

brownells.com

PAC-LITE BARREL/RECEIVER
Provides Competition-Ready
Accuracy & Improved Balance
For Better Handling
Lightweight, easy to install, replacement barrel/receiver turns your Ruger Mark
III or 22/45 pistol into a well-balanced, competition-ready firearm in seconds. A button-rifled steel liner works with the integrated, adjustable rear sight and ramped front sight to deliver
impressive accuracy. Durable, milled stainless steel ejector is
built for reliability and long-lasting performance. ½"-28 tpi
muzzle threads enable attachment of the Pac-Lite compensator (sold below) and are pre-drilled and tapped for the Pac-Lite
scope base (also sold separately). Fluted models are available for
extra weight reduction. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, black or black with silver
flutes. 4140 steel-lined barrel; .900" (2.3cm) O.D. 1-16" twist. Available in
4.5" and 6" barrel lengths. Fits Ruger Mark III and 22/45; also fits older
model Mark I/II. 22/45 installation may require minor fitting. FFL required
for purchase.
#100-011-119AQ 4.5" Pac-Lite Barrel/Receiver,
Black, 8F279F19 �������������������������������������$ 290.00
#100-011-120AQ 4.5" Pac-Lite Fluted Barrel/
Receiver, Black, 8F285P41����������������� 300.00
#100-011-121AQ 6" Pac-Lite Barrel/Receiver, Black, 
8F291M30 ������������������������������������������������� 300.00
#100-011-122AQ 6" Pac-Lite Fluted Barrel/Receiver,
Black w/ Silver Flutes, 8F315Q60 ����� 330.00
PAC-LITE COMPENSATOR - 360-degree
venting holes and a large internal expansion
chamber disperse gasses evenly to help tame
recoil and muzzle rise, so that you can stay
on target and make quicker follow-up shots.
Sleek-looking compensator has same O.D. as Pac-Lite barrel;
quickly screws onto ½"-28 tpi threads.
SPECS: 6061-T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. 2" (5.1cm)
OAL. .900" (2.3cm) O.D. ½"-28 tpi threads.
#100-011-117AQ Pac-Lite Compensator, 8K31L43������� $ 34.99
PAC-LITE STANDARD SCOPE BASE Machined aluminum base attaches to
a pre-drilled and tapped Pac-Lite barrel to allow the mounting of optics or
other accessories. Compatible with
Picatinny or Weaver-style scope rings.
SPECS: 6061-T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. 3.4" (8.6cm)
OAL. Fits Pac-Lite barrel/receiver.
#100-011-118AQ Pac-Lite Std. Scope Base, 8K30A00���$ 30.00

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II/III

COMPETITION BOLT ASSEMBLY
Enhances Reliability &
Performance For Competition
Machined steel bolt drops into
Ruger .22 pistol and helps eliminate stovepipes, failures to fire,
and improves overall function. Offers superior tolerances, fit
and finish. Bolt features the tool steel Exact Edge Extractor built
to withstand years of use and the SureStrike firing pin that helps
eliminate light hits. Integral Extended Bolt Racker makes it easy
to charge the pistol and avoid pinched fingers. a
b
SPECS: Machined steel. Matte black finish except for stainless portion
visible through ejection port. Includes recoil spring assembly.
#930-000-134AQ Ruger Mark II Competition Bolt, 
3Z220A69 ������������������������������������������������� $ 239.99
#930-000-133AQ Ruger Mark III Competition Bolt, 
3Z220K69��������������������������������������������������� 239.99
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fRAMES/SLIDES

Durable, polymer bare frame provides a solid
foundation for a custom build, or may be used as a
replacement for your Gen 3 Glock pistol. Improved design includes a host of features desired by experienced pistol shooters
including a rounded triggerguard, an extended beaver tail to
eliminate slide bite and a larger mag catch/release aids in easier
magazine exchanges for shooters with any size hands. A higher
grip angle and an aggressive checkering pattern improve grip
and allow for more instinctive sighting. Two interchangeable
back strap inserts provide user with grip customization options
- a “flat” version that gives 1911-style feel, or a “swelled” version
that replicates an XD or Sig feel. Finally, an integrated 3-slot
Picatinny/Weaver-style rail accommodates lights or lasers. Still
b
fits standard model-specific Glock holsters. a
SPECS: Reinforced molded polymer, matte black. Fits Gen 2 & 3 Glock 17,
17L, 22, 24, 31, 34, 35 and 37 upper receivers. 13.1 oz (372g) wt. Requires
Gen 3 lower parts. Includes all non-standard parts specific to the frame.
FFL required for purchase.
#100-011-176AQ Timberwolf Polymer Glock Frame, 
5B198C57��������������������������������������������������� $ 199.99

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS
RUGER® MARK I/II/III & 22/45
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TIMBERWOLF POLYMER FRAME
for GLOCK®

CZ75 KADET II 22LR
CONVERSION KIT

CZ USA

SIG SAUER P220

GRIP FORCE

.22 LR RIMFIRE CONVERSION KIT

GRIP ADAPTER for GLOCK®

Use Low Cost .22 LR
Ammo For Practice

FRAMES/SLIDES

PISTOL

Turns Your CZ Into
A Training Or Plinking Pistol
Complete slide assembly
enables the firing of .22 LR cartridges in your centerfire CZ 75.
The Kadet is the same size as
the centerfire slide, but only the
lower third moves, reducing the overall
mass but still retaining the ability to cock
the hammer. Slide stop will hold open and
release the slide the same as on original pistol. Conversion kit is constructed of forged
steel and comes with an adjustable rear
sight, plus two 10-round .22 LR magazines.
Minor fitting may be necessary for correct
slide-to-frame fit on your specific pistol. Fits
full-size CZ 75, plus these compact/sub-compact models: 75
Compact, P-01, P-06, PCR, and RAMI. Magazines will extend
beyond the bottom of grip frame on these models. Kadet will
not work on the 97, 75 TS, P-07, or P-09 models.
SPECS: Steel, blued. 8.11" (20.6cm) OAL. 4.72" (12cm) barrel length. 1.1
lbs. (499g) wt.
#100-015-794AQ CZ 75 Kadet II Rimfire Unit, 
7H00BXF

$ 430.99

VOLQUARTSEN
RUGER® MARK II/III & 22/45

LLV COMPETITION PISTOL UPPER
Lightweight, Machined
Billet Receiver With
Stainless Steel Barrel
Weighing just under 16 oz., this complete barreled receiver
is precision machined from a single piece of aluminum alloy. An integral Picatinny rail is machined into the top of the
receiver for optic and accessory mounting options. Upper receiver features a contoured, stainless steel barrel that has been
machine-honed and lapped. Stainless steel breech face will
withstand years of use. Receiver comes with 1/2" x 28 tpi muzzle
threads and screw on thread protector. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, Type III hardcoat anodized, matte black. Fits Ruger
Mark II, Mark III and 22/45. 6" - 15 oz. (425g) wt. 4.5" - 14 oz. (396g) wt.
#930-000-140AQ 6" LLV Competition Upper
Receiver, 3F395F00 ����������������������������� $ 439.99
#930-000-141AQ 4" LLV Competition Upper
Receiver, 3F395K00����������������������������� 470.00

REPLACEMENT BACKSTRAP
KIT for GEN4 GLOCK®
Perfect For Increasing Grip Size
Replacement backstrap kit
for Glock Gen4 pistols comes
with standard 2mm and 4mm
backstraps. Kit also includes
trigger housing pin and an
installation tool with a builtin polymer punch to assist in
changing backstraps. These
parts are factory replacements, made to the same specifications as the originals included with your pistol.
SPECS: Molded, black polymer. Includes 2mm backstrap, 4mm backstrap, trigger housing pin, removal tool, instruction sheet.
#100-015-078AQ Backstrap Kit for Gen4 G17/22, 
1D22G99������������������������������������������������������ $ 22.99
#100-015-081AQ Backstrap Kit for Gen4 G26/27, 
1D18A65������������������������������������������������������� 20.99
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Factory rimfire conversion unit lets you shoot
inexpensive .22 LR ammunition in your full-size
pistol, so you can hone
your shooting skills and
save money at the same
time. Easy installation,
simply remove the factory
slide, barrel, and recoil
spring/guide and replace
them with the rimfire unit. High contrast target sights feature
one .1" (2.5mm) diameter white dot front sight and two .08"
(2mm) white dots on the rear sight to form an easy-to-align,
3-dot sight picture. Rear sight is “click” adjustable for windage
and elevation. Factory manufactured so you know it will fit and
function properly. Slide is precision machined from solid aluminum billet and hardcoat anodized for durability. Includes
polycarbonate 10-round magazine with slotted witness holes
on each side for easyrount counting. Removable base pad allows easy cleaning. Includes hardshell plastic carrying case.
Additional magazines available separately.
SPECS: Slide - Aluminum, black, matte finish. Barrel - Steel. Magazine
- Polymer, matte black. Includes: Slide, barrel, recoil spring/guide,
10-round magazine, rear sight key, and Allen wrench.
#732-000-439AQ P220 Conversion Kit, 2C261M93 ��� $ 279.99
#732-000-442AQ P220 Extra 10-Rd Mag., 2C37E49��� 40.99
#732-000-443AQ P226 Extra 10-Rd Mag., 2C37C49��� 40.99
#732-000-444AQ P229R Extra 10-Rd Mag., 
2C37H49 ��������������������������������������������������� 40.99

15-rd.

Helps Improve Hold &
Sight Acquisition For Fast
Follow Up Shots
Easy to install adapter helps
improve grip and shooting control. Modifies the backstrap angle
to create a subtle change in grip
and wrist positioning that helps enhance pointability for improved sight acquisition and faster follow up shots. Extended
tang increases leverage for better control during rapid fire and
helps the user form the proper shooting grip, especially when
drawing from a holster. Also prevents the slide from making
contact with the skin between thumb and forefinger. Comes
with a Gen 123SC adapter that features a smooth tang and a
shorter backstrap. Easy to install with the included trigger
housing pin. No permanent modifications to the gun; won’t
damage the pistol or mar the frame. a
b
SPECS: Textured plastic, black. Gen 123SC adapter fits Gen 4 pistols in
the short frame configuration or with the Medium grip panel installed.
Gen 123 adapter fits Glock Gen 1, 2, 3 pistols and the Gen 4 pistol with
the Medium grip panel installed. May not fit pistols with letter L serial
number prefix (i.e., LXX123). Increases trigger reach by .077" (1.96mm)
and tang area thickness by .084" (2.13mm). Gen 4 adapter fits Glock Gen
4 pistols in the “SF” (short frame) configuration to give the pistol a more
upright backstrap/grip angles, will not fit over the Medium or Large grip
panels. Increases trigger reach by .091" (2.31mm) and tang area thickness
by .085" (2.16mm).
#100-011-617AQ Gen 123 Grip Adapter for Glock, 
9C20F42������������������������������������������������������� $ 24.95
#100-011-618AQ Gen 4 Grip Adapter for Glock, 
9C20G42����������������������������������������������������� 24.95

SIG SAUER

JENTRA

STAINLESS STEEL PIN KIT
for GLOCK®
Pins Give Long Service Life &
Enhance Appearance
Stainless steel pins fit into Glock pistols to give long service life and high resistance to corrosion and wear. Pins also
add striking contrast color against the
frame for enhanced appearance. JBP1 kit fits into Gen 1, 2, and 3 Glocks and
includes trigger pin, locking block pin
and trigger housing pin. JBP-2 fits Gen 4
Glocks, and includes trigger pin, locking block pin, short trigger housing pin for use without a backstrap, and long trigger
housing pin for use with a backstrap. a
b
#463-000-010AQ JBP-1 Stainless Steel Pin Kit, 
3F13E85 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 16.95
#463-000-011AQ JBP-2 Stainless Steel Pin Kit, 
3F16C94������������������������������������������������������� 19.95

GHOST

GRIP PLUG KIT for GEN4 GLOCK®
Helps Keep Out Dirt &
Enhances Magazine
Insertion & Removal
Polymer insert fits into gap
at bottom of Glock grip to help
keep out dirt and gives a beveled edge to help ease magazine
removal and insertion. Inlcudes two plugs - one for use with
back strap, one for use without back strap. Simply choose appropriate plug and insert it into the gap. a
b

FACTORY PARTS KITS
Factory Parts
Give Perfect Fit & Function
In Sig Sauer Pistols

SPECS: Polymer, matte black. Fits Gen4 models 19, 17, 22, 23, 31, 32, 34,
35, 37 & 38. Fits only Gen4 pistols. Will not fit SF models.
#100-013-385AQ Gen4 Grip Plug Kit, 7K7L15������������������� $ 8.95

SINCE 1939

Shoot More, Pay Less
With .22 LR Ammo For
Practice
The TSG-222 .22 LR conversion system is built to
the same high quality standards as your original Glock
pistol to provide a lower-cost alternative to burning
up expensive centerfire ammo during practice. TSG222 It has the same external dimensions as the factory slide and barrel, so the gun feels and moves the
same – just with less recoil. Easy-to-install: remove
the factory slide, replace with the TSG-22 slide/barrel assembly,
and insert the included 10-round rimfire magazine. Includes
Glock sights with factory front white dot and rear white outline
U-notch. Polymer magazine locks slide open after last round
fired. Precision machined steel slide is treated with a frictionreducing black nitride finish for superb wear and corrosion
resistance. Comes with one 10-rd or 15-rd magazine (choose
below). Spare magazines sold separately. a
b
SPECS: Slide – 4140 carbon steel, black nitride finish. Barrel - 4130 carbon
steel, matte blued. Magazine – Polymer, black. 10-rd capacity. For best
results, use .22 LR ammunition with 40 grain round nose bullets. TSG-222
17/22 fits all generations of Glock® 17, 22, 34, 35, and 37, including Gen4
models. TSG-222 19/23 fits all generations of Glock® 19, 23, 32, and 38,
including Gen4.
100-011-649AQ TSG-222 17/22 Conversion, 15-Rd
Mag, 8K319B00���������������������������������������$ 379.99
#100-013-940AQ TSG-222 17/22 Conversion, 10-Rd
Mag, 8K355G61��������������������������������������� 379.99
100-011-705AQ TSG-222 19/23 Conversion, 15-Rd
Mag, 8K355Q61��������������������������������������� 379.99
#100-013-941AQ TSG-222 19/23 Conversion, 10-Rd
Mag, 8K355C61��������������������������������������� 379.99
#100-009-462AQ 15-Rd TSG-22 Mag., 8K21J70����������� 27.99
#100-009-463AQ 10-Rd TSG-22 Mag., 8K21C70���������� 27.99

JENTRA

Models

Genuine factory parts
compiled into handy kits
containing commonly lost,
broken or replaced small
parts and springs for popular
models of Sig Sauer pistols. Make sure the parts you put in your
handgun fit perfectly and give proper function for Sig Sauer
reliablity. Eact set contains decocking lever sping, slide catch
lever spring, trigger bar spring, recoil spring, firing pin positioning pin, slide pins and grip screws. Kits for P220, P232 and
P45 also include grip screw washers. All kits sold separately.
#732-000-459AQ P226 Parts Kit, 9mm, 2C21D87 ��������� $ 24.99
#732-000-460AQ P226 Parts Kit, 40 S&W/357 SIG, 
2C21I87��������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#732-000-463AQ P228 Parts Kit, 9mm, 2C21E87����������� 24.99
#732-000-464AQ P229 Parts Kit, 9mm, 2C21A87����������� 24.99
#732-000-461AQ P229 Parts Kit, 40 S&W/357 SIG, 
2C21P87������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#732-000-467AQ P239 Parts Kit, 9mm, 2C21M87��������� 24.99
#732-000-466AQ P239 Parts Kit, 40 S&W, 357 SIG, 
2C21P87������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#732-000-462AQ P220/P245 Parts Kit, 45 ACP, 
2C21B87������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#732-000-465AQ P232 Parts Kit, 380 ACP, 2C21Q87 ��� 24.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS

TSG-222™ CONVERSION KIT
for GLOCK®

GRIP PLUGS for GLOCK®
Keeps Dirt Out Of
Grip Frame
Snaps into the opening
at the rear of the Glock grip
frame for a cleaner appearance, plus keeps dust, dirt,
snow and water out of the gun. Creates a perfect location for
adding extra weight to competition guns or to counter recoil
on light, carry guns. Easily removed, does not alter gun. a
b
SPECS: Synthetic polymer, black. JP-1 fits models 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35. JP-2 fits compact models 26, 27 and 33. Does not
fit G29 or G30. JP-3 fits G30 only. JP-4 fits G21SF. JP-6 fits Gen4 17, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35 without backstrap insert. JP-7 fits Gen4
models 20, 21 and 41 without backstrap insert. JP-8 fits Gen4 models 26,
27, 33 without backstrap insert. JP-9 fits Gen4 models 17, 18, 19, 22, 23,
24, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35 with interchangeable backstrap inserts.
#463-100-017AQ JP-1 Grip Plug for Glock, 3F5F21 ������� $ 6.99
#463-000-001AQ JP-2 Grip Plug for Mini Glock, 
3F5J00 ����������������������������������������������������������� 6.95
#463-000-002AQ JP-3 Grip Plug for G30, 3F6A36 ��������� 7.95
#463-000-004AQ JP-4 Grip Plug for G21SF, 3F5H00����� 6.95
463-000-012AQ JP-6 Grip Plug for Gen4 Glock w/o
Backstrap, 3F5P00 ����������������������������������� 6.99
463-000-013AQ JP-7 Grip Plug for Gen4 G20/21/41
w/o Backstrap, 3F5Q00 ������������������������� 6.99
463-000-014AQ JP-8 Grip Plug for Gen4 G26/27/33
w/o Backstrap, 3F5H00 ������������������������� 6.99
463-000-015AQ JP-9 Grip Plug for Gen4 w/
Backstrap, 3F5C84����������������������������������� 7.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

PRO MAG GSG-5P

LSP HIGH STANDARD

HIGH STANDARD

THREAD ADAPTER

MATCH BARREL

FACTORY PISTOL BARRELS

PEARCE GRIP

GRIP FRAME INSERT for GLOCK

®

Fills The Opening In Glock Frames
For Smoother Reloading

Flash Suppressor
Compensator

Dynamic Recoil &
Flash Control Options

BARREL FITTING
  All custom aftermarket barrels will need some
fitting. The amount required will depend on the tolerances allowed by both the barrel and slide makers, as
well as the frame of the pistol. Some barrels may need
the chamber cut to full depth after the barrel has been
fitted. We carry a wide variety of files and stones to
help with the fitting, and chambering reamers from
Clymer and Manson Precision.

THREADED PISTOL BARRELS

Barrels Feature Suppressor-Ready Threads
Stainless steel barrels drop into pouplar models of 9mm and
.45 ACP semi-auto pistols and come with either metric or English Unit threads that mate with different types of suppressors.
Barrels are designed to install with no fitting required, and have
rifling compatible with both jacketed and lead ammunition. All
barrels come with knurled thread protectors for use when not
using a suppressor. a
b
SPECS: 416R Stainless steel, Black Isonite finish.
STOCK #
FITS
CALIBER THREAD SIZE
#276-000-031AQ Glock 17
9mm
Metric 13.5x1 LH
#276-000-033AQ Glock 17
9mm
½" x 28
#276-000-032AQ Glock 19
9mm
Metric 13.5x1 LH
#276-000-034AQ Glock 19
9mm
½" x 28
#276-000-035AQ Glock 21
.45 ACP
Metric 16x1 LH
#276-000-036AQ Glock 21
.45 ACP
.578" x 28
#276-000-037AQ S&W M&P Full-Size
9mm
Metric 13.5x1 LH
#276-000-038AQ S&W M&P Full-Size
9mm
½" x 28
#276-000-039AQ S&W M&P Full-Size
.45 ACP
.578" x 28
#276-000-040AQ Springfield XD Service 9mm
Metric 13.5x1 LH
#276-000-041AQ Springfield XD Service 9mm
½" x 28
#276-000-042AQ Springfield XD Service .45 ACP
.578" x 28
— Advise # — AA Threaded Barrels, 6G192Q69����� $ 214.99

STORM LAKE SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

MATCH GRADE BARREL

Replace Worn Or Shot-Out Barrels
With Accurate, Match-Quality Models
Precision-machined from Douglas Premium blanks and
cut with a special match chamber. Two models: Match Bull
Barrel is full-contour for greater forward weight, adds the
“muzzle-heavy” feel. Match Aluma-Lite Barrel features a turned
down forward section that’s sleeved with aluminum to help
compensate for the weight of red-dot optics or a scope. Both
feature a recessed target crown and are pre-drilled to accept
the LSP Scope Mount listed elsewhere. Fits push-button, takedown models of High Standard. a
b
SPECS: Steel, polished blue or matte silver finish. Chambered .22 long
rifle. 51/2" (14cm) long, .90" (22.8mm) diameter. Bull; 14.6 oz. (414 g),
Aluma-Lite; 9.7 oz. (274 g) wt.
#530-100-100AQ Bull Barrel for Hi Standard, 
3E137F71����������������������������������������������������� $ 149.99
#530-100-102AQ Aluma-Lite Barrel for Hi Standard, 
3E156A00��������������������������������������������������� 169.99

BAR-STO

SEMI-FIT BARREL for GLOCK®
Broach-Cut Rifling
For Improved
Accuracy
Machined from 416
stainless steel bar stock,
stock length replacement barrels for your Glock® have fully supported chambers
and broach cut rifling with a 1-16" twist. Barrels have a heat
treated hardness of 39 to 43 RC and a tensile strength of 180,000
psi. Due to the close tolerances and variances in handguns,
these “semi fit” barrels may require some fitting. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, hardened to 39 to 43 Rc. Fits Glock handguns.
STOCK #
#100-015-626AQ
#100-015-627AQ
#100-015-628AQ
#100-015-629AQ
#100-015-652AQ
#100-015-653AQ
#100-015-654AQ
#100-015-655AQ

Broach Cut Rifling
Improves Accuracy
With All Bullet Types

CALIBER
9mm Luger
9mm Luger
10mm Auto
.45 ACP
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
9mm Luger
.40 S&W

PRICE
7B00KZE $ 225.00
7B00HDS $ 225.00
7B00MAG $ 225.00
7B00MGC $ 225.00
7B00ILK $ 225.00
7B00HMJ $ 225.00
7B00PNM $ 240.00
7B00IMP $ 240.00

STORM LAKE

Custom-grade barrels make it easy to improve accuracy
from new pistols or restore it to those guns that are simply
“shot out.” Precision machined from certified 416 stainless
steel hardened to Rc 40-42 to deliver superior accuracy and
strength. Broach-cut rifling provides excellent accuracy with
both copper jacketed and lead bullets. Fully chambered and
throated to match grade standards, with an extended ramp
for full case support. Semi-drop-in design may require some
gunsmith fitting. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, natural, polished finish. Lengths and calibers
as indicated below.
STOCK #
FITS
LENGTH
PRICE
2D135J20 $ 151.99
#842-000-039AQ 9mm XD Service
4"
2D135P20 $ 151.99
#842-000-036AQ .45 ACP XD Tactical
5"

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

MODEL
17
19
20
21
22
23
34
35

PRE-FIT PORTED BARREL for GLOCK®
Reduces Muzzle Flip &
Recoil For Fast
Follow-Up Shots
Tame recoil and increase your shooting
speed by venting exhaust gases through a series of four ports
in the top of the barrel. Broach-cut rifling gives improved accuracy with lead or jacketed bullets. Chambered for .40 S&W. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, polished finish. .40 S&W caliber. 5.32" (13.5cm)
long. Rc 40 - 42. Fits Glock 35.
#842-000-012AQ Ported Barrel for Glock, 
2D161E60�������������������������������������������������� $ 180.99

order on the web

brownells.com

CONTOUR/ STAB. SIGHT
FINISH CUT
CUT
PRICE
.22 LONG RIFLE
#430-000-135AQ 41/2"
S/Gloss N
Tapped 3D145A40 $ 181.75
#430-000-107AQ 51/2"
R/Gloss Yes Dovetail 3D134D31 $ 167.89
#430-000-136AQ 51/2"
S/Matte N
Tapped 3D143F27 $ 179.09
#430-000-126AQ 51/2"
S/Gloss N
Tapped 3D229A91 $ 287.39
#430-000-124AQ 51/2" Bull R/Matte Yes Dovetail 3D198G08 $ 247.61
#430-000-109AQ 51/2" Bull R/Matte N
Dovetail 3D120G06 $ 150.08
3D113A88 $ 142.35
#430-000-110AQ 51/2" Bull S/Matte N
No
1
#430-000-125AQ 7 /4"
F/Matte Yes Dovetail 3D226L61 $ 283.26
#430-000-108AQ 71/4"
F/Gloss Yes Dovetail 3D189I41 $ 199.99
3D197J11 $ 219.99
R/Matte N
No
#430-000-123AQ 10"
Silhouette
.17 HIGH STANDARD
3D186H36 $ 232.99
#430-000-241AQ 10" Heavy R/Gloss N
No
#430-000-243AQ 51/2"
S/Gloss N
Tapped 3D149D97 $ 187.46
#430-000-240AQ 51/2" Trophy R/Gloss N
Dovetail 3D141Q79 $ 177.24
3D163A21 $ 204.01
#430-000-242AQ 71/4" Heavy R/Matte N
No
STOCK #

LENGTH

LONE WOLF

PRE-FIT BARRELS for GLOCK®

Tight Lockup For Excellent Accuracy Potential;
Conventional Rifling Accepts Cast Lead Bullets
Match-grade 416 stainless barrels are manufactured for a
tighter fit than the factory for improved lockup and greater potential accuracy. Conventional, broach-cut rifling allows you
to shoot cast or jacketed bullets in these barrels without the lead
fouling problem associated with the originals. All barrels have
an improved feed ramp design and provide maximum support
to help prevent case failures. Both the feed ramp and chamber
have been polished for reliable feeding and extraction. May
require minor fitting.
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, matte finish.
#100-007-604AQ Model 17 9mm Barrel,
2K100G22 ������������������������������������������������ $ 104.99
#100-007-605AQ Model 19 9mm Barrel,
2K100K22�������������������������������������������������� 104.99
#100-007-606AQ Model 21 .45 ACP Barrel, 
2K100Q22 ������������������������������������������������ 104.99
#100-007-607AQ Model 22 .40 S&W Barrel, 
2K100J22�������������������������������������������������� 104.99
#100-007-608AQ Model 23 .40 S&W Barrel, 
2K100F29�������������������������������������������������� 104.99
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barrels

Easy-to-install, specialized muzzle accessories give Glock shooters a choice of
flash suppression or recoil control. Compensator’s side ports direct gasses 30 degrees rearward and
out of the top ports, resulting in reduced felt recoil and muzzle
jump. As a result, the shooter can remain centered on the target,
allowing for quicker, more reliable follow-up shots. Integrated
Allen screw indexes compensator for correct positioning. Flash
Suppressor has longitudinal 6-port design that reduces muzzle
flash, affording the shooter concealment and vision preservation in night-adapted environments. a
b
SPECS: CNC-machined steel. Flash Suppressor - Black oxide finish. 1.6"
(4cm) OAL. .750" (1.9cm) O.D. 1.1 oz (31.2g) wt. Fits pistols chambered
in 9mm. ½" x 28 threads. Compensator - Parkerized , matte gray. 1.2"
(34cm) OAL. 1" (2.5cm) wide, ¾" (1.9cm) high. 1.6 oz (45.4g). Available
in 9mm with ½" x 28 threads and .40 S&W with 9/16" x 24 threads. Allen
wrench and instructions included.
#100-009-517AQ 9mm Compensator, ½" x 28, 
2K48D79������������������������������������������������������ $ 55.95
#100-009-518AQ .40 S&W Compensator, 9/16" x 24, 
2K54J50������������������������������������������������������� 63.95
#100-009-521AQ 9mm Flash Suppressor, ½" x 28, 
2K16D70������������������������������������������������������� 19.99

ADVANCED ARMAMENT

Factory Made For Best Fit & Accuracy
Restore or customize your High Standard pushbutton,
takedown pistol with a factory replacement barrel. All barrels are drilled and tapped for High Standard Universal Scope
Mount (#430-000-122). Models with front sight cut or tap, as
well as cuts for muzzle stabilizer, are noted in chart. Sight not
included. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued, gloss or matte finish. Available in .22 LR and .17 High
Standard (.17 PMC/.17 Aguila) calibers and three contours: Round (R),
Fluted (F), and Slab-Sided (S).

frames/slides

LONE WOLF

MUZZLE DEVICES for
GLOCK®

Steel adapter screws into the
front sight tower to enable installation of a wide range of popular
muzzle accessories on your GSG-5 .22 LR pistol. Standard 1/2"28 tpi male threads accept an AR-15-type flash hider or muzzle
brake, while three, integral lugs accept H&K-type, twist-on
sound suppressors. Included thread cap protects threads when
a hider or brake is not installed.
SPECS: Steel, phosphate coated, black. 2" (5.1cm) long, 7/8" (2.2cm) diameter. 1.4 oz. (39g) weight. Front Threads: 1/2"-28 tpi male. Rear Threads:
5
/8"-24 tpi male.
#687-000-071AQ GSG-5P Thread Adapter, 7H33J07�� �� $ 37.99

pistol

Plastic plug installs in the bottom rear cavity of the frame to fill the opening found in
Glock pistols. Front “lip” forms a tight, flush
bond with the mag well to help make sure the
mag goes where it should, smoothly. Keeps
dirt and debris from finding its way inside the pistol and gives
a clean, smooth look. Uses the lanyard hole for retention to snap
firmly into place. Does not add extra rounds. a
b
SPECS: Impact-resistant plastic, black. One per pack. Does not add extra
rounds. Glock Plus Zero fits models 17 through 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37,
and 38. Gen 4 Mid/Full Size fits Gen 4 models 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 31,
32, 34, 35, 37, and 38 only. Gen 4 Subcompact fits Gen 4 models 26, 27,
33, and 39 only. Other models fits the pre-Gen 4 Glocks indicated in the
price lines below.
#092-000-009AQ Glock Plus Zero Grip Frame Insert, 
2K3L33���������������������������������������������������������� $ 4.99
#092-000-011AQ G26/27/33/39 Grip Frame Insert, 
2K3A33���������������������������������������������������������� 4.99
#092-000-014AQ G20SF/21SF Grip Frame Insert, 
2K3P33���������������������������������������������������������� 4.99
#092-000-016AQ G36 Grip Frame Insert, 2K3F33���������� 4.99
#092-000-022AQ Gen 4 Mid/Full-Size Frame Insert, 
2K3I33������������������������������������������������������������ 4.99
#092-000-023AQ Gen 4 Subcompact Frame Insert, 
2K3C33���������������������������������������������������������� 4.99

Lets You Install An AR-15 Muzzle
Device On Your GSG-5P Pistol

Models

LONE WOLF

THREADED BARREL for GLOCK

®

Barrels

STORM LAKE S&W M&P

PRE-FIT MATCH GRADE BARRELS

STORM LAKE SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

STORM LAKE

PRE-FIT BARRELS for GLOCK

®

pistol

Threaded For
Compensator, With
Conventional Rifling
& Fully Supported
Chamber

barrels

Match-grade barrel has a threaded muzzle to enable
mounting of a compensator or suppressor. Machined from
a 416 stainless forging to tighter-than-factory tolerances for
drop-in fit and improved lockup, with conventional land-andgroove rifling for excellent potential accuracy with both lead
and jacketed ammunition. The improved feed ramp design
ensures proper feeding with a wide variety of bullet types and
provides maximum chamber support. Thread protectors sold
separately. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, non-reflective black oxide or natural silver finish. Fits all generations of the Glock models listed below, including Gen 4.
Muzzle thread patterns: Model 17/19 – 1/2"-28 tpi; Model 21 - .578"-28 tpi;
Model 22 – 9/16"-24 tpi. Thread Protectors – 303 stainless steel, knurled,
black oxide finish.
#100-007-597AQ Model 17 Threaded Barrel, 9mm, 
2K121K65��������������������������������������������������� $ 129.95
#100-012-641AQ Silver Finish Mod. 17 Threaded
Barrel, 9mm, 2K107H07 ��������������������� 119.99
#100-007-598AQ Model 19 Threaded Barrel, 9mm, 
2K121M65��������������������������������������������������� 129.95
#100-012-640AQ Silver Finish Mod. 19 Threaded
Barrel, 9mm, 2K107L07����������������������� 119.99
#100-007-599AQ Model 21 Threaded Barrel, .45 ACP, 
2K121J72 ��������������������������������������������������� 129.99
#100-007-600AQ Model 22 Threaded Barrel, .40
S&W, 2K121A65��������������������������������������� 129.95
#100-007-601AQ 17/19 Thread Protector, 1/2"-28, 
13.45
2K11K03�����������������������������������������������������
#100-007-602AQ 22 Thread Protector, 9/16"-24, 
13.45
2K11D03�����������������������������������������������������
#100-007-603AQ 21 Thread Protector, .578"-28, 
13.45
2K11P04�����������������������������������������������������

STORM LAKE

CONVERSION BARRELS for GLOCK®
Ready To Drop-In,
Add A Magazine In
The New Caliber &
Go Shooting
Drop-in barrels
let you convert your Glock to a different caliber simply by
changing the barrel and adding a magazine in the new caliber
(available separately). Machined from stainless steel for superior strength, accuracy, and performance. Tight tolerances
(+/- 0.001" to 0.002") in all critical areas. Cut broach rifling with
1-16" twist enables shooting of jacketed and lead bullets. Models
available for Glock 22, 27, and 30. Magazines indicated in the
table below will provide the correct fit with the bottom of the
grip frame. a
b
SPECS: 416R stainless steel, hardened to Rc 40-42, natural finish. 1-16"
twist rifling. May require minor fitting.
MAG
LENGTH
PISTOL
CONVERTS
FROM
TO
MODEL
#842-000-015AQ Glock 22 .40 S&W 9mm
G17 4.49" (11.4cm)
#842-000-040AQ Glock 27 .40 S&W 9mm
G26 3.46" (8.8cm)
#842-000-052AQ Glock 30 .45 ACP
10mm G29 3.78" (9.6cm)
— Advise # — Glock Conversion Barrel,
2D135G20 ������������������������������������������������������$ 151.99

Ready-to-install,
match grade 416R stainless steel barrels with
broach-cut rifling provide outstanding accuracy with both
copper jacketed and lead bullets. CNC machined to precise
tolerances, then hardened to Rc 40-42 for superior strength
and durability. Chambered for maximum case support. Dropin installation, may require minor modifications to fit certain
models. Ported models are longer than factory barrel and
have two ports on top, at the muzzle, to vent blast upward and
counteract muzzle flip to help you get back on target faster.
Threaded models are also longer than factory barrel and come
pre-threaded to accept screw-on aftermarket compensators.
Thread pitch is indicated in table; comes with a thread protector. .40 S&W-To-9mm Conversion barrel converts M&P Compact .40 S&W caliber pistols to shoot 9mm ammunition; 9mm
extractor and ejector must be installed to ensure reliable shell
ejection. .40 S&W-To-.357 SIG Conversion converts a full-size
M&P .40 S&W pistol to shoot .357 SIG. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, natural, polished finish. Hardened to Rc 40-42.
STOCK #
MODEL/CAL
LENGTH
PRICE
#842-000-045AQ M&P Compact
3.58" 2D135D20 $ 151.99
.357 Sig
#842-000-046AQ M&P Full Size .40
4.25" 2D135M20 $ 151.99
S&W
#842-000-091AQ M&P .40 S&W Full
4.95" 2D148G80 $ 166.99
Size (Ported)
2D135G20 $ 151.99
#842-000-048AQ M&P Full Size .45 ACP
4.6"
2D148M80 $ 166.99
#842-000-092AQ M&P .45 ACP Full Size
5.3"
(Ported)
2D190H40 $ 213.99
#842-000-094AQ M&P .45 ACP Full Size
5.3"
(.578"-28 threaded)
2D135I20 $ 151.99
#842-000-049AQ M&P Full Size 9mm
4.25"
#842-000-093AQ M&P 9mm Full Size
4.95" 2D148Q80 $ 166.99
(Ported)
4.95" 2D190P40 $ 213.99
#842-000-095AQ M&P 9mm Full Size
(1/2"-28 threaded)
2D190A40 $ 213.99
842-000-075AQ M&P Pro 9mm (½"5.7"
28 threaded)
#842-000-050AQ M&P Compact 9mm
3.58" 2D135E20 $ 151.99
3.58" 2D135M20 $ 151.99
#842-000-051AQ M&P Compact .40
S&W-to-9mm
conversion
842-000-058AQ M&P Full-Size 40 S&W 4.25" 2D135K20 $ 151.99
to 9mm Conversion
4.95" 2D148H80 $ 166.99
#842-000-090AQ M&P Full-Size .40
S&W to .357 SIG
Conversion (Ported)

SIG SAUER

FACTORY THREADED BARRELS

STOCK #
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Genuine Sig Sauer Barrels
Factory replacement barrels are drop in ready and feature
a threaded muzzle for attaching a suppressor or other device.
Barrels come with a knurled thread cap to protect the end
when no device is attached. These genuine Sig Sauer barrels
are precision hammer forged and heat-treated for accuracy

Length

CONVERSION BARRELS
Provides A No-Gunsmithing,
Drop-In Caliber Conversion

Broach Cut Rifling
Improves Accuracy
With All Bullet Types
Provides Easy Installation & Superb Accuracy;
Threaded Models Available
Machined, 416 stainless steel barrels are held to tolerances of .001" to ensure maximum accuracy and a precision fit.
Features cut-broach rifling with 1-16 twist that’s great for cast
bullets. Some models have pre-threaded muzzles that accept a
compensator; thread protector included. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, hardened to Rc 40-42, natural matte silver finish (SS), or satin-black Isonite QPQ™ that provides outstanding corrosion
and abrasion resistance. May require minor fitting.
STOCK #
#842-000-003AQ
#842-000-119AQ
#842-000-034AQ
#842-000-120AQ
#842-000-026AQ
#842-000-124AQ
#842-000-030AQ

Match-grade conversion
barrels make it easy to change
the caliber of your XD or XDM,
with no gunsmithing required.
Precision machined from certified 416 stainless steel hardened to Rc 40-42 for superior
strength. Broach-cut rifling
delivers excellent accuracy
with both copper jacketed and
lead bullets. Fully chambered
and throated to match grade
standards, with an extended ramp for full case support. Ported
models are longer than factory barrel and have two ports on
top, at the muzzle, to vent blast upward and counteract muzzle
flip to help you get back on target faster. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, natural, polished finish. Hardened to Rc 40-42.
XD fits service models with 4" barrel chambered in .40 S&W or .357 SIG.
XDM fits pistols with 4.5" barrel in .40 S&W. 9mm barrels require the use of
a 9mm magazine. May require changing to a 9mm extractor to ensure reliable extraction/ejection; incompatible with the XDM 9mm model pistol.

MODEL/CAL. LENGTH FINISH
PRICE
2D132C79 $ 148.99
17/9mm
4.5"
SS
17/9mm
4.5"
QPQ 2D153K60 $ 172.99
2D135Q20 $ 151.99
19/9mm
4"
SS
19/9mm
4"
QPQ 2D153N60 $ 172.99
2D135F20 $ 151.99
21/.45
4.6"
SS
21/.45
4.6"
QPQ 2D153B60 $ 172.99
2D135M20 $ 151.99
22, 31/.357
4.5"
SS
SIG
2D135M20 $ 151.99
#842-000-005AQ 22, 31/.40
4.5"
SS
S&W
#842-000-122AQ 22, 31/.40
4.5"
QPQ 2D153C60 $ 172.99
S&W
2D135P20 $ 151.99
#842-000-035AQ 23/9mm
4"
SS
2D135M20 $ 151.99
#842-000-029AQ 23, 32/.357
4.2"
SS
SIG
2D135A20 $ 151.99
#842-000-033AQ 23/.40 S&W
4"
SS
#842-000-123AQ 23/.40 S&W
4"
QPQ 2D153H60 $ 172.99
2D135J20 $ 151.99
#842-000-006AQ 24/.40 S&W
6"
SS
2D135L20 $ 151.99
#842-000-028AQ 27/.357 SIG
3.5"
SS
2D135N20 $ 151.99
#842-000-037AQ 27/.40 S&W
3.5"
SS
2D135L20 $ 151.99
#842-000-007AQ 34/9mm
5.3"
SS
#842-000-121AQ 34/9mm
5.3"
QPQ 2D153N60 $ 172.99
2D135N20 $ 151.99
#842-000-031AQ 35/.357 SIG
5.3"
SS
2D135D20 $ 151.99
#842-000-008AQ 35/.40 S&W
5.3"
SS

STOCK #
CONVERTS LENGTH PORTED
PRICE
842-000-133AQ XD .40 S&W or
4"
No 2D135A20 $ 151.99
.357 SIG to 9mm
#842-000-077AQ XDM .40 S&W to
4.6"
No 2D135K20 $ 151.99
9mm
#842-000-076AQ XDM .40 S&W to
4.6"
No 2D135H20 $ 151.99
.357 SIG
#842-000-078AQ XDM .40 S&W to
5.3"
Yes 2D148J80 $ 166.99
.357 SIG

MODEL/
THREAD
CAL. FINISH LENGTH SIZE
THREADED BARRELS
#842-000-125AQ 17/9mm QPQ
5"
½"-28
842-000-096AQ 17/9mm SS
5.1" "½"-28"
#842-000-126AQ 19/9mm QPQ
4.6" ½"-28
842-000-097AQ 19/9mm SS
4.7" "½"-28"
#842-000-127AQ 21/.45 ACP QPQ
5.2" .578"-28
842-000-098AQ 21/45ACP SS
5.3"

Machined aluminum replacement for factory barrel gives
your Buck Mark the rigidity and thickness of a bull barrel for improved accuracy without the weight penalty. A button-rifled,
chrome-moly steel liner helps ensure precise accuracy. Comes
with target front sight installed, and pre-threaded muzzle to
accept the Tactical Solutions compensator listed below or another 1/2"-28 tpi threaded muzzle accessory. Includes muzzle
thread protector for clean, finished look if compensator isn’t
installed. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, black or O.D. green,
matte finish. Chrome-moly steel liner with 1-16" twist rifling. .900" (2.3cm)
O.D. Installation instructions included. 4" – 4.7 oz. (133g) wt. 51/2" – 5.6
oz. (158g) wt.
#100-005-207AQ 4" Trail-Lite Barrel, Black, 
8K182F29��������������������������������������������������� $ 199.99
#100-009-908AQ 4" Trail-Lite Barrel, O.D. Green, 
8K182A29��������������������������������������������������� 199.99
#100-005-208AQ 51/2" Trail-Lite Barrel, O.D. Green, 
8K182B29��������������������������������������������������� 199.99

STOCK #

PRICE
2D208M00
2D190N40
2D208A00
2D190Q40
2D208H00
2D190B40

$ 232.99
$ 213.99
$ 232.99
$ 213.99
$ 232.99
$ 213.99

and durability.
SPECS: Steel, blued. Thread pitch: 9mm - 13.5 X 1mm LH. .45ACP - .578
X 28 TPI.
#732-000-473AQ P226 Threaded Barrel, 9mm, 
2C197B97��������������������������������������������������� $ 230.99
#732-000-474AQ P229 Threaded Barrel, 9mm, 
2C197L97��������������������������������������������������� 230.99
#732-000-472AQ P220 Threaded Barrel, .45ACP, 
2C197L97��������������������������������������������������� 230.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS BROWNING BUCK MARK

TRAIL-LITE BARRELS
Gives The Benefits
Of A Bull Barrel
Without The
Extra Weight

COMPENSATOR - Internal expansion chamber and 48 vent holes redirect muzzle blast
to help control muzzle jump and recoil, so
you can keep your Buck Mark’s sights on the
target for fast follow up shots. Same O.D. as
the Trail-Lite barrel for a neat look.
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, gloss black finish. 2"
(5.1cm) long, .900" (2.3cm) O.D. 1/2"-28 tpi threads.
#100-005-209AQ Trail-Lite Comp, 8K31Q43������������������� $ 34.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

STORM LAKE

VOLQUARTSEN
RUGER MARK II/III & 22/45

MANUAL SAFETY
KIT for GLOCK®

COMINOLLI

PORTED PISTOL BARREL for GLOCK®

EXTENDED SAFETY

Helps Prevent Unintentional Discharges

416R stainless steel, extended two-port barrel controls recoil and muzzle flip. Drop-in design replaces factory barrel
with no fitting needed. Oversized lockup area enhances accuracy. Works with lead and jacketed ammunition. a
b
SPECS: 416R stainless steel. Glock 22 also fits model 31, Glock 23 also
fits model 32.
STOCK #
CALIBER MODEL
STOCK #
CALIBER MODEL
#842-000-017AQ 9mm
19
#842-000-016AQ 9mm
17
#842-000-019AQ .40 S&W 22
#842-000-020AQ .40 S&W 23/32
#842-000-021AQ .40 S&W 27
#842-000-022AQ .357 Sig 22/31
— Advise # — Ported Pistol Barrel, 2D148E80������������� $ 166.99

WILSON COMBAT

MATCH-GRADE BARREL for GLOCK

®

Precision machined from 416 stainless steel and slightly
oversize in the lockup area to tighten slide-to-barrel fit. Conventional rifling gives reliable performance with both lead and
jacketed bullets. a
b
SPECS: 416 Stainless steel hardened to Rc 38-40, natural finish. 41/2"
(11.4cm) long. May require minor fitting.
#965-397-017AQ Glock 17 Match Grade Barrel, 
5F143N96��������������������������������������������������� $ 159.99
#965-380-022AQ Glock 22 Match Grade Barrel, 
5F143F96��������������������������������������������������� 159.99
#965-381-021AQ Glock 21 Match Grade Barrel, 
5F165H06��������������������������������������������������� 179.99

Prevents Unintentional Discharges;
Discourages Unauthorized Use
Drop-in, trigger-block safety fits behind
the trigger to frustrate and delay unauthorized personnel that might try to fire the
weapon. Snaps easily into place; ejects instantly for use. a
b
SPECS: Molded polymer, black. For right-handed shooters only. Fits all
Glocks manufactured after January 1998.
#100-000-841AQ Right-Handed Saf-T-Blok,
8K10E79������������������������������������������������������� $ 14.95

WILSON COMBAT

SHOK-BUFF for GLOCK
®

®

Durable, vinyl elastomer washer guards your pistol frame
from expensive damage and protects the pistol from wear. Install between the recoil guide rod and spring to prevent the slide
from ever touching the frame. a
b
SPECS: Includes one Shok-buff. Fits all Glock pistols.
#965-000-047AQ Shok-Buff, for Glock, 5F8J67��������������� $ 9.99

EXTENDED/AMBIDEXTROUS SAFETY
Wide, Can’t-Miss Thumb Pad For
Faster Release, Faster Shooting
Easy-to-install, extended safety lever effectively doubles the thumb contact area and makes it easier to hit in all
shooting situations. Both ambidextrous
and single side extended styles. Serrated, extra wide thumb contact areas
with rounded edges to help prevent snagging on holsters or
clothing. Gunsmith fitting required. a
b
SPECS: Steel matte blue or hard-chrome silver finish. Contact area: Single
- .726" (18mm) x .17" (4.3mm), Ambidextrous - 1" (2.5cm) x .21" (5.4mm).
Includes detent spring, plunger and instructions.
#206-035-010AQ Extended Safety, 6K45M00�������������� $ 52.99
87.99
#206-035-011AQ Amb. Extended Safety, 6K75D21����

TANDEMKROSS RUGER® MK III/22/45

LCI INSERT
Upgraded Steel Part Replaces
Plastic Factory Loaded
Chamber Indicator
Steel part drops into Ruger
Mark III and 22/45 pistols to replace the plastic factory original loaded chamber indicator.
Fills in factory gap, helps make it easy to clean the chamber,
and eliminates tab inside the receiver that can cause jams. Also
enhances appearance of the pistol. a
b
SPECS: Machined stainless steel, available in black or natural silver (SS)
finish. Comes with installaton hardware. NOTE: This part disables the
Loaded Chamber Indicator feature. Before ordering, please check to see
if your state requires this feature by law.
#100-016-516AQ LCI Insert, Black, 1G18Q58 ����������������� $ 19.99
#100-016-517AQ LCI Insert, SS, 1G18D58������������������������� 19.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Precision, wire EDM cut from 17-4 stainless steel, the durable extended safety ensures easier access to the mechanism.
Perfect for pistols with thicker, target grips, the replacement
stretches .150” longer than the factory button. Included safety
detent plunger and spring make installation simple. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, matte black or natural silver (SS) finish. Not compatible with Mark II 22/45 pistols.
#930-000-129AQ Extended Safety, Black, 3Z27D59����� $ 34.99
#930-000-130AQ Extended Safety, SS, 3Z27E59������������� 34.99

BUFFER TECHNOLOGIES SEMI-AUTO

Machined steel safety/decocker
Standard
drops into Beretta 92/96 and replaces
standard
ambidextrous
safety. Features left-side-only design
to help prevent snagging while carrying concealed or in duty or tactical
Lo-Profile
holster. Tough finish resists corrosion
and wear. Standard Lever dimensions
match factory original. Lo-Profile features smaller lever than
factory original. a
b
SPECS: 4140 steel, black Armor-Tuff finish.
#965-000-195AQ Standard Single-Lever Safety/
Decocker, 5F36A75��������������������������������� $ 41.99
#965-000-194AQ Lo-Profile Single-Lever Safety/
Decocker, 5F36N75�������������������������������� 41.99

RECOIL BUFFER™
Softens Felt Recoil, Stops Frame Battering
Polyurethane spacer fits on the recoil
spring guide to cushion slide impact against
the frame. Gently slows the slide; helps prevent the constant frame battering that causes premature wear
or cracking. Extends the service life of competition and carry
pistols. Softens felt recoil, reduces muzzle rise for faster followup shots. Change every 1,000 rounds for best results. a
b
SPECS: Polyurethane, gray. 1 per pack. Glock® will not fit Gen4 pistols.
1911 Auto, polyurethane, yellow. 8 per pack. S&W Model 41 fits .22 rimfire
Model 41 and 46. CZ fits 75 and all clones.
#071-000-001AQ Glock Recoil Buffer, 1G7P53����������������� $ 8.99
#071-000-002AQ Browning Recoil Buffer, 1G7K53 ������� 8.99
#071-000-005AQ 1911 Auto Recoil Buffer, 1G7C53��������� 8.99
#071-000-011AQ S&W Model 41 Buffer, 1G7L53������������� 8.99
#071-000-012AQ CZ 75/85 Buffer, 1G7B53������������������������ 8.99

ARO-TEK™

GUIDE ROD for GLOCK®

Stainless Steel With Captured Spring;
Improves Function & Durability
Improves function, reliability and accuracy. Captured
stainless steel rod features a removable tip for easy spring replacement. Adds extra muzzle weight, too, for better control
of muzzle rise. Easy to install; uses factory recoil spring. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, silver, hard-finish, black. Includes spring ferrule,
retaining screw, and wrench.
STAINLESS STEEL CAPTURED RODS
STOCK #
FITS
PRICE
6F18N08 $ 21.99
#066-000-007AQ
Glock 17, 17L, 22, 24
6F18P08 $ 21.99
#066-000-008AQ
Glock 19, 23, 25
6F18Q08 $ 21.99
#066-000-009AQ
Glock 20, 21

CYLINDER & SLIDE BERETTA 92/96

STAINLESS STEEL GUIDE ROD

STRIKE INDUSTRIES

SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
SHOCK BUFFERS
Absorbs Recoil & Helps Limit Wear
In Popular Polymer Pistols
Polyurethane-based barriers drop
in to many popular polymer-framed semi-auto pistols to help
absorb recoil, reduce shock and help prevent wear in areas
where the metal slide contacts the polymer frame. Helps decrease the shock to your hands, reducing fatigue and helping
improve control over long shooting sessions or competitions.
Distinctive bright coloring makes buffer easy to find in your
tool box. Includes instructions. May not fit all models.
SPECS: Thermoplastic polyurethane, chartreuse. Glock® buffer does not
fit Gen3 models, or models 21, 22, 31 and 35. M&P buffer does not fit M&P
9 or 45 Compact, M&P 40 Pro, or M&P Shield. XD buffer does not fit XD
9mm Subcompact, XD 9mm, 40 or 45 Service models or XD 40 Tactical.
#100-012-434AQ Shock Buffer, Glock, 2H4K76����������������$ 6.95
#100-012-436AQ Shock Buffer, S&W M&P, 2H4P76�������� 6.95
#100-012-437AQ Shock Buffer, Spfld XD, 2H4I76������������ 6.95
#100-012-438AQ Shock Buffer, XDM, 2H4Q76 ���������������� 6.95

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

GUIDE ROD REDUCING RING
for GLOCK® GEN4
Lets You Use Gen3 Guide Rods &
Springs In Your Gen4
Aluminum ring fits into the end of a Gen4 slide to enable use of narrower-diameter Gen3 guide rods and springs.
Increases your choice of aftermarket guide rod/recoil spring
combinations for tuning the performance of your Gen4 pistol.
Compatible with both captured and uncaptured springs. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, black. .447" front dia., .550" back
dia., .300" (mm) inside dia., .188" (mm) thick. Fits slides of Glock Gen4
pistols only.
#100-006-593AQ Gen4 Reducing Ring, 8B9P43������������$ 11.99

Drop-In Replacement
For Factory Plastic Part
No gunsmithing required to gain improved function and
reliability with your Beretta Model 92 or 96. One-piece, stainless steel guide rod replaces the two-piece plastic Beretta factory guide rod; works with your factory recoil spring. a
b

order on the web

brownells.com

SPECS: Stainless steel, matte finish, silver. 3.5" long (9.1 cm) long,
.28"(7.2mm) diameter. Fits Beretta models 92 and 96 only
#206-000-021AQ S/S Beretta Guide Rod, 6K22K29������� $ 26.99
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safeties

Helps Prevent Expensive
Frame Damage

CYLINDER & SLIDE COMBAT BROWNING HI-POWER

Left-Side-Only Design
For No-Snag Carry

barrels

SAF-T-BLOK

SAF-T-BLOK for GLOCK®

SAFETY INSTALLATION JIG - Holds your Glock frame
securely and has two, machined slots that correspond with the cut you’ll have to make to install
Cominolli’s Manual Thumb Safety. Slot marked “SM”
is for 9mm, .40 S&W, and .357 SIG; slot marked “LG”
is for .45 ACP and 10mm. Includes a 3/32" end mill that
must be used in a high-speed rotary tool (listed elsewhere) to properly make the cut. Delrin® guide makes it easy to
cut the correct angle.
SPECS: Safety Installation Jig - Aluminum, silver matte finish. 31/2" (9cm)
long, 5" (12.7cm) high, 3/8" (9.5mm) thick. Includes frame locating pins and
delrin guide. 3/32" End Mill - High speed steel. 3/32" (2.4mm) diameter, 1/8"
(4.8mm) shank. Single end, centercut.
#213-000-004AQ Thumb Safety Installation Jig, 
3A93A00 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 93.00

Provides Convenient
Safety Access;
Ideal For Use With
Target Grips

guide rods

Pre-Fit Dimensions For Tighter Lockup To Improve
Accuracy; Conventional Rifling Accepts Lead Bullets

Manually engaged safety lever provides
an extra level of security and safety for Glock
owners. Blocks trigger movement, allows the
slide to be cycled and pistol loaded or unloaded with the safety
on. Operates easily with your right-hand thumb. Contact pad
is easy to engage, yet won’t interfere with holster fit. All Glock
passive safeties continue to function normally. Gunsmith installation is recommended. a
b
SPECS: Thumb Safety - Plastic trigger housing, black. Steel parts, black
1
thumb pad. Pad - /2" (12.7mm) long, 1/4" (6.35mm) wide. Includes instructions with positioning template, replacement trigger housing, plus thumb
lever, detent pressure plate, spring and trigger bar guide. Fits all models
except Model 36.
#213-000-001AQ Thumb Safety for Glock, 3A73K57��� $ 85.00

SINGLE-LEVER SAFETY/
DECOCKER FOR BERETTA
pistol

Quality Stainless Steel With A Drop-In Fit

WILSON COMBAT BERETTA 92/96

BUFFER TECHNOLOGIES SEMI-AUTO

pistol

Dampens Recoil,
Enhances
Muzzle Control
Three-part buffer system installs easily to reduce recoil and
minimize muzzle flip. High carbon, stainless steel guide rod
and slide bushing retains the existing factory spring and resists
corrosion. Stiff, rubber buffer sleeve cushions slide before impacting frame, increasing overall service life. a
b
SPECS: Polished stainless steel, hardened to Rc 48-52. Includes guide
rod, buffer, and slide bushing. Beretta 92/96 fits full size Beretta 92/96
and Taurus 92/96 model pistols. Sig 220/226 - fits Sigarms P220/P226.
#071-000-018AQ Beretta 92/96 Recoil Bfr, 1G18N89�� � $ 22.99
#071-000-019AQ SIG 220/226 Recoil Bfr, 1G18N89����� 22.99

EFK FIRE DRAGON

guide rods

GUIDE ROD & SPRING for GLOCK®
Hardened Stainless
Steel For Improved
Cycling
Full-length, stainless steel guide rod assembly replaces the
factory plastic guide rod for reduced spring bind and improved
cycling. Heat treated and hardened to Rc 40-43 for added durability. Features a removable Allen head screw for easy spring
replacement. Includes standard-weight, chrome silicon flat
spring. a
b
SPECS: Guide Rod - 416 Stainless steel, natural finish, hardened to Rc
40-43. Spring - Factory weight, chrome silicon.
STOCK #
FITS
STOCK #
FITS
#503-000-005AQ
17
#503-000-010AQ 23, 32
#503-000-006AQ
19
#503-000-011AQ 22, 24, 31, 35
#503-000-008AQ
21
— Advise # — Guide Rod & Spring, 3K22P03����������������� $ 26.99

LIGHTING STRIKE

RECOIL GUIDE ROD for GLOCK®
Replaces The Plastic
Factory Rod For
Improved Cycling;
Captured & Non-Captured Styles
Full-length, polished, solid stainless steel rods prevent
spring bind for smooth cycling and improved reliability. Supplied with flat wire spring. Non-Captured models give you the
option of easily changing to different weight springs. Captured
models are easy to install and remove for cleaning and maintenance without risk of losing the spring. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, polished. 17/22 fits 17, 17L, 22, 24, 31, 34, 35, 37.
19/23/32 fits 19, 23, 32. 26/27/33 fits 26, 27, 33. 29/30/36 fits 29, 30, 36.
#642-105-017AQ 17/22 Non-Captured Rod, 
2D15A71������������������������������������������������������� $ 20.99
#642-105-020AQ 20/21 Non-Captured Rod,
2D15A71������������������������������������������������������� 20.99
#642-105-019AQ 19/23/32 Non-Captured Rod, 
2D15C71������������������������������������������������������� 20.99
#642-000-010AQ 17/22 Captured Guide Rod, 
2D20H00����������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#642-000-011AQ 20/21 Captured Guide Rod, 
2D20L00 ����������������������������������������������������� 25.95
#642-000-012AQ 19/23/32 Captured Guide Rod, 
2D20G00����������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#642-000-019AQ 26/27/33 Captured Guide Rod, 
2D37G14������������������������������������������������������� 43.99
#642-000-020AQ 29/30/36 Captured Guide Rod, 
2D40I00������������������������������������������������������� 46.99
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LONE WOLF

SPRINCO SEMI-AUTO

GUIDE ROD ASSEMBLY for
GLOCK®

RECOIL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

5-Size

RECOIL BUFFER

Stainless Steel Prevents
Rod Flex & Spring Bind For More Reliable Cycling
Hardened stainless steel guide rod won’t break or flex and
bind the spring like the factory plastic rod. Helps prevent cycling problems, improves reliability and overall performance.
Features a captured, ISMI chrome silicon flat spring that’s heattreated, shot peened, and calibrated to the factory-spec 17 lb.
weight. Steel Allen head screw and washer secure the spring to
the rod, yet enable easy disassembly for spring replacement. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel guide rod, natural finish; chrome silicon spring.
Standard (Std.) fits G17/17L/22/24/31/34/35/37. Does not fit Gen 4 guns.
Large fits G20/21/21SF. Compact fits G19/22/23/38.
#100-006-202AQ Guide Rod Assembly, Std., 
2K21Q36������������������������������������������������������ $ 23.99
#100-006-203AQ Guide Rod Assembly, Large, 
2K21Q36������������������������������������������������������ 23.99
100-011-493AQ Guide Rod Assembly, Compact, 
2K21H36������������������������������������������������������ 23.99

DUAL ACTION BUFFER
SPRING KIT for GLOCK®

EFK FIRE DRAGON

Softens Felt Recoil,
Reduces Frame Damage
Dual action, captive-spring system reduces muzzle jump
for faster follow-up shots. Full-length guide rod is a drop-in
replacement for factory plastic, provides smoother cycling and
improved function. Internal spring acts like a recoil shock absorber to slow slide velocity, reducing frame impact and damage. External spring is calibrated for each model. Easy, drop-in
installation requires no alterations to gun. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, matte finish. Instructions included. Glock 30
has a dual recoil spring.
STOCK #
#503-416-017AQ
#503-416-019AQ
#503-416-020AQ
#503-416-021AQ
#503-416-022AQ
#503-416-023AQ
#503-416-030AQ

FITS
17, 17L
19
20
21
22, 24
23, 32
30

PRICE
3K51E05 $ 71.08
3K48C38 $ 69.99
3K48G17 $ 69.99
3K48E38 $ 69.99
3K48H38 $ 69.99
3K48K38 $ 69.99
3K51N05 $ 71.08

SPRINGER PRECISION SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

RECOIL GUIDE ROD
Smooth, Polished
Surface Improves
Reliability
Solid stainless steel
one-piece guide rod is polished smooth to help prevent spring
bind, reduce slide drag, and improve reliability with less chance
of slide stoppage caused by grit or dirt. Mild heat-treat hardening improves rod wear without increasing slide wear. Added
weight up front helps counter recoil; shoulder at flange is sized
to help retain recoil spring for easy assembly and disassembly.
For use with factory recoil springs only. Gunsmith installation
recommended. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, polished finish or DiamondBlack IonBond black
finish. Fits XDM pistols chambered in 9mm/.40 S&W with 4.5" barrel.
#100-005-260AQ 9mm/.40 XDM Guide Rod 4.5",
Black, 1B19G29������������������������������������������$ 21.99
#100-005-259AQ 9mm/.40 XDM Guide Rod 4.5",
Silver, 1B19K29������������������������������������������ 21.99

ISMI

Reduces Felt Recoil,
Muzzle Climb &
Frame Damage
Drop-in system provides significant reduction in felt recoil and grip fatigue by gradually slowing the slide to prevent
frame battering. Plus, it keeps the gun “flat” so your sights stay
on target. Stainless steel guide rod fitted with a chrome silicon,
secondary spring that reduces slide-to-frame impact with no
loss of reliable cycling. 1911 models can be tuned by changing recoil springs. Models marked with a * include a new recoil
spring, others use your factory or aftermarket spring. Drop-in
installation requires no modifications to your pistol. a
b
SPECS: 17-4 stainless steel, Rc 38-42. Polished.Bushing Plug (BP) or Reverse Plug (RP) for 1911 models. Includes instructions.
STOCK #
#943-100-011AQ
#943-100-003AQ
#943-000-002AQ

#943-100-092AQ
#943-100-012AQ
#943-000-008AQ
#943-100-001AQ
#943-100-017AQ
#943-000-001AQ
#943-100-019AQ
#943-100-020AQ
#943-000-009AQ
#943-100-220AQ
#943-000-010AQ
#943-100-229AQ
#943-000-012AQ

FITS
PRICE
3D72I29 $ 89.99
1911 Govt./5" clones, BP
1911 Govt/5" clones, light loads 3D69Q31 $ 89.99
9mm, .38S, .45 wad, BP
3D73K16 $ 94.99
1911 Govt./5" clones, heavy
loads, (+P+) .40-.45 Super, .460
Rowland, BP
3D61H59 $ 79.99
*Beretta/Taurus 92/99, all
Commander & 4.25" clones, BP 3D69P31 $ 89.99
3D73C17 $ 94.99
Delta Elite 10mm, BP
3D73A16 $ 94.99
1911/SVI Limited, RP
3D61B59 $ 79.99
*Glock 17, 22, 31
3D61H59 $ 79.99
*Glock 17L, 24, 24C, 34, 35
3D61J60 $ 79.99
*Glock 19, 23, 32
3D61E60 $ 79.99
*Glock 20, 21
3D69I31 $ 89.99
Kimber 4" Pro Carry,and
Compact, RP
3D61J59 $ 79.99
SIG 220
3D61Q59 $ 79.99
SIG P226
3D61A62 $ 79.99
SIG 229
3D61B59 $ 79.99
Walther P99/SW99 .40 S&W,

FLUTED STEEL
GUIDE ROD FOR BERETTA®

WILSON COMBAT
Holds Lube &
Traps Fouling

Full-length, steel guide rod drops into Beretta pistols to
replace polymer factory guide rode. Features spiral flutes that
hold lube, and trap fouling to help keep recoil spring travel
smooth and easy. Fits all full-sized Beretta Series 90 pistols,
including 92A1/96A1. Will not fit Compact, Centurion or Compact Type M pistols. a
b
#965-000-192AQ Full-Length Steel Fluted Guide Rod, 
5F19F25 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 21.99

RECOIL GUIDE ROD
Superior Support &
Smooth Cycling
Full-length, hardened steel guide rod helps prevent spring
bind and improves cycling. Replaces the soft, factory, plastic
part for smooth, reliable function without galling or binding.
Machined from solid steel, polished, then hardened. a
b
SPECS: A2 tool steel, black, matte finish or bright polish, silver. Hardened
to Rc-55. Fits 92/96 full size.
#969-000-077AQ Black Guide Rod, 9F19I96��������������������$ 23.99
#969-000-078AQ Silver Guide Rod, 9F19N96������������������ 23.99

SINCE 1939

Hardened & Cryo Treated, Improves Performance
Cryogenically processed, stress relieved and hardened steel
rod offers no-flex cycling that reduces spring bind, helps ensure reliable feeding and ejection. Fits the small I.D., flat wire,
factory and aftermarket springs. a
b
SPECS: 4140 steel, black, matte finish. Hardened to Rc 32-24. Glock 17,
17L, 22, 24, 31, 34, 35.
#445-000-008AQ Glock 17 Guide Rod, 5D19N67����������� $ 22.99

WOLFF COLT MUSTANG/PONY

GUIDE ROD & SPRINGS
Improves Performance;
Prevents Spring Bind
Machined,
fulllength, stainless steel,
guide rod replaces the
factory, plastic part for smooth, dependable cycling. Use with
the included, 11 lb., standard-weight, recoil spring, or the factory-original, dual, recoil springs. Included, firing pin return
spring provides 20 - 25% extra power to quickly and positively
return the firing pin to battery after ignition. a
b
SPECS: Guide Rod - Stainless steel, black, or natural polished finish. Kits
include guide rod, 11 lb. recoil spring and extra power firing pin spring.
Fits Colt Mustang and Pony .380 ACP.
#969-000-127AQ Black Guide Rod Kit, 9F20D83����������� $ 24.99
#969-000-128AQ Polished Guide Rod Kit, 9F20I83����� 24.99
#969-000-115AQ Polished Guide Rod, only, 
9F16K67������������������������������������������������������� 19.99

WOLFF

RECOIL GUIDE ROD for GLOCK®
Superior Support &
Better Spring Alignment
Full-length, hardened steel guide rods help prevent spring
bind and improves cycling. Lets you keep your factory, captive,
recoil assembly intact and use Wolff recoil springs. Machined
from solid steel, polished, then hardened. a
b
SPECS: Steel, hardened to Rc-55, black finish.
#969-500-000AQ Model 17/22 Guide Rod, 9F19D96���� $ 23.99
#969-501-000AQ Model 20/21 Guide Rod, 9F19J96����� 23.99
#969-502-000AQ Model 19/23 Guide Rod, 9F19K96����� 23.99

POWER CUSTOM RUGER® MARK II

TITANIUM PARTS
Lighter Weight Means Superior Performance
Both parts are machined from solid, titanium alloy for longlasting performance and minimum increase in weight. a
b

WOLFF BERETTA 92/96

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CAPTURED GUIDE ROD SYSTEM
for GLOCK®

TITANIUM BOLT RACKER - Fast, one-finger racking even on scoped pistols. Attaches to the rear of the bolt and provides
a convenient handle for faster racking.
SPECS: Titanium, matte finish. 2.4" (6cm) long,
.7 oz. (19 g) wt.
#713-275-002AQ Titanium Bolt Racker, 3A34L29 ������� $ 36.99
TITANIUM FIRING PIN - Significantly
lower locktime and more consistent
ignition. No modifications.
SPECS: Titanium, matte finish. 1.8" (4.7cm) long. .1 oz. (2.4 g) wt.
#713-275-001AQ Titanium Firing Pin, 3A22G86 ��������� $ 24.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

CYLINDER & SLIDE BERETTA 92/96

CYLINDER & SLIDE BROWNING HI-POWER

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

LOW-MASS DROP-IN TRIGGER
PULL KIT

COMMANDER-STYLE HAMMER

V4 CONNECTOR for GLOCK

For A Smoother, Lighter Trigger Pull

CYLINDER & SLIDE BROWNING HI-POWER

HAMMER, SEAR & SPRING SET
Premium Components For A
Smooth, Crisp, Trigger Pull

CYLINDER & SLIDE BROWNING HI-POWER

Premium, hardened and heat treated, combat grade hammer is fully EDM
machined for better fit, function and
longer life. Oversized fitting pads below
the full cock notch help the gunsmith
achieve proper sear engagement and a
Standard
Type II
smoother trigger pull. Exposed edges are
chamfered to minimize slide drag and clothing wear. Standard
- fine line serrated, round spur is easy to cock, has attractive
style. Type II - narrowed sides reduce slide drag. Lightweight,
skeletonized and serrated spur speeds lock time. a
b
SPECS: 4140 chrome-moly steel. Hardened to Rc 50-53. Standard - Blue
finish or silver, hard-chrome finish. .53 oz., (15 g) weight. Type II - Blue
finish. .49 oz., (14 g) weight. Includes instructions. Gunsmith installation
recommended.
#206-035-100AQ Blue Standard Hammer, 6K56B53��� $ 65.99
#206-035-101AQ Silver Std Hammer, 6K66J17 ������������� 79.99
#206-035-102AQ Blue Type II Hammer, 6K67G67������� 78.99
HAMMER & SEAR SET - Combines above
hammers and the CNC machined sear,
listed elsewhere, into a convenient
package that will greatly improve the
trigger pull on your Hi-Power. Standard
Set features blue, standard hammer.
Standard
Type II
Type II Set uses type II hammer.
SPECS: Hammer - 4140 chrome-moly steel, blue finish. Hardened to Rc
50-53. Sear - Tool steel, in-the-white. Hardened to Rc 50-53.
#206-000-005AQ Std. Hammer/Sear Set, 6K91D67������� $ 99.99
#206-000-006AQ Type II Hammer/Sear Set, 
6K101H96����������������������������������������������������� 109.99

CUSTOM
SKELETONIZED STRIKER for GLOCK®
ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

Lightweight For
Fast Locktime;
Mirror-Polished For
Smoothness & Speed
Drop-in replacement for factory striker has 15-20% less
mass and a highly polished surface for fast lock time and a light,
smooth-feeling trigger pull, plus ultra-fast reset for minimum
delay between follow-up shots. Precision machined from solid
stainless steel with skeletonized cuts like those used on bulkheads in aircraft to reduce weight without sacrificing strength.
Hard, polished surface resists galling, wear, and corrosion for
years of reliable service. For best results, use with reducedpower striker spring from GlockWorx Competition Spring Kit,
available separately. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, natural polished finish. Fits Glock pistols chambered in 9mm, .357 Sig, and .40 S&W.
#100-004-117AQ Custom Skeletonized Striker, 
8B68M57����������������������������������������������������� $ 79.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II

HAMMER BUSHING

CNC SEAR

Close Tolerances For A Smooth,
Consistent Trigger Pull

Precision Machined For A Trigger Job That Lasts
CNC machined, not cast, from solid steel for
a trigger job that breaks light and clean but lasts
for thousands of rounds. Outlasts the factory cast sear because
it’s made from hardened, heat-treated, tool steel that will cut
and polish beautifully plus, hold those crisp, finely honed edges
without breaking down or rounding off. a
b
SPECS: Tool steel, in-the-white. Heat treated to Rc 50-53. Fits Browning
Hi-Power and some clones.
#206-035-031AQ Hi-Power Sear, 6K39C64��������������������� $ 47.99

Smooth, 3 lb. Pull & Crisp Reset

CNC machined from hardened steel to exceptionally close
tolerances to help ensure a smooth, consistent trigger pull. Advanced screw machine technology is used to drill and ream
the pivot pin hole perfectly concentric for optimal hammer-tosear engagement. Black oxide finish for added durability and
resistance against corrosion. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black oxide finish. Fits Ruger Mark II pistols only.
#930-000-056AQ Mark II Hammer Bushing, 3Z6E00���� $ 7.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Gives a clean, lighter-thanfactory pull for positive control
and “single-action”-like accuracy, while maintaining reliable
trigger reset. Precision laser cut
from a proprietary steel alloy then
heat treated for improved spring
tension. Extra-long “slot” prevents debris build-up and keeps
trigger parts clean for smooth, consistent pulls. Produces a
trigger pull as low as 3 lbs. in most pistols when used with the
Glockworx Competition Spring Kit (available separately). a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel alloy, polished. Fits all Glock models.
#100-012-422AQ V4 Connector, 8B12N50����������������������� $ 14.99

LIGHTNING STRIKE

LIGHTWEIGHT STRIKER for GLOCK®
Cuts Lock Time By 50% In Glocks
Lightweight Titanium Striker reduces lock time by a minimum of 50% for a faster shot and improved accuracy. Drops
in with no gunsmithing and no permanent alterations to the
firearm required. CNC machined from titanium and hardened
for long lasting performance. Lightweight Steel Striker is 32%
lighter than factory part, heat treated for exceptional strength
and performance with hot loads. Coated with Kolene Nutride
for greater lubricity and corrosion resistance. Titanium striker
includes Wolff striker spring. a
b
SPECS: Solid titanium, TiN coated gold or EDT150 tool steel, heat treated
to Rc 70. Small Frame fits Glock 9mm/.40 S&W. Large Frame fits Glock
10mm/.45 ACP.
#642-100-001AQ Ti. Small Frame Striker, 2D85K71��� $ 101.95
#642-100-002AQ Ti. Large Frame Striker, 2D85K71��� 99.99
#642-104-001AQ Steel Small Frame Striker, 
65.95
2D52E95�����������������������������������������������������

FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY KIT
for GLOCK®

Quickly & Easily Replace Firing Pin Components
Convenient kit of genuine factory parts helps you easily
replace a firing pin assembly that’s damaged or has just “given
up the ghost”. Each kit contains a firing pin, spacer sleeve, firing
pin spring, and firing pin safety with spring. A firing pin spring
cup is included in kits for models that need it. Kits available for
Glock® pistols chambered in 9mm, .40 S&W/.357 SIG/.45 GAP,
.45 ACP/10mm, and .380 ACP.
#100-015-949AQ Firing Pin Assembly Kit,
9mm, 8G45I00�����������������������������������������$ 49.99
#100-015-950AQ Firing Pin Assembly Kit,
40/357/45GAP, 8G45D00 ��������������������� 49.99
#100-015-951AQ Firing Pin Assembly Kit,
45ACP/10mm, 8G55H00����������������������� 59.99
#100-015-952AQ Firing Pin Assembly Kit,
45ACP/10mm, 8G45D00����������������������� 49.99

order on the web

brownells.com

REDUCED TRAVEL SEAR
Drop-In Sear Shortens Trigger
Take-Up, Improves Pull
Drop-in sear reduces trigger travel for a more
consistent trigger pull and improved accuracy.
Cuts pre-travel about 1/4" to help increase control and help
prevent accuracy degrading creep. Lessens total travel to limit
finger movement for better follow through. Fits all calibers and
models. Comes with pre-polished sear face to speed up installation. Gunsmith installation recommended. a
b
SPECS: Steel, in-the-white. Fits all calibers and models.
#100-003-112AQ Reduced Travel Sear, 1B48K24 ��������� $ 59.99

POWER CUSTOM
RUGER® MARK I/II/III™ & 22/45™

TOOL STEEL FIRING PIN
For Positive Ignition &
Reduced Risk Of Misfire
Replacement firing pin has a larger surface area on the impact point than the factory pin to help ensure positive ignition.
Reduces chance of a misfire with ammo made of slightly harder
than normal brass. High surface hardness resists wear, too, so
b
you can fire thousands of rounds from your Ruger .22 pistol. a
SPECS: A2 tool steel, in the white. Fits Ruger Mark I/II/III and 22/45™ pistols.
#713-000-142AQ Ruger .22 Pistol Firing Pin, 
3A22F86������������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99

TITANIUM, CARBON STEEL,
STAINLESS STEEL, OR WHAT?
   Throughout the catalog you’ll see similar parts - hammers and sears for example - made out of all three materials. So what’s the difference, which is better?
   We’ll start with the simplest choice, Carbon or Stainless
steel. It’s really just a matter of looks, the two metals are
so close in wear characteristics, and how smooth a finish
you can achieve on the hooks and notches, that it comes
down to what you like. If you want a blue hammer on a
blue gun, pick a carbon steel part. If you want something
to contrast with the bluing, a stainless steel hammer can
be finished to a soft matte, almost gray, or polished bright
to look much like chrome. Same goes for a stainless gun,
match it, or create contrasts with a bright or matte blued
hammer. Whatever you choose you’ll have excellent wear
life out of either a carbon steel or stainless steel part.
  Titanium can help deliver the ultimate action speed, and
the lightest possible trigger pulls. An identical part made
from titanium will weigh about 62% as much as its steel
counterpart. If the hammer, strut, mainspring cap and firing pin are 38% lighter, there’s less resistance to overcome
as you squeeze the trigger, hence, a lighter pull. Since the
mainspring can accelerate those parts more quickly, you’ll
also get a faster lock time. Less time for the sights to slip
off target! The drawback - you knew there was one - is
that titanium wears much more quickly than steel and can
gall pretty easily, which will slow everything back down.
The all-important hooks on a titanium hammer will lose
their sharp edges much more quickly than those on a steel
hammer. That means you (or your gunsmith) will have to
re-stone that hammer more often and it will eventually
wear out, sooner. If you clean and lube regularly to prevent
galling and accept the fact that total life of these parts will
be less than steel, the light weight can help your race gun
go really fast.
  TiN, or Titanium Nitride, isn’t a metal, it’s an extremely
thin, very hard, smooth coating that greatly increases the
wear characteristics of the metal to which it is added. A
good addition for maximum service life, and that gold
color’s a great way to set a gun’s looks apart from the crowd.
   This is a quick look; if you have specific questions on
your application, call one of our Tech Support staff, 800741-0015.
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ignition parts

Four-piece, target set allows precise fitting for sear engagement to
greatly improve trigger feel and function. Includes a heat-treated, CNCmachined sear; 21 lb., reduced-power,
hammer spring; factory-weight, firing pin spring and commander-style
hammer for no-bite, shooting comfort. CS281 features a standard, round
spur hammer with narrow, chamfered
edges to eliminate drag. CS283 and CS283HC include a skeletonized, Type II hammer for less weight and decreased lock
time. CS285 and CS285HC have chamfered ring hammer with
deep, contoured back for less weight and reduced lock time.
Tool steel sear replaces the factory, cast part; polishes easily and
holds its angles for thousands of rounds. Serrated hammers are
available in blue or silver, hard chrome (HC) finish. Includes
instructions. Gunsmith fitting recommended. a
b
SPECS: Hammer - 4140 chrome moly, carbon steel; blue finish or silver,
hard chrome (HC) finish. Rc 50-53. Sear - Tool steel, in-the-white. Rc
50-53. Hammer Spring - 21 lb. (9.5 kg) reduced power, factory is 32 lb.
(14.5 kg). Firing Pin Spring - Standard weight. Fits Browning Hi-Power
9mm and .40 S&W.
STOCK #
HAMMER
MODEL
PRICE
6K97E67 $ 109.99
#206-000-013AQ Standard, Blue
CS281
6K107I96 $ 119.99
#206-000-015AQ Type II, Blue
CS283
#206-000-016AQ Type II, HC
CS283HC 6K116E53 $ 129.99
6K97L67 $ 109.99
#206-000-017AQ No-Bite, Blue
CS285
#206-000-018AQ No-Bite, HC
CS285HC 6K108B81 $ 119.99

Narrowed, Light, Commander-Style;
Ends Hammer Bite

pistol

Precision-machined replacements
for factory parts let you perform a professional trigger job on a Beretta 92 or 96
pistol for a lighter, smoother trigger pull,
more precise, letoff, better shot placement, and faster follow-up shots. When
properly installed, kit provides a 4.5 lb.
trigger pull that can be further reduced to
3 lb. to 3.5 lb. with proper stoning. C&S Beretta Low-Mass Hammer and C&S Beretta Match Sear are CNC wire-EDM cut from
solid stainless steel billet plate stock, then finish machined to
tolerances of +/-.0005", heat treated to Rc 50-54, and 100% inspected for quality, fit, and function. Light pull hammer spring
and trigger return spring included. Recommended for competition use only. a
b
SPECS: Hammer and sear - stainless steel, silver finish. Springs - music
wire. Fits Beretta models 92 and 96 only.
#206-000-022AQ Low Mass Trigger Pull Set, 
6K167N96 ������������������������������������������������� $ 179.99

SPRINGER PRECISION SPRINGFIELD XD
®

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II/III

TARGET SEAR
pistol

Replacement For Factory Sear
Produces A Light, Clean-Breaking
Trigger Pull
Drop-in sear provides a crisp, clean,
responsive trigger pull for Ruger semiauto .22 LR pistols. Engagement surface
is precision-ground and polished—no
stoning required. Made from tool steel
and then hardened. Includes sear spring. a
b
SPECS: A2 tool steel, in-the-white, hardened to Rc 58-60. Includes sear
spring. Fits Ruger Mark II, III, and .22/45 pistols.
#930-000-050AQ Mark II/III Target Sear, 3Z24N29������$ 27.99

mag & slide releases

Replaces Factory Parts
For Fast Field Stripping &
Cleaning

Mark I/II

Hardened Tool Steel
With Improved Hook
For Reliable Extraction
Improved hook design helps ensure consistent extraction each and every time. Machined from tool steel
then hardened to resist breakage and reduce wear for a lifetime
of reliable operation. Includes extra-power spring for added
b
reliability. Also fits Ruger® 10/22® rifle. a
SPECS: Tool steel extractor, high-performance spring. Fits Ruger Mark I/II/
III & 22/45 pistols and 10/22 rifles in .22 LR and .22 Magnum.
#100-006-000AQ Heavy Duty Extractor, 8K7F14������������� $ 9.99

VOLQUARTSEN WALTHER P22

EXACT EDGE EXTRACTOR
Tuned & Hardened For
Lasting Performance

magwells

ALG DEFENSE GLOCK®

FLARED MAGWELL
Funnels Mag Into Well For Super-Fast Reloads

Makes field stripping your
Ruger .22 pistol faster and
easier by enabling rapid disassembly with a single Allen
wrench for routine cleaning
and maintenance. Replaces the
3.2
factory hammer and sticky bolt
stop pin that make bolt removal
a real chore. Replacement parts
are precision machined from
high-grade stainless steel to tolerances that meet or exceed the
factory parts. Requires no permanent modification to your
pistol; gunsmith installation
recommended. Speed Strip 3.2
fits any generation Mark series
pistol and features hammer pivot bushing that helps reduce
trigger pre-travel significantly and allows safe omission of
magazine disconnect in Mark III pistols. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, natural silver finish. Kit includes replacement
hammer and bolt stop pin, plus Allen wrench and illustrated installation
instructions. Mark I/II fits Ruger Mark I, II, and 22/45 pistols. Mark III fits
Ruger Mark III pistol only. 3.2 Kit includes hammer pivot bushing and fits
all Ruger Mark I, II, III, and 22/45 pistols.
#941-000-003AQ Mark I/II Speed Strip Kit,
1D40E99���������������������������������������������������� $ 45.99
#941-000-002AQ Mark III Speed Strip Kit, 
1D40K99������������������������������������������������������� 45.99
#941-000-006AQ 3.2 Speed Strip Kit, 1D49B20 ������������� 54.99

Steel extractor is machined using advanced EDM
technology to ensure precise
tolerances, then hardened
to Rc 58-60 to help prevent
premature wear. Extra long
extractor hook is .005" closer
to case rim for a positive, nonslip grip on the case head.
Made from A2 tool steel. a
b
SPECS: A-2 tool steel, in-the-white. Hardened to Rc 58-60. Includes replacement spring. Fits Walther P22.
#930-000-053AQ Exact Edge Extractor, 3Z15H94��������� $ 19.99
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ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

HEAVY DUTY EXTRACTOR

MAJESTIC ARMS RUGER® MARK I/II/III

SPEED STRIP KIT

SPEED FEED
MAGWELL for GLOCK® GEN4

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS
RUGER® MARK I/II/III™ & 22/45™

Aluminum sleeve widens the magwell
opening for smooth, rapid reloads under
pressure. Also prevents your palm from
getting pinched between the magazine
floorplate and pistol grip. Flare acts as a ledge to spread recoil
impulse into the bottom of your gripping hand, while a brass
mounting insert adds weight to dampen kickback and keep
you on target. Extended length allows for more consistent finger placement, control, and accuracy. Installation is quick and
easy – no modification to gun required. Simply push brass plug
into grip’s rear cavity and secure with a set screw through the
frame’s lanyard hole. Then slip the magwell over the grip base
and screw to the plug. a
b
SPECS: Magwell - Aluminum, hardcoat anodized. 2.8" (7.1cm) long, 1.65"
(4.2cm) wide. 1.1 oz. (31.2g) wt. Insert – Brass, natural finish. 2.2 oz. (62.4g)
wt. Fits Gen 3 Glock 17 and 22. Not compatible with Gen 4. Will lightly
scratch or scuff plastic pistol frame at contact point. Installation instructions and mounting hardware included.
#100-014-193AQ Flared Magwell, Black, 8Z95D00������� $ 95.00
#100-014-194AQ Flared Magwell, Sand, 8Z105Q00����� 105.00

Aids In Smooth,
Fast Reloads
Oversized
aluminum
magazine
well extension is engineered for precise geometry, fit, and angle to ensure quick,
positive reloads. Designed primarily for competition use with
magazines that have extended base pads. Easy, no gunsmithing installation: the brass mounting insert fits into the void
behind magazine well and is secured by a setscrew through
the lanyard hole. The extension’s powder-coated crinkle finish
blends nicely with the pistol frame’s textured polymer. Available with small and large brass inserts for 3 oz. and 4 oz. total
weights. Heavier model provides extra leverage at a critical
point in the firing cycle to help reduce felt recoil and counteract
muzzle flip. Both models fit all Gen4 pistols. a
b
SPECS: Magwell – Aluminum, powder-coated, crinkle-finish, black. 3"
3
3
(7.6cm) long, 1 /4" wide, extends approximately /8" (9.5mm) below grip.
Insert – Brass, natural finish.
#100-006-599AQ Gen 4 Speed Feed, 3 oz., 8B77P06����� $ 79.99
#100-006-600AQ Gen 4 Speed Feed, 4 oz., 8B96H59��� 99.99

GRIP ADAPTER & MAG WELL
for GLOCK®

PREZINE

Increases Mag Well Opening
For Smoother Insertion;
Helps Support your Shooting Hand
Drop-in, plastic grip adapter and mag well helps funnel
magazine into the grip for faster reloads. Adds a flare at the bottom of the grip that increases stability. Extended mag well also
protects magazine if weapon is dropped, helping to minimize
jams. Requires no modification to the gun. Fits Glock models
17, 22, 24, 31, 34, and 35. a
b
SPECS: High impact plastic, black. Fits Glock models 17, 22, 24, 31, 34, & 35.
#727-000-001AQ Grip Adapter & Mag Well, 7B19E93 ��� $ 29.99

ARO-TEK
CALIF. COMP WORKS

Doubles the mag well opening. Machined from solid, lightweight aluminum, closely matches the
contour of the pistol grip. Easily installed or removed in only
minutes, without modifications to your pistol. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum anodized, black. 13/8" (2.5cm) wide, 25/8" (6.6cm) long,
1.1 oz. (30 g) wt. Fits Glock 17, 22, 24, 34 and 35, including Gen4 models.
#452-100-017AQ Mag Well for Glock, 2E52Q17������������� $ 59.99

Bolt-on magwell funnels magazine directly into the pistol for quick reloads without fumbling or distraction. Lightweight
molded polymer won’t mar, scrape, or
dent, plus it protects the magwell opening from damage. Just
insert into the bottom of the grip and tighten the included steel
retention screw for a snug, form-fitting, grip. Separate models
available for 9mm/.40 S&W and .45 ACP XDs.
SPECS: Molded glass-fill nylon polymer, matte black. 23/8" (5.8cm) long.
9mm/.40 S&W - 1.47" (37.5mm) wide. .45 ACP - 1.53" (39mm) wide. .34
oz. (9.6g) wt. Fits full-size Springfield XD and older HS2000 with 4" and 5"
barrels. Does not fit compact or sub-compact. May require minor trimming to fit 9mm/.40 S&W models made after March 2005.
#100-006-212AQ XD EasyFit Mag Well, 9mm/.40 S&W, 
2A18M57 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 23.99
#100-006-213AQ XD EasyFit Mag Well, .45 ACP, 
2A21K43������������������������������������������������������� 26.99

T.H.E. ACCESSORIES

COMPETITION MAGWELL for GLOCK®
Speeds Reloads, Helps Control Recoil
Oversized magwell guides the magazine into the gun quickly and smoothly to
eliminate fumbling during reloads. Helps
you make mag changes without taking
your eyes off the target, and aids in maintaining a consistent hand position on the grip. Installs in minutes by inserting the brass channel insert in the bottom of the
grip behind the magazine well and locking it with the machine
screw (hex wrench included). Requires no permanent modification to pistol; remove and return to factory configuration at
any time. Brass insert adds weight to aid in recoil control for
faster follow-up shots. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, anodized, gloss black finish; brass grip plug. 2.8"
(7.1cm) long. 1.7" (4.3cm) wide. 3.1 oz. (89kg) wt. Fits Glock 17, 22, 24, 31,
34, and 35 pistols. Minor fitting may be required.
#100-004-035AQ Competition Magwell, 4K59J49��������$ 74.95

BELL & CARLSON RUGER® 10/22®

EXTENDED MAGAZINE RELEASE
Allows For Quick Magazine Changes

Extends the mag release just far enough for an easier reach
without getting in the way. Helps small handed or lefthanded
shooters.
SPECS: Alloy, black finish. 1032 extends 1.5mm and fits Mod. 20, 21. 1034
extends 3mm and fits Mod. 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.
#066-103-200AQ 1032 Mag Release, 6
 F26G30����������������$ 31.99
 F26M30���������������� 31.99
#066-103-400AQ 1034 Mag Release, 6

Drop in, extended magazine release allows
you to reload your 10/22 with just one hand. To
use, simply push forward on the durable, lightweight, polymer release and the magazine will
drop free of the receiver. Ergonomically shaped
latch provides plenty of surface area for a positive grip. a
b
SPECS: Polymer, black.
#137-000-022AQ Extended Magazine Release,
7C4C72����������������������������������������������������������� $ 5.99

TAYLOR FREELANCE

SEATTLE SLUG MAG GUIDE
for GLOCK®

JP ENTERPRISES
Drop-On Design Doubles The Opening

For Quick, No-Miss Reloads Under Pressure

Faster Mag Changes For Small
Or Left Handed Shooters

Lightweight Delrin Matches Grip Frame Perfectly

MAG WELL for GLOCK®

MAGLOC EASYFIT MAGWELL

EXTENDED MAG RELEASE
for GLOCK®

LIGHTWEIGHT MAG WELL for GLOCK®
Enlarges the mag well opening for faster
mag changes; funnels the magazine right
into the chute. Machined from lightweight
Delrin that perfectly matches the Glock grip
frame. Thin profile doesn’t add much bulk or weight; great on
carry pistols. Securely held in place with a single screw; requires drilling only one hole in the rear of the grip frame for
installation.
SPECS: Delrin, black. 25/8" (6.6cm) long, 13/8" (2.5cm) wide. .6 oz. (18 g) wt.
Small fits Mod. 17, 17L, 19, 22, 23, 24. Large fits 20, 21.
#151-150-017AQ SM Lightweight Mag Well, 1E39H73��� $ 44.99
#151-150-020AQ LG Lightweight Mag Well, 1E39G73�� 44.99

SMART LOCK TECHNOLOGY SPRINGFIELD XD

GHOST

Adds Weight, Speeds Mag Changes

Easy Reach For Faster Mag Changes

Brass plug fills recess at the rear of grip and provides additional weight to reduce recoil and improve
balance. Helps prevent “limp-wrist” malfunctions, especially
in weak-hand shooting. Mag chute aids fast, sure reloads. a
b
SPECS: Brass, matte black finish. 2.4" (64mm) long. 3.5 oz. (99g) weight.
17 fits 17/20/21/22/34/35/37, 19 fits 19/23. May require minor fitting, but no
modifications to gun.
#100-000-013AQ 17 Seattle Slug, 1K37L14 ����������������������� $ 40.99
#100-000-014AQ 19 Seattle Slug, 1K37J14 ����������������������� 40.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

X-MAG RELEASE
for GLOCK®

Two-piece, teardrop shaped magazine release helps speed mag changes.
Mag release button is ergonomically
shaped and much faster to depress; no
need to shift your firing grip or modify your frame. Installs
easily, in place of the factory magazine release. Made from a
polymer similar to the GLOCK frame. a
b
SPECS: Nylon plastic, black, matte finish. Fits Glock small frame models only.
#100-002-951AQ X-Mag Release for Glock, 7K11K43�� �� $ 13.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

EXTENDED MAGAZINE
RELEASE for GLOCK® GEN4

GHOST

Depress Mag Release Without
Changing Your Grip

GHOST

EXTENDED MAGAZINE RELEASE
for GLOCK® GEN3

WILSON COMBAT BERETTA 92/96

EXTENDED MAGAZINE RELEASE

MAGAZINE RELEASE BUTTONS

Replacement mag release extends 1/8" farther from the frame
than the factory part, making it easier to find the button and
drop the mag under the stress of competition. Oversized, 3/8"
diameter contact pad has almost twice the surface area of the
factory button, with machined concentric rings for secure,
non-slip thumb contact. Button can be installed on the left or
right side of the frame for operation by either hand. Fits full-size
and compact XDs. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. 1.33" (3.4cm) long, .375" (9.5mm) dia.
contact button. Models for full-size and compact Springfield XDs in
9mm/.40 S&W or .45 ACP. Does not fit XDM.
#100-006-210AQ XD Extended Mag Release,
9mm/.40, 2A21C79��������������������������������� $ 29.99
#100-006-211AQ XD Extended Mag Release, .45 ACP, 
2A21H79������������������������������������������������������� 29.99

EXTENDED MAGAZINE
CATCH for GLOCK®

LONE WOLF

Aids In Fast, Positive Mag Changes
Drop-in replacement for factory
magazine catch has a deeply serrated
button that protrudes farther from the frame to ensure positive, fast mag release on the first try. Gives a small but critical
performance edge to the practical pistol competition shooter.
Fits all 9mm, .40 S&W, .357 SIG, and .45 GAP Glocks. Same length
as the factory catch on the G20, 21, 29, and 30, so it can be used
as a direct replacement for the original part. a
b
SPECS: Reinforced, molded polymer, matte black. Fits Glocks chambered in 9mm, .40 S&W, .357 SIG, and .45 GAP as an extended catch;
factory-length replacement for G20, 21, 29 and 30. Does not fit G36.
#100-006-205AQ Extended Mag Catch, 2K2G99������������� $ 2.99

T.H.E. ACCESSORIES

COMPETITION MAG
RELEASE for GLOCK®
Easy-To-Reach For Fast, Sure Mag Changes
Serrated aluminum button extends 1/4" to the rear for excellent thumb purchase; easy-to-reach without breaking your
shooting grip. Uses a modified factory release so no metal
comes in contact with plastic magazine. Provides a drop-in fit
for small or large frame guns. a
b
SPECS: Plastic and aluminum, black, matte finish. Extends .25" (6.35mm)
to the rear. Small Frame - fits 9mm, .40 S&W and .357 SIG frames, including G36. Large Frame - fits 10mm and .45ACP.
#100-000-369AQ Small Frame Mag Release, 4K24A81 ��� $ 33.99
#100-000-370AQ Large Frame Mag Release, 4K24I81��� 33.99

TANGODOWN

VICKERS TACTICAL EXTENDED
MAG RELEASE for GLOCK®

Extended Checkered

Oversize Checkered

Oversize

Easy For Shooters Of All Hand Sizes To Use
Drop-in release buttons allow shooters, regardless of hand
size, to easily manipulate the magazine release with little or
no grip change. Machined from 4140 heat treated steel, release
buttons are easy to use, even when under stress. Release buttons require re-use of your original spring and bushings. Both
the Oversized models are rectangular and designed for right
hand shooters only. The round Extended Checkered model is
ambidextrous and can be installed on either the right or left
side of pistol. a
b
SPECS: 4140 steel, Black Armor Tuff® finish. Does not include bushings
and spring.
#965-000-211AQ Oversize Steel Magazine Release, 
5F36E56������������������������������������������������������� $ 41.99
#965-000-196AQ Oversize Checkered Steel Magazine
41.99
Release, 5F36K75
#965-000-197AQ Extended Checkered Steel Mag
Release, 5F36I75 ������������������������������������� 41.99

Easy To Reach For Quick Mag Changes
Extended magazine release is easy
to find and operate, allowing fast,
smooth mag changes that save you
precious seconds. Serrated release button is 3/32" longer than original, allowing
easy thumb access without repositioning your hand. Replaces
factory original without alteration. a
b
SPECS: High-strength polymer composite, black or tan. Standard Frame
includes models 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35. Large
Frame includes models 20, 21, 29, 30, 30S, and 41.
STOCK #
FITS
COLOR
PRICE
9B15P36 $ 17.99
#100-015-233AQ Standard Frame
Tan
#100-009-926AQ Gen4 Standard Frame
Black 9B14H50 $ 16.99
9B15A36 $ 17.99
#100-015-235AQ Gen4 Standard Frame
Tan
#100-009-202AQ Large Frame
Black 9B14M50 $ 16.99
9B15G36 $ 17.99
#100-015-234AQ Large Frame
Tan
#100-015-236AQ Gen4 Large Frame
Black 9B14P50 $ 16.99
9B14E50 $ 16.99
#100-015-237AQ Gen4 Large Frame
Tan
#100-015-577AQ Glock 42
Black 9B14K50 $ 16.99

CATALYST EXTENDED
MAGAZINE RELEASE
Enables Fast Magazine Changes
Without Breaking Your Grip
The Catalyst mag release makes magazine changes faster,
easier, and more reliable in stressful situations. This polymer
lever retains the oblong shape of the factory original and adds
ridges on the face to give you a positive contact surface. Follows
the ergonomic lines of the pistol and, unlike the original, contours away from the frame for easier contact with your thumb.
Drop-in installation - no gunsmithing necessary, requires only
a flat head screwdriver for installation. Can be inserted for right
or left hand usage. Will not fit M&P Shield. a
b
#100-015-909AQ Catalyst M&P Mag Release,
1Z17L15��������������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99

ARO-TEK™

SMART LOCK TECHNOLOGY SPRINGFIELD XD

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE for GLOCK®

MAGLOC EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE
®

Increases Leverage For
Easier Operation

Large, Easy-To-Locate Contact Pad
For Fast, Positive Slide Release
Replacement slide release lever
has more than twice the contact
surface of the XD9/40’s tiny factory part to make hitting the
release or manually locking back the slide easy, painless, and
fast. Helps you reload faster—simply hit the Magloc button with
the thumb of the shooting hand to close the slide on a fresh
mag, rather than manually racking with the off hand. The larger
button surface spreads the pressure you apply over a larger area
of the thumb, so it feels like you’re using less pressure to operate it. Machined, hardened steel construction, with three large
horizontal grooves to give secure, non-slip purchase; low profile won’t interfere with any holster designed for the stock XD.
SPECS: Steel, blued, matte finish. Contact Pad - 11/8" (2.8cm) long x 5/16"
(7.9mm) high. Fits Springfield XD standard and compact models in 9mm
or .40 S&W only. Does not fit pistols with thumb safety or any of the
XDM series.
#100-005-900AQ Extended Slide Release, 2A37L61����� $ 42.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

21ST CENTURY GUNFIGHTER
SMITH & WESSON M&P

FINISH
Blue
Blue
Silver
Blue

MODEL
1001
1003
1004
36B

— Advise # — Extended Slide Release, 6F29Q59��������� $ 35.99

order on the web

TANDEMKROSS
RUGER® MARK III & 22/45

MAGAZINE DISCONNECT
BUSHING
Eases Takedown, Lets MKIII Pistols
Fire Without Magazine Inserted
Stainless steel bushing replaces factory bushing on MKIII
and 22/45 Ruger pistols to enable pistol to fire with magazine
removed. Also eases takedown and lets magazine fall from
from the gun. High-quality steel construction resists heat,
corrsion and rust. Will not effect trigger function or feel. Fits
MKIII and 22/45 only. a
b
#100-014-444AQ Mag Disconnect Bushing,
1G9N00 ���������������������������������������������������������� $ 9.99

LONE WOLF DIST.

EXTENDED SLIDE LOCK LEVER
for GLOCK®
Easier Slide Removal For
Quicker Field Stripping
If you’ve ever tried to field strip your Glock with even slightly oily or sweaty fingers, you’ll appreciate the benefit of this
extended slide lock lever. Drop-in replacement is 3mm longer
than the factory original part to provide a firmer grasp, so you
can remove the slide quickly without fumbling with the lever.
No gunsmithing required; easy to install, no permanent alterations to the gun. Gun will still fit all standard holsters. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black oxide finish. 13/32" (29.9mm) long. Fits all Glock pistols
except M36.
#100-002-412AQ Extended Slide Lock Lever for Glock, 
2K8A27����������������������������������������������������������� $ 8.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK III™

Extends rearward for
increased leverage and
easier, faster chambering
after magazine changes.
Rounded shape extends slightly away from the slide so it’s
easier to engage but won’t catch on clothing or holster during a draw.
SPECS: Steel, blue or silver finish, includes spring. 1001 fits 17/17L single
pin models. 1003/1004 fit all 2-pin models except Model 36. 36B fits
Model 36 only.
STOCK #
#066-100-100AQ
#066-100-300AQ
#066-100-400AQ
#066-100-001AQ

Provides increased length and better purchase for faster, easier magazine changes;
even with oversized or target-style grips. Easy
to install, simply replaces the factory mag release with no permanent alterations to your pistol required. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued or stainless steel (SS), matte finish. Fits Ruger Mk II
.22 rimfire pistols.
#746-102-001AQ Ext. Mag Release, Blue, 6D8E07������������$ 9.99
#746-102-101AQ Ext. Mag Release, SS, 6D10I36 �������������� 12.99

brownells.com

SPRING LOADED MAGAZINE EJECTOR
For Fast, Positive
Magazine Ejection
Drop-in, no-gunsmithing kit helps provide fast,
positive magazine ejections—even with partially
loaded magazines— each and every time. Fits inside the magazine well, completely out of view, and applies spring pressure
to ensure the magazine pops out smoothly when released. Machined from 6063 aluminum alloy for a precise fit, then hardcoat anodized for added strength and durability. a
b
SPECS: 6063 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte gray finish. Steel
spring. Fits Ruger Mark III pistol only.
#930-000-054AQ Spring-Loaded Mag Ejector, 
3Z21C45������������������������������������������������������� $ 29.75
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mag & slide releases

Drop-in replacement for factory
button on Gen 1-3 pistols has beveled edges that resist snagging during the draw. Larger button allows you to more aggressively operate the release during stressful conditions. Easily
installs in place of the factory magazine release. Molded from a
reinforced hard polymer similar to the Glock pistol’s frame. a
b
SPECS: Nylon polymer, black. Small fits Gen 1-3 pistols chambered in
9mm, .40 S&W, .357 SIG, and 45 GAP. Large fits Gen 1-3 pistols in .45
ACP and 10mm.
#100-015-466AQ Gen 3 Ext. Mag. Release, Small, 
7K9D29���������������������������������������������������������� $ 11.99
#100-015-467AQ Gen 3 Ext. Mag. Release, Large, 
7K9H29���������������������������������������������������������� 11.99

EXTENDED MAGAZINE RELEASE
Increased Length For Easier Mag Changes

Oversized Button For Easy
Release & Quick Mag Changes

Easier To Hit Under Stress,
Won’t Snag

RANCH PRODUCTS RUGER® MARK II

pistol

Polymer extended magazine release drops into Gen4 Glock to give
extra length for fast magazine changes. Lets you reach the magazine release without shifting your
grip. Textured surface gives no-slip function. Installs quickly
and requires no modification to your pistol. a
b
SPECS: Polymer, matte black. 1.3" (3.3cm) long, .47" (1.1cm) wide. Fits
models 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38 & 39, Gen4 only.
#100-013-386AQ Gen4 Glock Ext. Mag. Release, 
7K12C30������������������������������������������������������� $ 14.50

SMART LOCK TECHNOLOGY SPRINGFIELD XD

magazines & parts

maf & slide releases

pistol

EXTENDED SLIDE
RELEASE LEVER for GLOCK®

VICKERS TACTICAL

Easy To Hit For Positive Slide
Release On The First Try

Optimum Shape To Ensure
Positive Thumb Contact

Drop-in replacement
for factory slide release
lever has a much larger
finger pad and a trapezoid-shaped bump that help ensure
you release the slide fast, on the first try, after a reload. Saves
precious seconds that can be lost making multiple swipes to
release the slide and chamber the next round. Low profile and
smooth contours will not affect holster fit or snag on clothing. Rugged, all-steel construction; matte black finish matches
Glock factory finish. Separate models to fit current-production
3-Pin and early 2-Pin pistols, plus G37/38/39 pistols chambered in .45 GAP.
SPECS: Steel, matte black finish. 3-Pin fits all guns with separate trigger,
locking block, and trigger housing pins, including early 2-Pin G19. Does
not fit early G17, 17L, and 34 2-Pin guns. 2-Pin fits G17, 17L, and 34 that
do not have a locking block pin, manufactured from 1986 to mid-2002.
37/38/39 fits all G37, 38, and 39 pistols.
#100-002-748AQ 3-Pin Ext. Slide Stop Lever, 3-Pin, 
1D9I50������������������������������������������������������������� $ 9.99
#100-002-747AQ 2-Pin Ext. Slide Stop Lever, 2-Pin, 
1D9P14����������������������������������������������������������� 9.99
#100-002-698AQ 37/38/39 Ext. Slide Stop Lever, 
1D9L53����������������������������������������������������������� 9.99

Redesigned thumb pad
places the pad slightly forward of the factory position, so your thumb gets to it quicker
and returns the pistol to battery faster. Pad is shaped to aid in
positive contact to help prevent accidental slide stop engagement, even when you’re wearing gloves. Stamped and formed
from durable 4130 steel, then treated with a special hardcoat
finish that resists rust and wear. a
b
SPECS: 4130 chromoly steel, black, matte finish/ includes spring. Fits
Glock 17, 17L, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35.
Gunsmith installation recommended.
#100-007-477AQ Enhanced Slide Stop, 9B17M10��������� $ 19.99

3-PIN EXTENDED
SLIDE STOP for GLOCK®

LONE WOLF
Aids In Smooth
Reloads & Fast
Return-To-Battery

Drop-in replacement
for factory part has a larger, easier-to-locate thumb pad that
helps you release the slide and return to battery faster after an
empty-gun mag change. Fits all “3-pin” (trigger pin, locking
block pin, and trigger housing pin) Glocks, except G36.
SPECS: Steel, electro-coated, matte black finish. Fits all 3-pin Glock pistols, except G36; will not fit early 2-pin 17, 17L and 34.
#100-006-699AQ 3-Pin Extended Slide Stop,
2K9J46��������������������������������������������������������� $ 11.49

MAGAZINES for GLOCK®
Convenient, Money-Saving 3-Paks Of
Factory Mags For Popular Models
Genuine Glock factory magazines ensure
smooth, reliable feeding
and help you stay confident your pistol will perform reliably. Manufactured to Glock specifications in Austria by Glock.
Features a round count
indicator on rear face of mag body and the standard factory
base plate. Also available bundled with a rugged Uncle Mike’s
molded-Kydex two-mag belt pouch. Tension screw system lets
you adjust the amount of retention for competition or carry.
Combos available for Glock 17/34 (9mm) and 22/35 (40 S&W)
pistols. a
b
SPECS: Magazines - Polyethylene body over steel liner. Pouch - Kydex,
black. Accepts belts up to 13/4" (4.4cm).
#100-006-989AQ Three 17-Rd Mags for Glock 17/34, 
1D65J00������������������������������������������������������� $ 72.99
#100-006-990AQ Three 17-Rd Mags Glock 17/34 +
Pouch, 8K99Q99������������������������������������� 99.99
#100-006-992AQ Three 15-Rd Mags for Glock 22/35 +
Pouch, 8K78G92 ������������������������������������� 84.99
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FNH USA

RUGER® MARK II

ENHANCED SLIDE STOP for GLOCK®

FIELD REPAIR KIT
Convenient, pre-packaged kit contains genuine
factory parts most often required for emergency, field repairs. a
b
SPECS: Contains one each: Firing pin (SS), firing pin stop (SS), rebound
spring, rebound spring support (SS), extractor (SS), extractor plunger (SS),
extractor spring (SS), recoil spring assembly, magazine.
#078-060-002AQ Ruger Mark II Field Repair Kit, 
8G44H54�������������������������������������������������� $ 54.99

FACTORY MAGAZINES

BERETTA MODEL 92

FACTORY HIGH CAPACITY
MAGAZINES
Dependable, Factory Magazines
For Superior Performance
Factory, double stack 9mm magazines are
ultra-reliable in combat or competition. Hightech manufacturing techniques allow seamless
construction for snag-free follower movement
and smooth insertion into the mag well. Selflubricating follower is injection molded from
high-strength polymer for durability. Numbered witness holes
on the backside allow easy viewing of remaining ammunition. Built from high carbon, heat-treated steel for maximum
strength; includes a high tensile strength music wire spring
that resists memory and won’t weaken over time. Removable
base pad allows easy cleaning. Sand-Resistant 15-Rd (SR) model
features a synthetic base pad, a full-length “sand slot” to allow
debris to fall out, and a special dark gray, high-lubricity coating
for improved reliability in desert environments. Adopted for
use by the USMC. 17-Rd, 20-Rd, and 30-Rd magazines come
with a synthetic base pad and an attractive, high-gloss blued
finish. 20-/30-Rd feature a polymer shroud that protects the
lower half of the magazine and acts like a grip extension for
added control. CX4 Magazine Conversion Kit lets you use any of
these magazines in the Beretta CX4 Storm carbine.
SPECS: Body - Carbon steel, heat treated. Spring - Music wire. Follower/
Pad - Polymer, black. Fits all 9mm Beretta 92s, except Type-M and old
Model 92/92S that use a single stack magazine. 15-Rd SR – Dark gray,
high-lubricity coating, polymer base pad. 17-Rd/30-Rd – Blued, gloss
finish, polymer base pad.
#100-003-851AQ 15-Rd SR Beretta 92 Magazine, 
1Z41H43������������������������������������������������������� $ 44.99
#100-003-850AQ 17-Rd Beretta 92 Magazine, 
1Z23E00������������������������������������������������������� 29.99
#913-000-068AQ 20-Rd Beretta 92 Magazine, 
1Z41B43 ������������������������������������������������������� 49.99
#913-000-386AQ 30-Rd Beretta 92 Magazine, 
1Z40N32������������������������������������������������������� 44.99
913-101-250AQ CX4 Magazine Conversion Kit, 
3A50M62����������������������������������������������������� 57.99

Original Factory Mags
To Keep Your FN Pistol Running

Emergency Field
Repair Parts

BERETTA PX4 STORM
Kit

PISTOL MAGAZINES

Genuine Factory Magazines
For Perfect Fit & Performance
Full-capacity OEM magazines are the exact
ones that Beretta ships with new Px4 pistols, so
you know you have a replacement mag made to
fit your gun. None of the compromises you make
with cheap aftermarket mags. Heat-treated steel
tube, “memory resistant” music wire spring that
resists taking a set, self-lubricating polymer follower, and a removable polymer base pad for easy cleaning.
SPECS: High-carbon, heat-treated steel, blued, or natural-finish stainless steel.
STOCK #
FITS
CALIBER CAP. FINISH
PRICE
#100-004-943AQ Full-Size
9mm
20 Blued 1Z41C43 $ 44.99
1Z45B71 $ 49.99
#913-000-054AQ Full-Size
.45 ACP 9
Stnls
#913-000-071AQ Full-Size
.45 ACP 10 Blued 1Z39B99 $ 49.99
#913-101-219AQ Compact
9mm
10 Blued 1Z39I99 $ 49.99
#913-101-217AQ Compact
9mm
15 Blued 1Z35A51 $ 42.99
#913-101-218AQ Compact
.40 S&W 12 Blued 1Z37H24 $ 39.99
#913-000-069AQ Subcompact 9mm
13 Blued 1Z39P99 $ 49.99
#913-000-093AQ Subcompact .40 S&W 10 Blued 1Z39F99 $ 49.99

MAGAZINES
Dependable, Factory Magazines
Deliver Top Performance
Reliable, lightweight factory magazines
ensure the highest reliability for your 5.7 x
28mm FN Five-seveN. The black, all-polymer
magazines feature a removable floorplate for
easy cleaning and round indicator cutouts
that allow you to quickly assess the number
of rounds remaining.
SPECS: Polymer body and follower, black. Fits FNH Five-seveN models.
#119-000-003AQ 10-Rd FNH Five-seveN Magazine, 
9A00MKM��������������������������������������������������� $ 35.99
#119-000-002AQ 20-Rd FNH Five-seveN Magazine, 
9A35C99 ����������������������������������������������������� 35.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

COLOR/
FITS
CAP.
STYLE
PRICE
FNS 9mm
17 Black w/BP 9A00GKR $ 44.99
FNS 9mm
10 Black w/BP 9A00BML $ 44.99
FNS/FNX .40 14 Black w/BP 9A00QAJ $ 44.99
FNS/FNX .40 10 Black w/BP 9A00LWL $ 44.99
FNX 9mm
17 Black w/BP 9A00BAJ $ 44.99
FNX 9mm
10 Black w/BP 9A00BQS $ 44.99
FNX .45 ACP 15 Black w/BP 9A00HWJ $ 44.99
FNX .45 ACP 15 FDE w/BP 9A00MLE $ 44.99
FNX .45 ACP 10 Black w/BP 9A00PDA $ 44.99
FNX .45 ACP 10 FDE w/BP 9A00DWL $ 44.99
9A44M44 $ 44.99
FNP .45 ACP 15 Black
9A44M44 $ 44.99
FNP .45 ACP 10 Black
9A44M44 $ 44.99
FNP .45 ACP 15 FDE
9A37Q50 $ 39.99
FNP 9mm
16 Silver
9A37L50 $ 39.99
FNP 9mm
10 Silver
9A37I50 $ 39.99
FNP 9mm
15 Silver
9A37Q50 $ 39.99
FNP 9mm
10 Silver
9A36P00 $ 39.99
FNP .40
14 Silver
9A37N50 $ 39.99
FNP .40
10 Silver

FNH BROWNING HI-POWER

MAGAZINE
Factory magazine ensures proper fit, function, and FNH quality for your Hi-Power-style
FN pistol. Features rugged steel body with polymer follower and witness holes to display round
count. Integral spring-loaded ejector helps
magazine drop (more like spring!) free when
magazine release is pressed.
SPECS: Steel, polymer follower.
#119-000-075AQ 9mm Hi-Power Magazine, 10-Rd, 
9A41N67���������������������������������������������������� $ 44.99

FNH FN FORTY NINE

FACTORY MAGAZINE
Factory Magazines For Your Forty Nine
Polished stainless steel factory magazines give
correct fit and function in your FN Forty Nine pistol. Tough polymer base plate contoured for finger
grip and features embossed FN logo. Polymer follower shows caliber stamp to help choose the correct magazine for your pistol. Two witness holes
help you keep up with round count.
SPECS: Stainless steel, polished finish. Matte black polymer base plate
and follower.

WANT MORE?

  New magazines, and/or magazines with new
springs, may not let you load them with the maximum
number of rounds they should hold. Here’s the solution:
load them up with the maximum number of rounds you
can and let them set for a few days. The new spring will take
its normal “set” and allow the rest of the rounds to be loaded.

STOCK #
#119-000-013AQ
#119-000-014AQ
#119-000-015AQ
#119-000-016AQ
#119-000-017AQ
#119-000-018AQ
#119-000-088AQ
#119-000-090AQ
#119-000-089AQ
#119-000-097AQ
#119-000-004AQ
#119-000-005AQ
#119-000-006AQ
#119-000-007AQ
#119-000-008AQ
#119-000-011AQ
#119-000-012AQ
#119-000-009AQ
#119-000-010AQ

Factory Mag For Exact Fit In Your Hi-Power

FNH FN FIVE-SEVEN®

MAGAZINES THAT WON’T HOLD
ADVERTISED NUMBER OF ROUNDS

FN factory replacement magazines for
the FNS, FNX, and FNP pistol series feature
stainless steel mag bodies with polished
black or polished silver finish. Smoothfeeding polymer follow. BP = detachable
base pad. FDE = Flat Dark Earth base pad
color.

OVER 100,000
PRODUCTS
ONLINE!

www.brownells.com

STOCK #
#119-000-071AQ
#119-000-072AQ

CALIBER
9mm
40 S&W

CAPACITY
PRICE
9A34M72 $ 37.99
10
9A34M72 $ 37.99
14

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

MEC-GAR BERETTA M9/M92

You’ll gain reliable, additional
round capacity with these high
quality replacement magazines that
really fit and function like proven
factory magazines. Tempered steel
body with hardened feed lips is
treated with a phosphated anti-friction coating inside and out to ensure drop-free operation and
no-jam feeding. Hardened, high tensile music wire spring and
supported, self-lubricated nylon follower eliminates follower
tilt so every round feeds flawlessly. Flush-fitting, 18-Round
magazine features a tough synthetic base pad that removes
easily for magazine cleaning. 20-Round model includes a removable, synthetic “Plus 2” base pad. Witness holes in the rear
side on both models provide fast, remaining round count.
SPECS: Body - Hardened carbon steel, black phosphated anti-friction
coating. Spring - High tensile music wire. Follower - Nylon, black. Fits
Beretta M9 and M92, 9mm caliber.
#625-000-032AQ 18-Rd M9/M92 Mag., 5B25J57����������� $ 29.99
#625-000-033AQ 20-Rd M9/M92 Mag., 5B31F07����������� 36.99

MAJESTIC ARMS RUGER® MARK II/III

COMPETITION MAGAZINE &
EXTENDED BASE PAD
Reliable-Feeding Competition Mags
For Your Ruger .22 Pistol

Provides Extra-High Capacity
For .45 ACP Glock 21

Be confident your Glock pistol will perform
to factory standards each and every time with
genuine Glock factory magazines. Manufactured to Glock specifications in Austria by
Glock. Available in all factory round counts,
including high-capacity models. All models
include round count indicator on rear face of
magazine body and standard factory baseplate.
Listed below by Glock model designation and caliber.
SPECS: Polyethylene body over steel liner.
FITS
17
17
17
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
22
23
23
26
26
27
27
29
30
30
31
31
32
32
33
33
36
37
38
39
42
42

CAL.
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
10mm
10mm
.45 ACP
.45 ACP
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
9mm
9mm
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
10mm
.45 ACP
.45 ACP
.357 SIG
.357 SIG
.357 SIG
.357 SIG
.357 SIG
.357 SIG
.45 ACP
.45 GAP
.45 GAP
.45 GAP
.380 ACP
.380 ACP

RNDS
10
17
33
10
15
10
15
10
13
10
15
22
10
13
10
12
9
10
10
9
10
10
15
10
13
9
11
6
10
8
6
6
6*

PRICE
4D22K22 $ 24.99
4D22K22 $ 24.99
4D33K27 $ 35.99
4D22C22 $ 24.99
4D22L22 $ 24.99
4D22L22 $ 24.99
4D22L22 $ 24.99
4D22L22 $ 24.99
4D22A22 $ 24.99
4D22I22 $ 24.99
4D22M22 $ 24.99
4D33B24 $ 35.99
4D22A22 $ 24.99
4D22N22 $ 24.99
4D22I22 $ 24.99
4D30N02 $ 34.99
4D22G22 $ 24.99
4D30N02 $ 32.99
4D22A22 $ 24.99
4D22N22 $ 24.99
4D22E22 $ 24.99
4D22Q22 $ 24.99
4D22B22 $ 24.99
4D22D22 $ 24.99
4D22F22 $ 24.99
4D22Q22 $ 24.99
5B34E99 $ 34.99
4D22P22 $ 24.99
4D22I22 $ 24.99
4D22C22 $ 24.99
4D22G22 $ 24.99
4D22K22 $ 24.99
4D32A17 $ 37.99

* With extended base pad.

  While the Federal Ban on magazines with
capacity above 10 rounds has been lifted, some
states and cities have their own bans in place. In
those areas it is still illegal to use rebuild components
to assemble a new, high-capacity magazine. Please
be sure to comply with all state and local ordinances
when rebuilding magazines.

XD-S™ MAGAZINES
Factory Magazines For
9mm & .45 Compacts
Same as the mags that came
with your pistol, these singlestack stainless steel magazines
resist wear and corrosion for
extra-long service life. Molded
polymer follower with integrated steel plate reliably raises
the slide lock into position after the last round is fired. Base
plate removes for cleaning. 7-round .45 mag and 9-round 9mm
model come with polymer sleeves that match both backstraps
that came with your pistol.
SPECS: Stainless steel mag body, polished natural finish. Fits single-stack,
.45 ACP Springfield XD-S pistols.
#817-000-151AQ 9mm XD-S Magazine, 7 Rd, 
7A22I07 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99
#817-000-152AQ 9mm XD-S Magazine, 9 Rd, 
7A31P04������������������������������������������������������� 33.99
#817-000-136AQ .45 ACP XD-S Magazine, 5-Rd, 
7A22H86 ����������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#817-000-135AQ .45 ACP XD-S Magazine, 7-Rd, 
7A31J04������������������������������������������������������� 33.99

RUGER® LCP®/LC380®/LC9®
Rugged & Dependable Factory Original;
Comes With Two Floorplates

PRO-MAG FN FIVE-SEVEN
Increases Capacity By 10 Rounds
Over Factory Magazine
Rugged, lightweight polymer magazine increases the capacity of your 5.7 x 28mm FN FiveseveN pistol by an additional 10 rounds over the
factory mag. Extension is contoured for a smooth,
seamless fit to the bottom of the mag well, with exterior texturing that matches the pistol grip’s texturing. a
b
SPECS: Reinforced, injection-molded polymer, black.
30-round capacity. Fits FN Five-seveN pistol chambered in 5.7 x 28mm.
#687-000-038AQ 30-Rd Five-seveN Magazine, 
7H31I59 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 35.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY

FACTORY MAGAZINES
30-ROUND MAGAZINE

HIGH-CAPACITY MAGAZINES

Spend more time “on-target” and less time on
reloads with this 25-round .45 ACP Glock 21 magazine. The fully-assembled 25-round magazine uses
a factory, 13-round Glock magazine that has been
outfitted with Kriss’s MagEx extension kit. The easyto-install kit is available separately (below) to let you to
add 12 rounds to your factory 13-round G21 mags. Kit
includes a replacement spring, plus inner and outer
sleeves with round-count witness holes.
SPECS: Impact-resistant polymer, matte black. Fits standard and SF Glock
21 models and Kriss firearms. NOTE: Extension kit is not compatible with
10-round Glock magazines.
#100-011-252AQ 25-Rd Glock 21 Magazine, 
3Z55K29��������������������������������������������������������$ 61.99
#100-011-251AQ MagEx 25-Rd Extension Kit, 
3Z28I50 �������������������������������������������������������� 34.99

Original Ruger factory magazines give exact fit and excellent performance in LC-series
compact pistols. Tempered steel body with
hardened feed lips, steel spring, and nylon follower all built to original specifications. Comes
with a standard, low-profile floorplate and an
extended ’plate with a convenient finger ledge
for an improved grip and better recoil control Extended Floorplate
Installed
for fast follow-up shots. LC9 Extended comes
only with an extended floorplate. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued finish.
#780-001-261AQ LCP Magazine, 6 Rd, 8G26M52��������� $ 28.99
#780-001-363AQ LC380 Magazine, 7 Rd, 8G28M52����� 32.99
#780-001-355AQ LC9 Magazine, 7 Rd, 8G28F54����������� 31.99
#780-001-361AQ LC9 Ext. Magazine, 9 Rd, 8G32P11��� 34.99

order on the web

brownells.com

Models

MAGAZINES

Expert Craftsmanship, Reliable Function
Made from certified, carbon steel; TIG
welded and finished without seams, then
heat treated for durability. These are the same
magazines that are supplied by many European handgun makers as original equipment.
BL = blued, BN = bright nickel finish, MBP =
matte black phosphate.
SPECS: Steel, blued.
STOCK #
FITS
#625-000-017AQ Beretta 92 9mm
625-000-053AQ Beretta 92/M9 9mm
625-000-054AQ Beretta 96FS .40 S&W
#625-000-035AQ Beretta 96 .40 S&W
625-000-052AQ Beretta Bobcat .22 LR
625-000-055AQ Beretta 84 Cheetah
625-000-056AQ Beretta 950 Jetfire
625-000-058AQ Browning BDA .380 ACP
#625-000-025AQ Browning HP 9mm
625-000-059AQ Browning HP 9mm
#625-000-024AQ Browning HP 9mm
#625-200-350AQ Browning HP 9mm
#625-200-340AQ Browning .40 S&W
625-000-045AQ CZ 75B/85B/SP-01 9mm
625-000-047AQ CZ 75B/85B/SP-01 9mm
#625-000-027AQ CZ 75B/85B/SP-01 9mm
625-000-046AQ CZ 75 Compact 9mm
625-000-049AQ CZ 40B/75B/85B/SP01
.40 S&W
625-000-048AQ CZ 40B/75B/85B/SP01
.40 S&W
625-200-008AQ Luger P-08 9mm
625-000-044AQ Ruger P85/89/93/94/95/
PC9 9mm
625-000-042AQ Ruger P85/89/93/94/95/
PC9 9mm
625-000-026AQ Ruger P85/89/93/94/95/
PC9 9mm
625-000-043AQ Ruger Mark II/III
625-000-038AQ SIG P226 9mm
#625-000-034AQ SIG P226 9mm
625-200-260AQ SIG P226 9mm
625-000-040AQ SIG P226 .40 S&W
625-000-039AQ SIG P226 .40 S&W

RNDS FINISH
15 BL
15 MBP
15 BL
13 BL
7
BL
13 BL
8 BL
13 BL
15 BL
15 BN
13 BL
10 BL
10 BL
19 BL
17 BL
16 BL
14 BL
14 BL

PRICE
5B20A79 $ 24.99
5B20B79 $ 24.99
5B31P07 $ 36.99
5B25M57 $ 29.99
5B16G57 $ 19.99
5B20D79 $ 24.99
5B16K57 $ 19.99
5B20C79 $ 24.99
5B22I57 $ 26.99
5B24C43 $ 28.99
5B20A79 $ 24.99
5B20G79 $ 24.99
5B20Q79 $ 24.99
5B31H07 $ 36.99
5B25J57 $ 29.99
5B20K79 $ 24.99
5B20C79 $ 24.99
5B31L07 $ 36.99

12

BL

5B25K57 $ 29.99

8 BL
20 BL

5B27G93 $ 32.99
5B25F79 $ 30.99

17

BL

5B22H57 $ 26.99

15

BL

5B20J79 $ 24.99

10
20
18
10
15
13

BL
BL
BL
BL
BL
BL

5B15M57
5B31M07
5B25E57
5B20J79
5B31D07
5B31Q07

$ 18.99
$ 36.99
$ 29.99
$ 24.99
$ 36.99
$ 36.99

RUGER®

RIMFIRE PISTOL
MAGAZINES
Genuine Factory Magazines
For All Ruger Pistols
High quality, made by Ruger to fit
and function just like the originals.
Crackproof, tempered steel bodies,
music wire springs, nylon followers. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blued finish.
STOCK #
#780-001-216AQ
#780-002-210AQ
#780-002-245AQ
#780-001-246AQ
#780-001-247AQ

FITS/RDS
Mark I (9)
Mark II (10)
22/45™ (10)
Mark III (10)
Mark III 22/45™ (10)

PRICE
8G22P73 $ 24.99
8G21K40 $ 24.99
8G21H40 $ 24.99
4C22B73 $ 24.99
4C22L73 $ 24.99
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magazines & parts

Durable,
blued
steel 10-round magazine offers positive
feed and ejection
for the competition
shooter.
Magazine
comes with attached
machined
alumiMark II/III
Ruger 22/45 &
Close-Up of
Mag
Mark II/III Mag
num extended base
Base Pad
pad that helps magazine insertion and removal and allows the shooter to determine
magazine orientation by touch. Designed to not get stuck inside the pistol if magazine is accidentally inserted backwards.
Ruger Mark II & III Magazine fits both Mark II and III pistols.
Ruger Mark II/III & 22/45 Magazine universally fits Ruger 22/45,
Mark II and Mark III pistols. Magazines will not fit Ruger Mark
I pistols. a
b
SPECS: Magazine - Steel, blued finish. Polymer follower. Base Pad: Machined aluminum, natural finish. 10-round capacity.
#941-000-007AQ Ruger Mark II/III Magazine w/
Extended Base Pad, 1D26A79������������� $ 28.95
#941-000-009AQ Ruger Mark II/III & 22/45 Magazine
w/Extended Base Pad, 1D32B79������� 34.95

EXTENDED MAGAZINE & KIT for
GLOCK® 21

Choose Genuine Factory Magazines
For Top Performance & Reliability

STOCK #
#100-002-752AQ
#100-002-770AQ
#100-002-771AQ
#100-002-753AQ
#100-002-772AQ
#100-002-754AQ
#100-002-773AQ
#100-002-755AQ
#100-002-774AQ
#100-002-756AQ
#100-002-775AQ
#100-006-053AQ
#100-002-757AQ
#100-002-776AQ
#100-002-760AQ
#100-002-777AQ
#100-002-761AQ
#100-002-778AQ
#100-002-762AQ
#100-002-763AQ
#100-002-764AQ
#100-002-758AQ
#100-002-779AQ
#100-002-759AQ
#100-002-780AQ
#100-002-765AQ
#100-002-781AQ
#100-002-766AQ
#100-002-767AQ
#100-002-768AQ
#100-002-769AQ
100-014-929AQ
100-015-944AQ

MEC-GAR SEMI-AUTO

pistol

High Capacity With
Anti-Friction Coating;
The Mags That Really Work

KRISS

FACTORY PISTOL MAGAZINES
for GLOCK®
Caliber

OPTIMUM MAGAZINES

SGM

DRUM MAGAZINE for
GLOCK®

RUGER® SR9®

FACTORY MAGAZINES
Same Mags That Came With Your Pistol;
10- Or 17-Rd Capacity

pistol

50 Rounds Of 9mm Firepower!
Drum magazine of lightweight yet strong fiberglass-reinforced polymer fits all 9mm Glocks.
Built-in two-finger ratchet system eases loading.
Roller-style follower helps ensure smooth movement of rounds around the inside of the drum.
Not designed to lock slide open on last round.
SPECS: Glass-filled polymer, matte black. 1 lb. 7 oz. unloaded wt. Fits all Glock pistols chambered in 9mm Luger.
#100-011-528AQ 50-Rd Drum Mag for Glock, 
4D00GTI ��������������������������������������������������� $ 122.99

PRO MAG SEMI-AUTO

Items

MAGAZINES
Durable Replacements Made In The U.S.A.

magazines & parts

Made from the finest materials for strength
and durability. High-carbon, steel bodies;
chrome silicon music wire springs take a “set”
and then resist gradual weakening over time.
Followers and mag pads are injection molded
from unbreakable polymer to stand up to rough
treatment without cracking. a
b
SPECS: Body - Steel, blued. Spring - Chrome silicon. Follower - Nylon polymer. Capacities as listed in table.
STOCK #
#687-100-092AQ
#687-000-009AQ
#687-100-096AQ
#687-108-383AQ
#687-000-016AQ
#687-000-018AQ
#687-000-015AQ
#687-000-039AQ
#687-000-040AQ
#687-000-017AQ
#687-000-024AQ
#687-000-006AQ
#687-000-055AQ
#687-000-007AQ
#687-000-008AQ
#687-000-012AQ
687-000-085AQ
687-000-086AQ
687-000-087AQ
687-000-088AQ
687-000-089AQ
687-000-090AQ

FITS (CAPACITY/RDS)
Beretta 92 9mm (10)
Beretta 92 9mm (15)
Beretta 96 .40 S&W (10)
Bersa 383A .380 (7)
Browning HP 9mm (13)
CZ 75 9mm (15)
HK USP F/S 45 ACP (12)
Ruger LCP® (6)
Ruger LCP® (10)
Ruger P Series (15)
SIG P225 9mm (8)
SIG P226 9mm (15)
SIG P226 9mm (32)
SIG P228 9mm (13)
SIG P229 .40 S&W (12)
S&W 5900 9mm (15)
S&W M&P 9mm (10)
S&W M&P 9mm (17)
S&W M&P 9mm (32)
S&W M&P .40 (10)
S&W M&P 9mm (15)
S&W M&P 9mm (25)

PRICE
7H17Q47 $ 19.99
7H15B99 $ 17.99
7H17C47 $ 19.99
7H15I99 $ 17.99
7H15Q99 $ 17.99
7H15E99 $ 17.99
7H24Q90 $ 27.99
7H15H99 $ 17.99
7H18C21 $ 20.99
7H17K47 $ 19.99
7H17H47 $ 19.99
7H17N47 $ 19.99
7H20G81 $ 23.99
7H17J47 $ 19.99
7H20J81 $ 23.99
7H15C99 $ 17.99
7H18H21 $ 20.99
7H17P49 $ 19.99
7H26K01 $ 29.99
7H18G21 $ 20.99
7H17M49 $ 19.99
7H26N01 $ 29.99

SIG SAUER MOSQUITO

FACTORY MAGAZINE
Factory Built For Reliability & Performance
Genuine factory, 10-round magazine helps
ensure maximum reliability from your Sig Sauer
Mosquito .22 LR pistol. Aluminum body has an ultra-smooth, spot weld-free seam for unimpaired
follower movement. Self-lubricating follower and
music wire spring provide effortless feeding without hang-ups. Slots in sides allow fast visual inspection of remaining rounds. Removable floorplate for fast, easy cleaning.
SPECS: Aluminum body, molded polymer follower and base, matte black.
10-round capacity. Fits .22 LR Sig Sauer Mosquito.
#732-000-448AQ Mosquito Magazine, 2C21N87����������� $ 22.99
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Factory magazine ensures exact fit and
reliable function in your SR9 pistol. Features
seamless TIG-welded steel body for exceptional strength and rigidity, with a slick, highgloss blued finish, and numbered witness
holes to give you a round count at a glance.
Smooth-sliding polymer follower and easyto-remove, two-piece base pad. High-grade steel spring resists
taking a set to help ensure years of reliable feeding. a
b
SPECS: Body - Steel, blued, high-gloss finish. Follower/Base Pad – Reinforced, injection-molded polymer, black. Approximately 51/2" O.A.L. Fits
Ruger SR9 pistol chambered in 9 x 19mm. 17- or 10-round capacity.
#780-001-260AQ 17-Rd SR9 Magazine, 4C34L11����������� $ 36.99
#780-001-259AQ 10-Rd SR9 Magazine, 4C34D11��������� 37.99

SIG SAUER P238/938

FACTORY MAGAZINE
Factory Mag For Reliability & Perfect Fit
Original factory magazines fit perfectly in your
Sig Sauer pistol. These are the same magazines
shipped from the factory with your gun and are
listed in the factory parts section of our Big Catalog.
Stainless steel tube is polished to a slick finish that
resists attracting dust and dirt, and easily slides in
and out of the magwell. Dimpled steel follower helps
hold the last round in place; aids in controlled feeding. Full power factory spring feeds round after round reliably.
Witness holes on each side instantly let you know how many
rounds are in the magazine. P238 magazine holds 6 rounds.
P938 magazines available in 6- or 7-round capacity. 7-round
magazine has a contoured extension that matches the pistol
grip and gives added grip surface for improved control and
handling.
#732-000-449AQ P238 Magazine, 6-Rd, 2C37B49��������� $ 40.99
#732-000-453AQ P938 Magazine, 7-Rd, 2C37E49��������� 40.99
#732-000-454AQ P938 Magazine, 6-Rd, 2C37G49 ������� 40.99

SMITH & WESSON M&P

FACTORY MAGAZINES
All Calibers & Capacities
Brand-new replacement magazines from
your pistol’s manufacturer ensure your spare
mags work just as well in your M&P as the ones
that came with the gun. Have plenty on hand – a
personal defense or carry pistol is only as reliable
as the magazine in it.
SPECS: Steel bodies, polymer followers and base pads,
black. .45 ACP mags are available with choice of black
or tan base pad.
STOCK #
#940-000-991AQ
#940-000-993AQ
#940-000-990AQ
#940-000-992AQ
#940-000-995AQ
#940-001-022AQ
#940-001-023AQ
#940-001-024AQ
#940-001-037AQ
#940-001-038AQ
#940-001-035AQ
#940-001-036AQ

FITS
M&P 9mm
M&P 9mm
M&P .357 Sig/40 S&W
M&P .357 Sig/40 S&W
M&P .45 ACP, Black
M&P .45 ACP, Tan
M&P .45 ACP, Black
M&P .45 ACP, Tan
M&P Shield 9mm
M&P Shield 9mm
M&P Shield .40 S&W
M&P Shield .40 S&W

CAP.
10
17
10
15
10
10
14
14
7
8
6
7

PRICE
4Z32N40 $ 33.99
4Z33D77 $ 35.99
4Z32J39 $ 34.99
4Z32M39 $ 34.99
4Z32H39 $ 34.99
4Z32P39 $ 34.99
4Z38A17 $ 39.99
4Z38J17 $ 39.99
4Z30E13 $ 31.99
4Z30M13 $ 31.99
4Z30L13 $ 31.99
4Z30A13 $ 31.99

SIG SAUER®

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

HIGH-CAPACITY MAGAZINES

FACTORY HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINES

Factory Original; Perfect Fit
Factory-original magazines fit perfectly in Sig
Sauer SP2009, SP2022 and SP2340 pistols. Matte
black, no-seam steel tube is phosphate finished for
wear and corrosion resistance. Numbered witness
holes provide instant round counts. Temperedsteel spring drives the self-lubricating polymer
follower for reliable round feeds. Removable base
allows easy cleaning and features a finger rest for
extra support and better recoil control.
SPECS: Body - Steel, matte black phosphate finish. Spring and base plate
retainer - Steel. Follower and base plate - Molded polymer. 9mm - 10- or
15-round capacity. 40/357 – 12-round capacity. Fits Sig Sauer SP2022,
SP2009 and SP2340 pistols.
#732-000-450AQ SIGPRO 9mm Magazine, 15-Round, 
2C37E49������������������������������������������������������� $ 40.99
#732-000-451AQ SIGPRO 9mm Magazine, 10-Round, 
2C37H49 ����������������������������������������������������� 40.99
#732-000-452AQ SIGPRO 40/357 Magazine, 12-Round, 
2C37E49��������������������������������������������������������� 40.99

A & G SEMI-AUTO

GRIP EXTENDER

Use Full Size Mags
In Compact Guns;
Increases Shooting Comfort
Slip-on collar, fills the space
between a compact frame and
bottom of a full-sized magazine to make a comfortable, handfilling grip. Contoured to match the frame for improved trigger and recoil control. Ideal when using full-size magazines
as backup. a
b
SPECS: High impact polymer, black.
STOCK #
FITS MAGAZINE
FOR USE IN
#075-000-010AQ Glock 17/22/31
Glock 19/23/32
#075-000-002AQ Glock 17/22
Glock 26/27
#075-000-001AQ Glock 19/23
Glock 26/27
#075-000-003AQ Glock 20/21
Glock 29/30
#075-000-005AQ Colt 1911 Govt Model
Colt 1911 Officers
Model
#075-000-013AQ S&W M&P 9/40 Full Size
S&W M&P 9/40
Compact
#075-000-011AQ Springfield XD 9/40 Full Size
Springfield XD 9/40
Compact
#075-000-012AQ Springfield XD 45 Full Size
Springfield XD 45
Compact
— Advise # — Grip Extender, 5G9B91��������������������������������$ 13.99

Made The “Factory Way”
For Smooth, Reliable Feeding
Long-lasting, stainless steel, high-capacity
magazines are made to precise, factory tolerances to ensure maximum firepower and reliability
from your Springfield XD pistol. Steel spring and
molded polymer follower feed rounds smoothly
and reliably to the chamber, every time. Highly
polished body won’t drag or hang-up during
high-speed, tactical reloads. High-impact, polymer, base pad removes easily for cleaning. Numbered witness holes provide quick round count.
Magazines fit 4" Service and 5" Tactical model pistols.
SPECS: Body - Highly polished stainless steel. Base Pad & Follower - Polymer, black. Capacity: 9mm - 10-, 13- and 16-rounds; .40 S&W – 11- and
12-rounds; .45 ACP - 9-, 10- and 13-round capacities available. Fits Springfield XD Service and Tactical model pistols with 4" or 5" barrel. .45 ACP
13-round magazine also fits XDM. .375 - 10 rounds.
STOCK #
FITS
RDS
PRICE
#817-000-014AQ XD 9mm
16 7A23B19 $ 24.99
#817-000-145AQ XDM Compact, 9mm, 13 RD 13 7A23G00 $ 25.99
#817-000-147AQ XD sub-Compact, 9mm,
10 7A23Q70 $ 25.99
10 RD
#817-000-015AQ XD .40 S&W Magazine
12 7A22M86 $ 25.99
#817-000-149AQ XDM Compact, .40, 11 RD
11 7A23A70 $ 25.99
#817-000-118AQ XD/XDM .45 ACP
13 7A24J29 $ 26.99
#817-000-119AQ XD .45 ACP
10 7A24J29 $ 26.99
#817-000-148AQ XD Compact, .45, 10 RD
10 7A25M19 $ 26.99
7A25A19 $ 27.99
#817-000-150AQ XDM Compact, .45, 9 RD
9
#817-000-146AQ XD Tactical, .357 SIG, 10 RD 10 7A22K86 $ 25.99

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS Ruger® 22/45

S.L.A.M. MAGAZINE
Fixes The “Loose Magzine” Problem
Easy to grip, spring loaded magazine eliminates the seating and feeding problems commonly associated with Ruger 22/45 factory
magazines. Magazine is easily inserted into the
pistol and locks securely in place. Spring loaded
detent in the base ensures the magazine is fully
ejected from the pistol when the release button
is pushed. This 10-round magazine is compatible with all generations of the Ruger® 22/45 and
b
22/45® Light. a
SPECS: Steel body, black. Polymer floor plate, black.
10-round capacity,.
#100-014-173AQ Ruger 22/45 S.L.A.M. Magazine, 
8K31B41��������������������������������������������������������$ 33.99

SMITH & WESSON SEMI-AUTO

HIGH CAPACITY PISTOL MAGAZINES
Factory High-Cap Mags Let You Shoot
With Fewer Mag Changes
Steel body, factory magazines are guaranteed to work properly with your Smith & Wesson
Model 422, 41 and 99 semi-auto pistols. Magazines feature high-impact plastic follower for
smooth feeding, steel springs for proper tension,
and detachable, plastic bases for easy cleaning.
Magazines for Model 99 available in .40 S&W only.
422/41 accepts .22 LR.
SPECS: Steel body, black. Plastic follower, steel spring,
plastic detachable base pad.
#940-000-932AQ S&W Mod. 99, .40 S&W Hi-Cap Mag, 
4Z32B62������������������������������������������������������� $ 35.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® 22/45®

SPRING-LOADED MAGAZINE EJECTOR
Drop-In Magazine Upgrade Gives
Faster, Easier Reloads
Easy-to-install, machined aluminum floorplate helps you perform the
fastest possible reloads with your 22/45. The built-in, springloaded plunger forcefully ejects the magazine clear of the gun,
while the extended base rides well below the mag well to ensure positive insertion every time. Installs in place of the factory
base plate; no gunsmithing required. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black hard anodized finish. 2" (5 cm) length,
1" (2.5 cm) width, 3/4" (1.9 cm) height. Fits Ruger 22/45 magazines only.
#930-000-138AQ Spring-Loaded Spring Ejector, 
3Z25A00������������������������������������������������������� $ 28.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

FACTORY
PISTOL MAGAZINES

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS

MAGAZINE FOR ADVANTAGE
ARMS RIMFIRE CONVERSION
for GLOCK®

TRIPLE K SEMI-AUTO

MAGAZINES
High-Quality Replacements For
Many Current & Obsolete Pistols
Now you can keep your pistol
shooting with these high-quality replacement magazines. 100% Made in
the U.S.A. All feature welded seams,
machined followers, and music wire
springs. Unconditionally guaranteed to fit and feed. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue, matte finish unless otherwise denoted in fits line. RDS.
indicates capacity of magazine.
RDS
6
10
6
10
7
8
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
7
10
7
7
8

FITS
Browning 1910 .380
Browning Medalist .22
Browning, Baby .25
Browning Challenger II
Colt Pocket .380
Colt Pocket .32
Colt Pre-War .25
Colt Woodsman (Early) .22
Colt Woodsman (Late) .22
High Standard “B” .22
High Std. Duramatic .22
High Std. Military .22
High Std. Sportking .22
Luger .30/9mm Woodbtm.
Mossberg 140/152 .22
Mauser HSc .32
Mauser HSc .380
Walther P38 9mm

PRICE
6H33H49 $ 39.99
6H33E24 $ 43.99
6H26N59 $ 33.99
6H33K49 $ 38.00
6H33K49 $ 39.99
6H33C49 $ 39.99
6H28Q00 $ 34.00
6H27Q69 $ 29.99
6H31D58 $ 40.99
6H31D37 $ 39.99
6H31J58 $ 40.99
6H39C99 $ 49.99
6H33G49 $ 42.00
6H29D99 $ 37.00
6H27N00 $ 33.49
6H36J00 $ 47.00
6H34M90 $ 45.99
6H19A29 $ 24.99

Replacement magazines for popular Walther
pistol models give factory-original fit, finish, and
reliability. Available in different capacities and
finishes, as indicated below. All magazines sold
separately.
STOCK #
FITS
CALIBER RNDS
PRICE
1Z24L50 $ 27.99
.22 LR
12
#100-014-587AQ PPQ .22
1Z24G50 $ 27.99
.22 LR
10
#100-014-588AQ PPQ .22
1Z24I50 $ 27.99
.22 LR
10
#100-014-555AQ P22 w/o Finger Rest
1Z24A50 $ 27.99
.22 LR
10
#100-014-556AQ P22 w/Finger Rest
1Z24M50 $ 27.99
10
#100-014-557AQ P22 w/Finger Rest Old Style .22 LR
1Z25J00 $ 28.99
.22 LR
10
#100-014-550AQ PPK/S
1Z24K00 $ 26.99
.380 ACP 8
#100-014-590AQ PK380
1Z37E66 $ 42.99
.380 ACP 6
#100-014-544AQ PPK (blue)
1Z37A66 $ 42.99
.380 ACP 6
#100-014-545AQ PPK (nickle)
1Z37K66 $ 42.99
#100-014-546AQ PPK (nickel w/Finger Rest) .380 ACP 6
1Z37K66 $ 42.99
.380 ACP 7
#100-014-548AQ PPK/S (blue)
1Z37L66 $ 42.99
.380 ACP 7
#100-014-549AQ PPK/S (nickel)
1Z35H07 $ 39.99
9mm
15
#100-014-567AQ P99
1Z35A07 $ 39.99
9mm
10
#100-014-568AQ P99
1Z35C07 $ 39.99
9mm
10
#100-014-571AQ P99 Compact
1Z35A07 $ 39.99
9mm
10
#100-014-572AQ P99 w/Finger Rest
1Z35Q07 $ 39.99
9mm
10
#100-014-238AQ PPQ M1
1Z35E07 $ 39.99
9mm
15
#100-014-239AQ PPQ M1
1Z35F07 $ 39.99
9mm
17
#100-014-240AQ PPQ M1
1Z37L66 $ 42.99
9mm
10
#100-014-234AQ PPQ M2
1Z35D07 $ 39.99
9mm
15
#100-014-243AQ PPQ M2
1Z35B07 $ 39.99
9mm
15+2
#100-014-244AQ PPQ M2
1Z35K07 $ 39.99
9mm
6
#100-014-576AQ PPS
1Z35J07 $ 39.99
9mm
7
#100-014-577AQ PPS
1Z35A07 $ 39.99
9mm
8
#100-014-578AQ PPS
1Z35B07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 10
#100-014-569AQ P99
1Z35C07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 12
#100-014-570AQ P99
1Z35J07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 8
#100-014-573AQ P99 Compact
1Z35M07 $ 39.99
#100-014-575AQ P99 Compact w/Finger Rest .40 S&W 8
1Z37J66 $ 42.99
.40 S&W 10
#100-014-233AQ PPQ M1
1Z35J07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 12
#100-014-241AQ PPQ M1
1Z35Q07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 14
#100-014-242AQ PPQ M1
1Z37H66 $ 42.99
.40 S&W 10
#100-014-237AQ PPQ M2
1Z35G07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 11
#100-014-245AQ PPQ M2
1Z35E07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 11+2
#100-014-246AQ PPQ M2
1Z35A07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 5
#100-014-579AQ PPS
1Z35E07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 6
#100-014-580AQ PPS
1Z35L07 $ 39.99
.40 S&W 7
#100-014-582AQ PPS

TAURUS

FACTORY PISTOL MAGAZINES
Guaranteed To Fit Your Taurus Pistol
Genuine, factory magazines feature steel bodies for durability with
steel springs and plastic followers for
reliable feeding. Magazines available
for PT-22 (8 rd), PT-92/99 (17 rd), and
PT-100/101 (11 rd).
SPECS: Steel body, steel spring, plastic follower. Fits Taurus pistol models as listed
below.

MAGAZINE BUMPER KIT
For Positive Seating &
Magazine Protection
Gives extra length needed for
fast, positive magazine changes.
Protects magazine from damage
too. Same compound as used on
Pachmayr grips. a
b
SPECS: Fits 1911 Auto/copies. Screw on; screws, drill and jig included.
Kits include 5 bumpers.
#692-700-000AQ MBK-Colt Bumper Kit, 2F19P50������� $ 21.99

#872-000-003AQ PT-22 Magazine, 8-Rd, 2G19H18��������$ 21.99
#872-000-004AQ PT-92/99 Magazine, 17-Rd,
2G31I94 �������������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#872-000-005AQ PT-100/101 Mag., 11-Rd, 2G31F66������ 34.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

MAG SLICK
Keeps Magazines Clean & Working

Genuine Factory Magazines
Give Best Fit & Reliability

PACHMAYR

ARREDONDO

EXTENDED BASE PAD for GLOCK®

Aerosol, dry lubricant, improves magazine
function and feeding. Protects against corrosion,
repels dirt. Dries in seconds, safe for all metal and
plastic mags. a
b
SPECS: Aerosol, 6 oz. (170 g) wt.
#474-000-001AQ Mag Slick, 
4G7A20������������������������������������������������������

$ 8.99

Provides Extra Capacity For High-Capacity Magazines

MAGPUL

SPEEDPLATE for GLOCK

®

Fast Mag Changes, Easy Retention
After Tactical Reloads
Rubber-coated floorplate with finger loop replaces the factory floorplate
of your 9mm/.357/.40 Glock pistol magazine to give you the
added tactical or competitive edge of faster mag changes. The
easy-to-grasp loop aids in quick, positive extraction from tight
mag pouches and helps you hang onto a partially expended
magazine with just a finger after a tactical reload. Also gives
the lower fingers a convenient rest for a more solid grip on
subcompact models like the Glock 26/27/33. Made of polymer
resin and no-slip Santoprene® rubber to cushion the magazine
from impact when dropped on concrete or other hard surfaces.
Available in 3-Paks. a
b
SPECS: Santoprene synthetic rubber over hard polymer, black. Fits Glock
9mm/.357/.40 magazines. 3-pak.
#100-003-077AQ Magpul Speedplate for Glock, 3-pak,
3K10G94��������������������������������������������������������$ 14.20

Two-piece, synthetic base pad increases the cartridge capacity of pre-ban, Glock magazines without compromising reliability. Impact-resistant pad locks securely to the magazine
body; removes quickly and easily with the supplied compression tool. Wolff 10% extra-power spring ensures reliable feeding. Checkered, bottom panel allows positive, non-slip, mag
changes. Plus 5 extends pre-ban magazines to 140mm. Adds
+6 rounds to 9mm, +5 to .40 S&W and 10 mm, and +4 to .45 ACP.
USPSA Limited legal. Plus 3 meets the PPSC box rule. Adds +4
rounds to 9mm and +3 rounds to .40 S&W pre-ban mags. a
b
SPECS: Pad - High-impact, fiberglass-filled nylon, black, blue, or red. 11/2"
1
1
(3.8cm) long, 1 /8" (2.9cm) wide, 1 /2" high for 9mm/.40 S&W, 10mm/.45
ACP is larger. Spring - Tempered music wire, 10% extra power.
STK# BLACK
STK# BLUE
STK# RED
Fits
#069-000-004AQ #069-000-010AQ #069-000-012AQ G17
#100-001-343AQ
NA
NA
G19/G23
#100-001-344AQ
NA
NA
G20/G21
— Advise # —
Plus 5 Base Pad with Spring,
9F33N00 �����������������������������������������������������$ 39.99
#069-000-005AQ Plus 3 Base Pad with Spring, 
9F18B08��������������������������������������������������������$ 21.99

10-8 PERFORMANCE S&W M&P

DAWSON PRECISION

.45 ACP MAGAZINE BASE PLATE

EXTENDED BASEPAD & SPRING
for GLOCK®

Durable Aluminum Replacement
For The Factory Plastic Part
Lightweight
aluminum
base
plate replaces the factory plastic pad
and won’t crack, chip or break when
dropped on a hard surface. Elliptical
cut-outs on the front and sides provide
an easy-to-grasp surface for fast reloads and quick clearing of a
stuck mag. Streamlined front and rear lips help prevent hangups with other mags during removal from a belt pouch. Bottom
of the pad features eight dimples to aid in marking individual
magazines. a
b
SPECS: 6061 aluminum, hard anodized, matte black. 9mm/40 - 13/4"
(4.5cm) long, 13/16" (3cm) wide, 5/16" (8mm) high. Fits only new style magazines with square button retainer button. 45 ACP - 13/4" (4.5cm) long, 13/16"
(3cm) wide, 5/16" (8mm) high. Fits magazines for Smith & Wesson M&P .45
ACP pistols with full-size frames.
#100-004-454AQ M&P Base Plate, .45 ACP, 1B16F50������$ 19.99
#100-011-608AQ M&P Base Plate For Square Button
Only, 9mm/40S&W, 1B17K10���������������� 19.99
LOW-PROFILE .45 MAGAZINE BASE PAD Machined aluminum base pad for extended
14-round .45 ACP magazine offers a much
lower profile than the factory pad. Eliminates the factory pad’s extended “toe” that
can snag on adjacent mags in a pouch, and
is less bulky for better reload indexing. Side
scallops give you a better grip during tactical
reloads and help you pull a stuck magazine
out of the magwell.
SPECS: Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. Fits Smith & Wesson
M&P 14-round .45 ACP magazines only.
#100-005-980AQ Low-Pro .45 Base Pad, 1B32N53������� $ 36.99

order on the web

brownells.com

Add Additional Rounds
Without Special Tools

High-strength, aircraft aluminum base pad slides open to
accept magazine body and locks into place. Removes in seconds for easy cleaning. Base pad increases capacity of 15 round,
.40S&W magazines by three rounds and 9mm magazines by
4 rounds. Maintains 140mm USPSA rule. Comes with extrapower, steel spring and installation instructions. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black. Steel mag spring. Fits small frame Glock 9mm
& .40 S&W pistols.
#100-002-221AQ Basepad w/ Mag Spring, for Glock, 
9A27H84 ������������������������������������������������������$ 32.99

PEARCE GRIP

GRIP ENHANCER for GLOCK®
Provides Extra Gripping Surface
Replaces factory floorplate to fill the
opening at the bottom of the Glock®
frame to provide a more comfortable
and secure gripping surface. Does not
increase overall length of grip. a
b
SPECS: Nylon plastic, matte black. Fits new-style metal lined magazines
for Glock models 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25.
#092-100-201AQ FML Grip Enhancer, 2K6P63 ��������������� $ 8.99
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STOCK #
#486-200-009AQ
#486-200-296AQ
#486-200-120AQ
#486-000-007AQ
#486-200-017AQ
#486-200-016AQ
#486-200-015AQ
#486-200-213AQ
#486-200-394AQ
#486-200-405AQ
#486-200-612AQ
#486-200-990AQ
#486-200-490AQ
#486-200-578AQ
#486-200-980AQ
#486-200-053AQ
#486-200-741AQ
#486-200-075AQ

KRUNCH PRODUCTS

pistol

Fits Advantage Arms 22LR Conversions
Polymer magazines fit 22LR Advantage Arms
conversions for Glock® 17/22 and 26/27 and give
15rd capacity. Includes last-round hold open feature and side pull-down tabs for easy loading. Will
not work with older-style Advantage Arms conversions that use magazines with metal feed lips. Will
not fit Tactical Solutions TSG-22 conversion kits.
For new-style Advantage Arms conversion kits
only. a
b
#100-014-770AQ AA Glock Conversion Mag, 15-Rd, 
8K27C03������������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99

WALTHER

FREED DESIGNS SMITH & WESSON M&P

TAYLOR FREELANCE

XGRIP™ MAGAZINE ADAPTER
pistol

Adapts Full-Size Pistol Magazines
To Compacts For Increased Firepower
Durable Xgrip magazine adapters easily
convert full-size M&P magazines for use in
compact models, so you have more ammo
available when you need it. Converts 15and 17-round magazines from full-size M&P pistol chambered
in 9mm, .40 S&W, and .357 SIG for use in M&P compact pistols
of the same caliber. Gives added support for your little finger
to improve comfort and weapon control. Special, impact-resistant, polymer construction takes a beating, yet weighs only
ounces. Easy installation: just slide the adapter over the fullsize magazine and snap into position around the floorplate.
SPECS: Polymer, black. 21/8" (5.4cm) long, 11/8" (2.8cm) wide, 11/8" high.
Fits factory 15- and 17-round magazines from fullsize Smith & Wesson
M&P pistols chambered in 9mm, .40 S&W, and .357 SIG for use in M&P
compact pistols.
#100-004-443AQ S&W M&P Xgrip Adapter, 2A13N97��� $ 14.99

TANGODOWN

VICKERS TACTICAL
FLOORPLATES for GLOCK®

springs

magazines & parts

Oversized For Reliable
Mag Extraction
Under All Conditions
The Vickers Tactical
floorplate gives the shooter
an enhanced gripping surface for ripping a stuck magazine from the gun if it refuses to fall free during a crucial
reload. The larger plate works
well with gloves and can even be hooked on a belt or holster
in a tight situation. Plates are made of glass-filled nylon for
high strength and impact resistance and have eight concave
dots molded into the bottom for numbering or marking your
magazines. Pack includes 5 floorplates; fits small frame Glock
magazines in 9mm, .40 S&W, .357 SIG, and .45 GAP. a
b
SPECS: Nylon, matte black finish. 1.560" (3.97cm) long, 1.435" (3.64cm)
wide, .250" (6.4mm) thick. Fits Glock magazines in 9mm, .40 S&W, .357
SIG, and .45 GAP.
#100-009-925AQ Vickers Floorplates, 5-pak, 9B15B86���$ 18.49

TARAN TACTICAL

FIREPOWER BASE PAD
Increases Mag Capacity
& Helps Mag Drop Free
Machined aluminum magazine
baseplate easily slips onto semi-auto
pistol mags to increase capacity. With
the Firepower installed, the mag’s
overall length stays within the USPSA
140mm limit. Increases capacity of a
17-rd 9mm mag to 23 rounds (+6), and
a 15-rd .40 S&W mag to 20 rounds (+5).
Glock
S&W M&P
Still allows a fully loaded magazine to
easily loads into the gun, and the extra weight at the base helps
the mag to drop free for easy reloads. Requires no tools to install. Includes replacement magazine spring. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. Glock 1½" (3.8cm) tall, 1¾" (4.3cm) long, 1" (2.5cm) wide, 1.7 (47g) oz. wt. S&W
M&P - 1¼" (3cm) tall, 1¼" (3cm) long, 1" 2.5cm) wide, 1.3 (37g) oz. wt.
#100-012-644AQ Firepower Base Pad w/Spring,
Glock, 7Z40D00��������������������������������������� $ 41.99
#100-012-645AQ Firepower Base Pad w/Spring, M&P, 
7Z40N00 ����������������������������������������������������� 41.99
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PEARCE GRIP

LIGHTNING STRIKE

SEMI AUTO GRIP EXTENSION

EXTENDED MAGAZINE PAD
for GLOCK®

Models

EXTENDED MAG PAD

Adds Recoil Control
For Better Accuracy

Increases Capacity Up To 10 More Rounds
Extended base pads of machined aluminum or Delrin® clamp securely to the magazine with an aluminum retainer plate, eliminating unexpected
“speed unloads” when a plastic snapon extender fails. Designed
to keep magazine overall length within the 140mm and 170mm
USPSA and IPSC limits. Glock models include extended magazine spring, and are available in Drop configuration that fits
“drop-free” magazines (will not fit original, non-drop magazines). Glock +5 adds 5 rounds of .40, 6 rounds of 9mm. 140mm
OAL for USPSA. Glock +8 adds 8 rounds of .40, 10 rounds of
9mm. 170mm OAL for IPSC International Open class. S&W M&P
+5 adds 5 rounds of .40 caliber, 6 rounds of 9mm. 140mm OAL
for USPSA Limited competition. Uses factory spring. S&W M&P
+10 adds 8 rounds of .40 caliber, 10 rounds of 9mm. 170mm
OAL for USPSA Open Division. Includes extended magazine
spring. Springfield XDM +3 adds three rounds of 9mm or .40
caliber. 140mm OAL for USPSA Limited competition. Uses factory spring. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, hardcoat anodized, or Delrin (Glock only),
black. Aluminum clamp, natural silver. Glock +5 fits 17/18/19/22/23/24.
Glock +8 fits 17/17L/18/19/22/23/24/24C. S&W M&P +5/+10 fit 9mm/.40
caliber Smith & Wesson M&P. Springfield XDM +3 fits 9mm/.40 caliber
Springfield XDM.
#100-000-034AQ Glock +5 Drop Mag Pad, 1K34C29 ����$ 39.99
#100-000-035AQ Glock +8 Drop Mag Pad, 1K44H29���� 49.99
#100-005-343AQ S&W M&P +5 Mag Pad, 1K28F57 �������� 31.99
#100-005-344AQ S&W M&P +10 Mag Pad, 1K45C52������ 52.99
#100-005-345AQ Sprfld XDM +3 Mag Pad, 1K28J57������ 32.99

ARREDONDO SEMI-AUTO

EXTENDED MAGAZINE BASE PAD
Increases Mag Capacity; Easy To Install
Two-piece, extended base pad
replaces factory pad to increase
magazine capacity without compromising reliability. Molded from
impact-resistant, fiberglass reinforced nylon to protect your magazine from damage when ejected
onto hard ground. Checkered
bottom panel assists in fast, positive, non-slip, mag changes.
Locks securely to the magazine body and lets you retain
the factory magazine spring. Removes quickly and easily to
reinstall factory pad and return mag to original spec. Models
for Springfield XD are also available with optional extra power
magazine spring for added reliability. Smith & Wesson M&P
model is supplied with parts to allow two attachment options.
For low-stress applications where the mag will not be ejected
onto hard surfaces, use the spring plate to lock the extender
and add six rounds. Use the L-shaped locking insert for extrasecure attachment and five additional rounds. a
b
SPECS: Fiberglass-filled nylon, black. Springfield XD models available
with extra power, steel music wire magazine spring.
EXTENDED MAG BASE PAD
STOCK #
+ROUNDS ADD’L MAG OAL
FITS
#069-000-032AQ
5 or 6
11/4" (3.2cm)
9mm/.40 S&W M&P
— Advise # —

Extended Mag Base Pad, 9F14G80 ������$ 17.60

SPRINGFIELD XD EXTENDED MAG BASE PAD W/SPRING
STOCK #
+ROUNDS ADD’L MAG OAL
FITS
#069-000-035AQ 5 (9mm)/3 11/8" (2.9cm)
9mm/.40
Springfield XD
(.40)
#069-000-034AQ 3
1" (2.5cm)
.45 ACP
Springfield XD
— Advise # — Extended Mag Base Pad w/Spring,
9F18D08�������������������������������������������������������� $ 21.99

Lets you use your entire hand
to grip the gun for better recoil
control and more consistent shot
placement. Grip Extension does
not increase magazine capacity
or weight. Extended “shelf” for the
little finger attaches in place of the factory magazine base.
Makes shooting these little “handfuls” a lot more comfortable.
Plus One and Plus Two extensions increase magazine capacity by number indicated in chart. Glock Plus Two* adds two
rounds to 9mm magazines, one round to .40 S&W and .357 SIG
magazines. Glock Sub-Compact Plus Extension XL** adds one
round for Model 39, two round for Model 27/33, and three rounds
for Model 26. Glock Plus XL Magazine Extension*** adds one
round in .45 GAP magazines, two rounds in .40 S&W and .357
SIG magazines, and 3 rounds for 9mm magazines. Springfield
XD fits 9mm, .40 S&W, .357 Sig, and .45 GAP only. Springfield XD
.45 ACP fits .45 ACP caliber only. Springfield XDM fits 9mm/.40
S&W Compact only. a
b
STOCK #
FITS
ADDS
PRICE
2K6F63 $ 8.99
2
#092-000-002AQ Beretta 92/
Browning Hi Power
2K6N63 $ 8.99
092-000-028AQ Beretta Nano
0
2K9K97 $ 13.99
#092-000-020AQ Beretta Tomcat
0
3032/ Bersa .380/
Kel-Tec P3AT
2K6N63 $ 8.99
#092-100-026AQ Glock 26/27/33
0
2K6H63 $ 8.99
#092-100-029AQ Glock 29
0
2K6Q63 $ 8.99
#092-100-030AQ Glock 30
0
2K6E63 $ 8.99
#092-100-027AQ Glock 27/33
1
2K6Q63 $ 8.99
092-000-029AQ Glock 42
0
2K6H63 $ 8.99
092-000-026AQ Glock Gen4 models
0
26/27/33/39
2K6I63 $ 8.99
#092-000-003AQ Glock Plus Two*
2
2K6C63 $ 8.99
#092-000-004AQ Glock
2
10mm/.45ACP
2K6B63 $ 8.99
#092-000-005AQ Glock Mid-/Full0
Size
2K6K63 $ 8.99
3
#100-002-616AQ Glock Sub-Compact**
2K6J63 $ 8.99
#100-002-617AQ Glock 26/27/33/39
0
2K6G63 $ 8.99
#100-002-618AQ Glock Plus XL***
1
092-000-024AQ Glock Gen4, all
2 (9mm/.40 2K6I63 $ 8.99
except 10mm/.45 S&W/.357 SIG), 1
ACP
(.45 GAP)
2K9E97 $ 13.99
#092-100-025AQ Kahr, MK0
9/K-9/K-40, Colt
Pocket 9
2K9M97 $ 13.99
#092-000-012AQ Ruger LCP
0
2K6Q63 $ 8.99
#092-000-006AQ Springfield XD
0
#092-000-018AQ Springfield XD
2 (9mm), 1 2K6D63 $ 8.99
(.40 S&W/.357
SIG/.45 GAP)
2K6K63 $ 8.99
#092-000-010AQ Springfield XD .45
0
ACP
2K6I63 $ 8.99
#092-000-017AQ Springfield XD .45
1
ACP
2K6C63 $ 8.99
#092-000-021AQ Springfield XDM
0
9/40 Compact
2K6C63 $ 8.99
092-000-025AQ Springfield XDS
0
Compact 9mm/.45
ACP
2K6G63 $ 8.99
0
#092-000-007AQ Taurus PT111/
Kel-Tec P11

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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Additional Weight Helps Mags Drop Free
Replacement for factory mag pad adds length to help ensure the magazine can be seated fully in flared mag wells. +2
increases mag capacity by two rounds; others do not increase
capacity. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, matte finish. Small fits Models 17, 17L, 18, 19, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35. Small +2 fits Models 17, 17L, 18, 19,
22, 23, 24, 34, 35. Large fits Models 20, 21, 29, 30.
STOCK #
#642-000-001AQ
#642-000-005AQ
#642-000-003AQ

SIZE
Small
Small +2
Large

COLOR
Black
Black
Black

PRICE
2D10C87 $ 14.99
2D20K62 $ 27.99
2D12M37 $ 16.99

/ISMI S&W M&P

HIGH-CAPACITY EXTRA-POWER
MAGAZINE SPRING
Applies More Pressure To Follower For Smooth Feeding
From Extended Magazines
Extra-length magazine spring replaces factory-supplied
spring for use with aftermarket magazine extenders and extended base pads that increase round capacity. Gives follower
up to 10% more power for smooth, reliable feeding of rounds.
Made of certified aerospace-spec chrome silicon wire, then
heattreated and stress-relieved to ISO 9000 standards. a
b
SPECS: Chrome silicon steel wire. Fits S&W M&P pistols chambered in
9mm, .40 S&W, and .357 SIG.
#078-000-168AQ S&W M&P Mag Spring, 8G5P31������������ $ 7.99

CHROME SILICON
MAGAZINE SPRINGS for GLOCK®
Consistent Delivery
Of Every Round
Chrome silicon springs deliver consistent pressure and
reliable feeding of every round in high-capacity magazines.
Many springs continue to set and weaken over time, eventually
failing to feed all the rounds in the mag and require replacement. Quality springs, like our chrome silicon springs, take
an initial set (all springs do) then stabilize for long service life.
Models for Glock 17/17L (7 & 19 rds) and Glock 19 (15 & 17 rds). a
b
SPECS: Chrome silicon. 7" (17.7cm) long. Models for Glock 17/17-L – 17 &
19 rds, Glock 19 – 15 & 17 rds. Available in 3-paks
#080-000-305AQ Mag Spring, CS, Glock 17/17L, 3-pak, 
8K13N17�������������������������������������������������������� $ 17.99
#080-000-307AQ Mag Spring, CS, Glock 19, 3-pak, 
8K13E81 �������������������������������������������������������� 17.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK I/II/III

ACCURIZER SPRING KIT
Improves Trigger Pull For Better Accuracy
High quality replacement springs improve the factory trigger pull so your pistol delivers its best accuracy. Includes (1)
reduced power trigger plunger spring and (1) mainspring, plus
(1) assembly pin for ease of installation. Fits Ruger Mark I, Mark
II, Mark III™ and 22/45™ pistols. a
b
SPECS: Spring steel. Includes (2) springs and (1) assembly pin.
#930-012-004AQ Accurizer Spring Kit, 3Z8E90 ������������ $ 11.10

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

WOLFF

BERETTA 92

PRO-SPRINGS™ FOR ACTION-TUNING

BHP-501 FOR BROWNING HI-POWER - Contains 1 each FSW 17
lb., variable power recoil spring and 32 lb. hammer spring plus,
(1) 28 lb., RP hammer spring and XP firing pin spring.
#080-665-501AQ Kit BHP-501, 6K10J49���������������������������� $ 15.73

CM-456 FOR COLT MUSTANG .380 - Includes (1) 12 lb. XP recoil
spring and (1) XP firing pin spring to improve functioning, plus
(1) RP 20 lb. mainspring (hammer spring) to lighten trigger pull,
and (1) FSW 23 lb. hammer spring.
#080-665-356AQ Kit CM-456, 8K11P05����������������������������� $ 16.45
RMK II FOR RUGER® MARK II PISTOL - Kit contains (1) XP recoil
spring, (1) XP firing pin spring, (1) RP hammer spring and (1)
RP trigger spring.
#080-665-002AQ Kit RMK II, 6K11C05������������������������������� $ 16.45
RPN-105 FOR RUGER P85 & P90 - Kit contains 1 each FSW 11
lb., recoil spring and 23 lb., hammer spring, plus (1) 20 lb., RP
hammer spring and (1) XP firing pin spring.
#080-665-105AQ Kit RPN-105, 8K11L05 ��������������������������� $ 16.45

Chrome silicon spring replaces factory spring and provides
positive pressure against the follower to ensure that rounds
feed smoothly and consistently, even in the worst conditions.
Requires dry lubricants only that won’t attract grit and sand
which can cause misfeeding. Fits high-capacity magazines for
Beretta 92 model pistols. a
b
SPECS: Chrome silicon steel wire. Fits Beretta 92 Model high-capacity
magazines.
#078-000-129AQ Chrome Silicon Mag Spring, each, 
8G5G99 ��������������������������������������������������������� $ 7.49
#078-000-130AQ Chrome Silicon Mag Spring, 3-pak, 
8G16C75��������������������������������������������������������� 20.99

SSP-701 FOR SIG P226 - Contains 1 each FSW 15 lb., variable
recoil spring and 20 lb. hammer spring plus (1) 18 lb., RP hammer spring and (1) XP firing pin spring.
#080-665-701AQ Kit SSP-701, 8K11F05����������������������������� $ 16.45
95308 FOR SIG P225, P228, P229 - Contains (1) FSW 16 lb., Recoil
spring, (1) EP firing pin spring, plus 1 each FSW 24 lb.Hammer
spring and RP 19 lb. Hammer spring.
#080-665-109AQ Kit 95308, 6K9E20����������������������������������� $ 13.99

TSA-800 FOR TAURUS PT-99/92 - Fits all variations. Kit contains
(1) 11 lb., RP recoil spring, (1) 18 lb., FSW hammer spring and (1)
16 lb., RP hammer spring.
#080-665-800AQ Kit TSA-800, 8K11P05 ��������������������������� $ 16.45

GLOCKWORX

RECOIL SPRING for GLOCK®

Fire Control Springs For
Sport Or Defense
High-quality
replacement springs to upgrade
your Glock and enhance
reliability. Set includes 4 lb.
firing pin spring for competition and a heavier 6 lb. spring for
self-defense, plus a reduced-power safety plunger spring and
a 6 lb. trigger spring. a
b
#100-009-557AQ Glock Complete Spring Kit, 
7K7N14������������������������������������������������������������$ 9.95

WILSON COMBAT BERETTA 92F

#322 “CUSTOM TUNE” SPRING KIT

WOLFF

EXTRA POWER STRIKER
SPRING for GLOCK®
Improves Ignition
Reliability On
Glock Pistols

Drop-in 6 lb. extra-power striker spring replaces the Glock
5.5 lb. factory spring to improve ignition reliability. Ideal for
use with heavy primers or to tune trigger pull, the spring is also
recommended by Ghost when installing their Rocket 3.5 connector (not included) on 45 ACP or 10mm models. Not for use
with reduced-power recoil springs. Sold in 3-paks. a
b
SPECS: Chrome-silicon steel. 6 lb. rated. Fits all Glock pistols. Do not use
with reduced-power recoil springs.
#969-000-245AQ Extra-Power Striker Spring, 3-Pak, 
9F5C00����������������������������������������������������������� $ 7.49

WOLFF SIG

MAINSPRING KIT
Reduces Trigger Pull,
Improves Accuracy
Three, reduced power springs for tuning and smoothing
felt trigger pull. Fits the newer P-220, P-226 and P-229’s that
use a short mainspring with a plastic, hammer spring base insert. Contains 1 each of 17, 18, and 19 lb., reduced power, mainsprings. P-220 factory spring is 22 lb. P-226 and P-229 factory
spring is 24 lb. a
b
#969-000-021AQ SIG Mnsprg Kit, 9F6D00 ������������������ $ 9.00

A NOTE ON SPRING “SET”- “Set” is normal in all springs,
and is the “held-compression” all springs take after being put
under compression for a length of time. What is critical about
“set” is that all springs do not take it equally, or stabilize at a
predetermined amount of “set”. In measured tests, Brownells
Pro-Springs™ took 4 to 10 times less set after equal time under
compression than did other springs tested. And once stabilized, took no more set. The other springs continued to take
“set” until we stopped testing them. Prove it to yourself . .
. measure the springs you want to test; lock them in a vise
overnight, and when you take them out, measure how much
length has been lost. (Do the test on the same springs a second
- or third - time. Consider the effect this “shortening” will have
an action job that was based on the spring’s original length.
Trigger pull, action smoothness and even the safe functioning
of the gun can be ruined by an inferior spring.

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Round wire, steel recoil springs are color-coded, so you can
make sure you have the correct spring for a custom or hot load.
Coating typically lasts 3,000 rounds, which is the recommended spring life. Blue spring is rated at 12 lbs. and is designed for
standard-velocity 9mm ammunition. Red spring is rated at 14
lbs. for hot-loaded 9mm, .40 S&W, or .45 ACP ammunition. a
b
SPECS: Round-wire spring steel, approximately 6¼" (15cm) long. Available rated at 12 lb. (Blue), or 14 lb. (Red).
#100-006-597AQ Blue Recoil Spring, 12 lb., 8B6C67 ����� $ 8.99
#100-006-598AQ Red Recoil Spring, 14 lb., 8B6K67������� 8.99

COMPLETE SPRING KIT & RECOIL
SPRING ASSEMBLY for GLOCK®
Restores Function & Reliability
Handy factory parts kits contain
the most commonly needed springs
to bring your Glock® back to original
working condition. Kit includes: recoil spring
assembly, firing pin spring, extractor depressor
plunger spring, trigger spring, plus firing pin
safety and spring assembly. Kits are available for
all models of Glock® handguns.
SPECS: Spring steel.
STOCK #
100-015-762AQ
100-015-763AQ
100-015-764AQ
100-015-765AQ
100-015-766AQ
100-015-767AQ
100-015-768AQ
100-015-769AQ
100-015-770AQ
100-015-771AQ

WOLFF

FITS
17/18/22/24/31/34/35/37
19/23/32/38
20/21
26/27/33/39
29/30/36
22/31/35/37 Gen4
17/34 Gen4
23/32 Gen4
19 Gen4
20/21 Gen4

PRICE
1D15C21 $ 18.99
1D15M21 $ 18.99
1D15F20 $ 18.99
1D23G21 $ 27.99
1D23P50 $ 27.99
1D23D20 $ 27.99
1D23D21 $ 27.99
1D22C82 $ 27.99
1D23P55 $ 27.99
1D23G15 $ 27.99

SEMI-AUTO SPRINGS

GLOCK REDUCED POWER STRIKER SPRING - Replaces the factory striker (firing pin) spring to lighten and improve the trigger
pull for competition. 4 lb. rating. Factory weight is 5.5 lb. a
b
#969-161-620AQ Glock Striker Sprg, 3-Pak, 9F5A00������$ 7.49
BROWNING HI-POWER EXTRA POWER MAG CATCH SPRING Provides security against accidental release.
#969-000-035AQ 3-Pak XP Mag Catch Spring,
9F5G00������������������������������������������������������������$ 7.49

order on the web

brownells.com

Add Reliability, Improve Function
High quality springs drop-in to improve handgun performance. High tensile strength wire delivers reliable function.
RP 18 lb. hammer spring; XP firing pin spring; RP 10 lb. and XP
15 lb. recoil springs. a
b
SPECS: Kit contains one each of the springs listed below. RP = Reduced
Power, XP = Extra Power.
#965-322-000AQ Wilson Kit #322, 5F13D03������������������� $ 14.99

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

COMPETITION SPRINGS for GLOCK®

For A Smoother, Crisper, More Refined Trigger Pull;
Drop-In Installation
Precisely calibrated spring weights deliver consistent force
through the entire compression/release cycle to give you a
light, refined trigger without sacrificing the reliability of your
pistol’s Safe Action system. High-stress, aerospace-grade
stainless steel spring wire is heat- and cryo-treated for 99.99%
consistent energy output, so trigger pull feels the same every
time. For maximum improvement over factory pull, use with
V2 Race Connector, below. Trigger Spring has nearly 30% more
power than factory spring, yet actually reduces pull by as much
as 1 lb. for improved control. Also produces faster trigger reset
for quicker follow-up shots. Reduced power Safety Spring reduces friction caused by the firing pin safety, further smoothing the pull. Striker Spring is designed for improved consistency and durability over factory spring. Available in standard
factory weight for a 3 to 31/2 lb. pull or light model that reduces
pull by at least 1 lb. to a consistent 2 to 21/2 lb., while preserving reliable primer ignition. Competition Spring Kit contains
the trigger spring, firing pin safety spring, and standard power
striker spring. a
b
SPECS: Spring stainless steel wire. Fits all Glock pistols.
#100-004-108AQ Competition Spring Kit, 8B7P50 ��������$ 8.99
#100-005-562AQ Trigger Spring, Only, 8B2P69 �������������� 2.99
#100-005-561AQ Firing Pin Safety Spring, Only, 
8B2Q92������������������������������������������������������������ 3.99
#100-005-563AQ Std. Striker Spring, 8B2P31�������������������� 2.99
#100-005-564AQ Light Striker Spring, 8B2D31���������������� 2.99
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springs

SWODA-205 FOR S&W 39, 439, 539, 639, 59, 459, 559, 659, 3904,
3906, 5903, 5904, & 5906 - Contains 1 each FSW 14 lb., recoil
spring and 20 lb. hammer spring plus, (1) 18 lb., RP hammer
spring and (1) XP firing pin spring.
#080-665-205AQ Kit SWODA-205, 8K11H05������������������� $ 16.45

Competition trigger pull spring kits reduce the pull weight
of heavy factory triggers by approximately 21/2 lbs. for a much
improved trigger pull and better accuracy. #25A fits all pre-’91
Browning Hi-Power pistols, and includes (1) 22 lb. hammer
spring, (1) reduced power trigger return spring, and (1) reduced
power firing pin spring. #25B fits 1991 and later Hi-Power
pistols, and includes (1) 22 lb. hammer spring and (1) reduced
power firing pin spring. a
b
SPECS: Spring steel. #25A includes (3) springs. #25B include (2) springs.
#206-025-001AQ #25A Spring Kit, 6K15I86����������������������$ 18.99
#206-025-002AQ #25B Spring Kit, 6K13J07 �������������������� 17.99

Color-Coded For Easy Identification

®

95427 FOR SIG P220 - Does not fit current production guns with
plastic mainspring housing and stirrup. S.N. 219166 and above
use heavier recoil springs than earlier models. Contains (1) 20
lb., FSW recoil spring, plus (1) 24 lb., FSW hammer spring, (1) 18
lb., RP hammer spring and (1) XP firing pin spring.
#080-665-110AQ Kit 95427, 6K11F05 ��������������������������������� $ 16.45

COMPLETE SPRING SET
for GLOCK®

Reduces Pull Weight For A Light, Crisp Trigger Pull

Smooth, Reliable
Performance In
High-Capacity Magazines

BSBF-600 FOR BERETTA 92/96 F/SB - Contains 1 each FSW 13
lb., recoil spring and 20 lb. hammer spring plus, (1) 18 lb., RP
hammer spring, (1) XP firing pin spring. 13 lb.
#080-665-600AQ Kit BSBF-600, 8K11C05������������������������� $ 16.45
GM-455 FOR COLT GOVERNMENT .380 - Includes (1) 12 lb., XP
recoil spring and (1) XP firing pin spring to improve functioning, plus (1) RP 20 lb. mainspring (hammer spring) to lighten
trigger pull, and (1) FSW 23 lb. hammer spring.
#080-665-355AQ Kit GM-455, 6K11F05����������������������������� $ 16.45

GHOST

TRIGGER PULL SPRING KIT

pistol

Brownells Pro-Spring™ Kits are made from the very finest
high-tensile spring wire - wire that is formulated and drawn
especially for the finest quality springs. The tension is actually
built into the wire as it is being drawn - not added afterwards by
heat treating. Consequently, Brownells Pro-Springs will continue to function correctly and continually, long after many of
the other springs have taken on so much “set” that they have
lost their ability to return to the required length and tension you
need. It’s simply not worth taking a chance when the best quality springs are only a small part of the repair or custom project.
Find out for yourself the satisfaction of using a really good gun
spring - designed and made expressly for us by Wolff, the Dean
of quality gun springs for the professional firearms industry. a
b
SPECS: RP = Reduced Power, XP = Extra Power, FSW = Factory Standard
Weight.

CHROME SILICON
9mm MAGAZINE SPRING

CYLINDER & SLIDE BROWNING HI-POWER

WOLFF

RECOIL SPRINGS

ISMI SEMI AUTO

CERTIFIED SPRING

RECOIL SPRING

pistol

High-Quality Replacements/Upgrades
Get Your Pistol Running Smoothly Again
For optimum reliability with hardball and hot handloads.
Improves overall function by matching the spring to the specific loads being fired. a
b
BROWNING HI-POWER RECOIL CALIBRATION PAK - A wide
range of recoil springs to match your loads and shooting conditions. Factory recoil spring is 17 lb. Fits 9mm and .40 S&W
pistols. (1) 17 lb., (1) 18.5 lb., (1) 20 lb. and (1) 22 lb. recoil springs,
plus (3) extra power firing pin springs. 18.5 lb. extra power recoil
spring also available separately.
#969-131-370AQ Recoil Pak, 9F16H66 ����������������������������� $ 20.99
#969-407-180AQ 181/2 lb. Recoil Spring, only, 
7.89
9F5K26���������������������������������������������������������
RUGER® LCP® RECOIL SPRINGS - Factory weight is 9 lb. Heavier-weight 13 lb. spring improves cycling reliability, especially
with hot loads. Recoil “spring” consists of an outer and inner
spring; comes with an extra-power firing pin spring to further
promote reliable ignition. Recoil Calibration Pak contains one
each 11, 12, and 13 lb. recoil springs, plus three extra-power firing pin springs.
#969-000-226AQ LCP Recoil Calibration Pak, 
9F13L23 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 17.99
6.99
#969-000-237AQ LCP 13 lb. Recoil Spring, 9F5L14�������
SMITH & WESSON M&P RECOIL SPRINGS - Factory weight (16 lb.)
spring for full-size 9mm, .40 S&W and .357 SIG pistols. NOTE:
These springs require a full-length, non-captive guide rod.
Each recoil spring, including those in calibration kits, comes
with a factory weight striker spring. Calibration Paks let you
try out different weights to see which works best in your pistol.
Extra Power (XP) Recoil Calibration Pak contains one each 17, 19,
20, 22, and 24 lb. recoil spring, plus five replacement, factoryweight striker springs. Reduced Power (RP) Recoil Calibration
Pak contains one each 12, 14, and 15 lb. reduced-power recoil
spring, plus three factory weight striker springs.
#969-000-233AQ M&P XP Recoil Calibration Pak, 
9F19G38������������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99
#969-000-232AQ M&P RP Recoil Calibration Pak, 
9F11I57��������������������������������������������������������� 16.99
#969-000-240AQ M&P 16 lb. Factory Weight Spring, 
6.99
9F5P14 ���������������������������������������������������������
SIG SAUER RECOIL CALIBRATION PAK - Each spring pack is provided with three extra power firing pin springs. P-225/228/229
Spring Pak contains (1) 17 lb., (1) 19 lb. and (1) 21 lb. extra power
recoil springs. Factory is 16 lb. P-220 and P-226 Spring Paks
include (1) 15 lb., (1) 16 lb., (1) 18 lb., and (1) 20 lb. recoil spring.
Factory P220 is 20 lb., factory P226 9mm is 15 lb., factory .357
Sig and .40 S&W are both 20 lb.
#969-131-940AQ P-225/228/229 Spring Pak, 
9F12B53 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 18.79
#969-131-770AQ P-220 Spring Pak, 9F16A66����������������� 24.99
#969-000-205AQ P-266 Spring Pak, 9F16A66����������������� 24.99

springs

WALTHER PPK/PPKS RECOIL CALIBRATION PAK - A variety of
reduced power recoil springs to match your handloads and
provide optimal slide function. Includes (1) 14 lb., (1) 15 lb., (1)
16 lb. and (1) 17 lb. reduced power recoil springs; and (3) extra
power firing pin springs. Fits 9mm (.380) pistols. Factory standard recoil spring is 20 lb.
#969-000-194AQ Recoil Calibration Pak, 9F17J95������� $ 24.99
BERETTA 92/96 RECOIL SPRINGS - 13lb., factory standard
weight, recoil spring only. Recoil Calibration Pak: - 1 each 15
lb., 16 lb., 18 lb., and 20 lb. extra power recoil springs, plus (3)
extra power firing pin springs. Performance Pak: - 1 each 10
lb. reduced power, and (1) 15 lb. extra power recoil spring, plus
(1) extra power, firing pin spring and (1) 18 lb. reduced power
hammer spring.
#969-000-141AQ 13 lb. Recoil Spring, 9F5A27����������������� $ 7.89
#969-131-900AQ Calibration Pak, 9F16H67 ��������������������� 24.99
#969-140-300AQ Performance Pak, 9F9G33��������������������� 13.99
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GLOCK RECOIL SPRINGS - Flat wire, chrome vanadium alloy,
wound to fit factory diameter guide rod of .250" or less. Glock
17 fits large frame 17, 17L, 20, 21, 22, 24, 31, 35. Factory weight is
17 lb. Glock 19 fits 19, 23, 25, 32. Factory is 18 lb.
SPECS: Chrome vanadium flat wire.
#445-000-012AQ 13 lb. Glock 17 Spring, 5D6A41�������������$ 8.99
#445-000-005AQ 15 lb. Glock 17 Spring, 5D6L41�������������� 8.99
#445-000-006AQ 17 lb. Glock 17 Spring, 5D6E41�������������� 8.99
#100-002-624AQ 11 lb. Glock 17 Spring, 5D6M41������������ 8.99
#100-002-623AQ 18 lb. Glock 19 Spring, 5D6N41������������ 8.99
BERETTA RECOIL SPRING - Chrome silicon (CS) springs wound
for 14 and 16 lb. Beretta Models 92 & 96.
SPECS: Chrome silicon round wire.
#100-002-626AQ 14 lb. CS Beretta Spring, 5D5H69�������� $ 7.99
#100-002-625AQ 16 lb. CS Beretta Spring, 5D5H69�������� 7.99
S&W M&P - Chrome silicon (CS) flat spring in reduced power 13
lb. weight. Factory weight is 16 lb.
SPECS: Chrome silicon flat wire.
#445-000-027AQ 13 lb. CS S&W M&P Spring, 5D6G41�� � $ 8.99

ISMI HIGH CAPACITY

PREMIUM MAGAZINE SPRINGS
Chrome Silicon Wire For
Superior Performance &
Durability

Easily Improve &
Lighten Trigger Pull
Without Permanent
Modifications

Consistent Performance For High-Stress,
High-Volume Shooting

Designed For Maximum Consistency & Reliability
CAD designed and manufactured to aerospace specifications from chrome silicon or chrome vanadium for maximum
durability, consistency and reliable performance. Built to aerospace specifications; heat treated, shot peened and fully stress
relieved to minimize spring set. a
b
SPECS: Chrome vanadium flat wire. Chrome silicon round wire or flat wire.

WOLFF TRIGGER GROUP
COMPETITION PAK for GLOCK®

TACTICAL SPRINGS BERETTA 92/M9

Factory weight 13-lb. recoil spring helps ensure consistent, dependable operation for tens of thousands of compression cycles. Perfect for the high-volume shooter who needs a
finely tuned spring that delivers its rated power as reliably on
the 50,000th shot as it did on the first. Made from chromiumsilicon steel alloy selected specifically for its hardness, heat resistance, and ability to withstand high stresses—the same alloy
used for valve springs on automobile engines. Cryogenically
treated to relieve internal stress, and surface impregnated with
Sprinco’s proprietary Plate+ molybdenum disulfide lubricating
coating. a
b
SPECS: Cryo-treated chrome silicon alloy. Fits full-size Beretta 92/M9.
#943-000-016AQ Beretta 92/M9 Recoil Spring, 
3D6N71������������������������������������������������������������$ 8.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II/III

COMPLETE MAINSPRING
ASSEMBLY
Designed for the Ruger rimfire semi-auto, this complete
mainspring assembly is wire
EDM-cut and CNC-machined
for the best fit and performance. Drop-in replacement mainspring assembly does not have the lock feature found on factory Mark III mainsprings. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black.
#930-000-135AQ Ruger Mark II/III Mainspring, 
3Z69Q99 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 69.99

WOLFF

HIGH STANDARD SPRING KITS

BERETTA - Fits Beretta 92 and 96 high capacity magazine; holds
15 rounds of 9mm, 13 rounds of .40 S&W.
#445-000-020AQ Beretta Magazine Sprg, 5D8N23������� $ 10.99
GLOCK - Fits 9mm and .40 S&W high capacity magazines, and
those with +1 and +2 base pads.
#445-002-100AQ Glock Spring, 5D8J23��������������������������� $ 10.99
GLOCK - Fits Glock 19, 21, 23 and 32, Law Enforcement, high
capacity magazines. 10% Extra power.
#445-000-003AQ Mini-Glock Spring, 5D8C23��������������� $ 10.99
GLOCK 140mm - Fits 9mm and .40 S&W high capacity magazines with +2 and +4 base pads.
#445-006-140AQ 140mm Glock Spring, 5D8C23 ��������� $ 10.99

GLOCK RECOIL SPRING - Replaces the factory spring with (1)
non-captive, recoil spring and (1) striker spring to tailor recoil
function. Factory weight, Glock 17 (G17) is 17 lb. and also fits
Glock 17L, 20, 21, and 22. Glock 19 (G19) is 18 lb. factory weight
and also fits 23. Springs are for current-production models.
#969-437-015AQ G17 15 lb. Recoil Spring, 9F5C26��������� $ 6.99
#969-437-017AQ G17 17 lb. Recoil Spring, 9F5J26��������� 7.89
#969-437-022AQ G17 22 lb. Recoil Spring, 9F5B33��������� 7.99
#969-438-018AQ G19 18 lb. Recoil Spring, 9F5Q26������� 7.89

Improves Performance, Restores Reliability
Service Pack includes 1 each of the factory standard
springs: recoil spring, firing pin spring, extractor spring, slide
lock spring, trigger bar spring, hammer spring, sear spring,
magazine catch spring, and takedown spring. Extra Power Recoil Spring - 6 lb. recoil spring (factory weight is 5.5 lb.) gives
more positive cycling and comes with an extra power firing
pin spring. a
b
SPECS: Spring steel. Fits all push-button, takedown models.
#969-691-910AQ High Std Service Pack, 9F12F67 �������� $ 17.99
#969-447-060AQ 6 lb. Hi-Std Recoil Sprg, 9F5D26�������� 7.89
HD MILITARY RECOIL SPRINGS - For all early internal and external hammer models, Dura-Matics and lever takedown models.
Extra coils allow fitting to individual gun.
#969-160-420AQ 2-pak Recoil Springs, 9F7P34 ����������� $ 11.00

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

WOLFF SEMI-AUTO

EXTRA POWER MAGAZINE SPRING
Better Feeding For
Your Semi-Auto

Precision Made Replacement
Mainspring Assembly

Wound with high tensile, chrome silicon wire that’s shot
peened, heat treated, then stress-relieved for the longest service life possible, without cracking or failure. a
b
SPECS: Chrome silicon steel wire.

Contains the correctly calibrated springs you need to lower
pull weight and improve trigger pull quality of your Glock pistol
without complicated gunsmithing or permanent alterations.
Installing this kit will not disable or diminish the effectiveness
of the well-proven Glock Safety System. Designed specifically
to meet the needs of competitive shooters; this alteration is not
recommended for duty pistols. a
b
SPECS: Steel. Includes one (1) each of the following springs: 4lb. reduced
power striker spring, reduced power safety block spring, and extra power
trigger spring. Fits all models and calibers of Glock pistols.
#969-000-177AQ Trigger Group Competition Pak for
Glock, 9F6L00��������������������������������������������� $ 9.00

Increased pressure stabilizes the follower and improves
feeding, especially on high-capacity magazines. Beretta fits
Full Size, Compact and Centurion. Browning HP fits Hi-Power
9mm and .40 S&W. Caspian has 14 coils, can be used for repairing Browning, S&W, SIG, Beretta and similar high-capacity
magazines. CZ/EA-9 fits CZ-75 and Tanfoglio EA-9/P9/TZ-75/
AT-84 9mm, 16 shot and .40 S&W, 12 shot. Glock - Hi-Cap 17
fits 17, 17L, 20 (15-rd), 22, 31 (15-rd), 34 (17- and 19-rd), and 35
(15-rd). Hi-Cap 19 fits 19 (15- and 17-rd), 21 (10- and 13-rd), 23
(10- and 13-rd), 26, 27, 29, 30, 33 (10-rd). Big Stick fits high capacity, 31- and 33-round magazines. HK USP - #10 fits 10-rd
magazines for 9mm, .40 S&W, and .45 ACP. SIG P220 provides
10% more power in your older .45 ACP Sig P220 and is the factory standard spring in newer P220s with a green recoil spring.
Also fits the Browning BDA .45 ACP. Separate models available
for magazines with a metal floorplate (MF) or a plastic floorplate (PF). Will not fit 8-round magazines made by Mec-Gar. SIG
P226 fits 15-round mags, P228 fits 13-round mags, and P229 fits
12-round mags. a
b
STOCK #
FITS
#969-740-730AQ Beretta 92
#969-706-630AQ Browning HP
(P-35)
#969-706-730AQ Browning HP
(P-35)
#969-742-730AQ CZ/EA-9
#969-000-053AQ Caspian
#969-752-730AQ Glock Hi-Cap 17
(see above for fits)
#969-753-730AQ Glock Hi-Cap 19
(see above for fits)
#969-000-076AQ Glock Big Stick
31-/33-rd
#969-000-220AQ SIG P220/Browning
BDA MF
#969-000-222AQ SIG P220/Browning
BDA PF
#969-000-057AQ SIG P226, P228,
P229 Hi-Cap
#969-000-227AQ Sprgfld XD 9mm
(16-rd), .357 Sig/
.40 (12-rd)
#969-000-229AQ Sprgfld XD .45 ACP,
13-rd

POWER PAK
PRICE
+10% 3-pak 9F11F53 $ 17.29
+5%
3-pak 9F11I53 $ 17.29
+10%

3-pak 9F11Q53 $ 17.29

+10%
+10%
+10%

3-pak 9F11J53 $ 17.29
3-pak 9F12L33 $ 18.49
3-pak 9F11G53 $ 17.29

+10%

3-pak 9F11M53 $ 17.29

+5%

3-pak 9F12I33 $ 18.49

+10%

3-pak 9F11N63 $ 17.99

+10%

3-pak 9F11D53 $ 17.29

+10%

3-pak 9F11K53 $ 17.29

+5%

10-pak 9F34I50 $ 47.99

+5%

3-pak 9F12L50 $ 16.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

WOLFF

APEX TACTICAL S&W M&P

APEX TACTICAL S&W M&P SHIELD

CYLINDER & SLIDE COLT .380

PISTOL SERVICE PAK

FORWARD SET SEAR & TRIGGER
KIT

ACTION ENHANCEMENT
TRIGGER KITS

ALUMINUM TRIGGER

All essential factory weight coil springs for a particular
semi-auto pistol. No fitting required. Magazine spring not included. a
b

GLOCK 17/17L/20/21/22/24/31/34/35 - 9mm/.40S&W, #69541.
#969-000-038AQ Glock 17 Service Pak, 9F11E33����������� $ 16.99
GLOCK 19, 23, 32 - 9mm/.40 S&W - Kit #69542.
#969-000-039AQ Glock 19 Service Pak, 9F11H33�����������$ 16.99
WALTHER P-38 - 9mm No firing pin spring. Kit #69491.
#969-366-510AQ Walther Service Pak, 9F11I38������������� $ 16.99

DROP-IN TRIGGER KITS
For A Lighter, Smoother
Trigger Pull;
Easy-to-install
Replace your factory,
long-traveling trigger group
with this easy-to-install,
drop-in kit for a shorter,
crisper trigger pull. With
the provided striker safety
lever, reduced power trigger spring, sear spring,
striker safety spring, and striker spring, your XD/XDM will fire
smoothly with a comfortable 3.5 to 4.5 lbs of pressure. XDM kits
also lighten the sear and striker safety lever. Lightweight, polymer construction and integrated over travel stop speeds trigger
reset. The XDM model has received the American Pistolsmith
Guild Seal of Approval. a
b
SPECS: Striker safety lever – S-7 tool steel. Trigger - Molded polymer,
black. Includes reduced power trigger, sear, striker, and striker spring. XD
.45 ACP kit will not fit pistols with thumb safety.
#100-009-748AQ XD 9mm/.40 S&W Drop-In Kit, 
5C94K03����������������������������������������������������� $ 109.99
#100-009-749AQ XD .45 ACP Drop-In Kit, 5C94C03� 109.99
#100-009-750AQ XD .9mm/.40 S&W Sub Compact
Drop-In Kit, 5C94F03 ������������������������� 109.99
#100-013-388AQ XDM 9/40 Drop-In Kit, 5C99L99 ��� 109.99
#100-013-389AQ XDM 45 Drop-In Kit, 5C94N03������� 109.99

APEX TACTICAL S&W M&P

POLYMER TRIGGER KIT
Reduces Travel &
Improves Felt Trigger Pull

#100-014-180AQ M&P Shield Enhanced Trigger,
Only, 7F65N95 ����������������������������������������� $ 76.95
#100-014-181AQ M&P Shield Enhanced Trigger +
Duty/Carry Kit, 7F139F99 ������������������� 159.95

APEX TACTICAL
SMITH & WESSON M&P

APEX TACTICAL S&W M&P

AEK TRIGGER

FLAT-FACED FORWARD SET
TRIGGER
Gives A Lighter, More Consistent Pull
With A 1911-Like Feel
Drop-in replacement for factory trigger has less pre-travel and over-travel to
give your M&P total trigger travel distance
similar to most factory 1911-type pistols. Lets
you put your finger lower on trigger face for
increased leverage so you can take advantage of lower trigger pull weights for
competition, such as USPSA Open and
Limited Division. Trigger face replicates
the feel of a flat 1911 trigger, while retaining the pivoting safety to preserve factory safety values. Smooths uptake and
rest, while reducing pull weight to between 4 and 5 lbs. (can be
set as low as 3 lbs. with lightweight springs - not recommended
for duty/carry use), all giving you better control for consistent
shot placement. Fits all S&W M&P centerfire pistols (mfr’d after
June 2011), except Shield. Installation may require minor gunsmithing. Kit includes trigger, sear, striker block and spring, 2
trigger returns springs, sear spring, RAM spring, and polymer
slave pin. Trigger sold separately, for pistols that already have
Apex Forward Set Sear installed. a
b
#100-016-327AQ FF Fwd Set Trigger & Sear Kit, 
7F00MQA��������������������������������������������������� $ 169.95
#100-016-328AQ FF Fwd Set Trigger, Only,
79.95
7F00ITP�����������������������������������������������������

Spring Set. Fits all S&W M&P Semi Auto Pistols in 9mm, 40 S&W, 357 Sig,
and 45 ACP. Does not fit the M&P Shield.
#100-012-512AQ Polymer AEK Trigger Kit,
7F39N95������������������������������������������������������� $ 39.95
#100-012-513AQ Forward Set Polymer Trigger Kit, 
7F115E00 ����������������������������������������������������� 129.95

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Long-wearing, CNC-machined, aluminum trigger easily replaces the Colt factory
nylon/plastic trigger for increased durability
and a more solid feeling trigger pull. Use as a standalone enhancement or part of a complete trigger job. Installation may
require slight modification; completely eliminates premature
trigger wear breakage at the trigger pivot pin hole. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, matte silver. Fits Colt .380 Government and Mustang
models.
#206-000-020AQ Aluminum Colt .380 Trigger, 
6K27A00������������������������������������������������������� $ 31.99

CYLINDER & SLIDE BROWNING HI-POWER

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER
Smooth, Combat-Style,
Lightens “Felt” Trigger Pull
Drop-in replacement trigger gives increased leverage for lighter “felt” trigger
pull. Wide, smooth face provides faster
trigger access for better combat shooting.
Installation deactivates magazine disconnect so actual trigger pull may measure lighter. a
b
SPECS: Steel, Blue (Bl), matte finish or Silver (Sil), hard chrome, finish.
Trigger face .35" (8.9mm) wide, .65" (16.6mm) long. Wt. .4 oz. (11 g). Includes instructions.
#206-035-030AQ Bl Hi-Power Trigger, 6K45A00��������� $ 52.99
#206-035-130AQ Sil Hi-Power Trigger, 6K59P96��������� 69.99

High Performance Replacement
For The Factory Trigger
The AEK machined aluminum trigger is a
direct replacement for the factory trigger that
reduces take-up and over-travel by 20% in the
S&W M&P pistol. The center-mounted, pivoting
safety keeps the trigger from moving until it is
depressed by the shooter’s trigger finger to prevent unintended
operation. The flat, target-style trigger face helps shooters position their finger on the centerline and helps them to press the
trigger directly to the rear for better control. Works in all centerfire versions with factory parts or with Apex Tactical internals,
except the Forward Set Sear and Trigger Kit. Installation video
is available on the manufacturer’s website. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black anodized. Fits all M&P pistols in any centerfire caliber currently available. Not for use with Apex Tactical Forward
Set Sear and Trigger Kit.
#100-010-583AQ AEK M&P Trigger, 7F72C37������������������$ 76.99

CLARK CUSTOM RUGER® MARK I/II

STEEL TRIGGER
Precision Trigger Gives 1st-Class Trigger Job
Chrome Moly steel replacement trigger for
the Ruger Mark I/Mark II and 22/45 pistols. Precision drilled and reamed pin holes eliminate
trigger sloppiness, making it possible for the
pistolsmith to complete a first class trigger job
on these guns. Adjustable trigger stop screw. As
a big plus, Clark also made this 3/8" wide, serrated trigger longer
to fit the shooter’s finger better. Since trigger pull is so basic
to good accuracy, anytime a Ruger Auto comes in for “tuning
up,” either as a target pistol or for the serious plinker, replacement of the factory trigger with this excellent custom trigger is
an obvious and important place to start the accurizing job. a
b
SPECS: 3/8" (9.5mm) wide, grooved. 15/8" (4.2cm) long. Fits Ruger Mark I,
Mark II, and 22/45 pistols. Requires gunsmith installation.
#181-002-022AQ Ruger Auto Trigger, 1H26Q00����������� $ 30.00

order on the web

brownells.com

LIGHTING STRIKE

ALUMINUM TRIGGER for GLOCK®
Improves Trigger “Feel”,
Gives Consistent Letoff
Machined
aluminum
trigger helps eliminate the
mushy feel of the factory
plastic part. Closely held tolerances remove trigger slop and
free movement for smooth, consistent trigger letoff. Trigger
face incorporates a wider trigger safety and contoured edges
that are easier on the finger than the factory shoe. Drop-in installation requires no modification to gun. Does not alter factory pull weight. a
b
SPECS: 2024 aluminum, black, anodized. Small fits all 9mm. .357 Sig and
.40 S&W. Large fits 10mm and .45 ACP.
#642-103-001AQ Trigger for SM Glock, 2D91N29 ����� $ 108.99
#642-103-002AQ Trigger for LG Glock, 2D92M71������� 108.99

TJ’S CUSTOM SIG P226/228/229

CUSTOM TRIGGER
Ergonomic Design For A Smoother-Feeling,
Double-Action Pull
All stainless steel trigger is narrower and
shorter than the factory trigger for a smoother,
double-action stroke that won’t pinch your finger.
Lets you “roll” the trigger. Does not alter the factory pull weight or length of pull. Drop-in specs,
no fitting required. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, matte black hard finish. .275" (7mm) wide trigger
face.
#876-020-226AQ Sig P226/228/229 Trigger, 
6G61B58������������������������������������������������������� $ 74.99
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springs

Enhancement kit features a polymer trigger with
improved geometry and redesigned safety lever that is
more comfortable and controllable than the original.
AEK Kit reduces pre-travel
by 20 percent; Forward Set Kit reduces pre-travel and overtravel and comes with Forward Set Sear, and Striker Block Kit,
as well as two return springs that allow the shooter to choose
between a 4 pound and a 5.5 pound pull weight. a
b
SPECS: Polymer AEK Trigger Kit includes Apex Polymer Action Enhancement Trigger, Heavy Duty Sear Spring, Apex Trigger Return Spring Slave
Pin. Forward Set Polymer Trigger Kit includes Apex Polymer Forward Set
Trigger, Forward Set Sear, Ultimate Striker Block Kit, Polymer Forward Set

Drop-in kit gives your
M&P a much smoother,
shorter trigger pull with
a cleaner break than the
factory trigger - similar to
that of a classic 1911 pistol.
Reduces take up and overtravel, and moves the sear
break point farther forward to cut down on the length of the
pull. A shorter pull means better accuracy and faster follow-up
shots. Comes with two interchangeable trigger return springs,
one for a 4 lb. pull, the other for a 5.5 lb. pull, so you can further
customize the trigger to your needs. Trigger shoe retains the
pivoting safety bar to prevent unintended operation. a
b
SPECS: Trigger - aluminum, matte black anodized. Sear – hardened steel.
Fits all Smith & Wesson M&P pistols, except Shield. Note: older, earlyproduction guns with 1/16" dia. sear plunger and spring require upgrade
to new-style sear housing block with 1/8" dia. sear plunger and spring. Kit
includes trigger, sear, striker block & spring, sear spring, RAM spring, trigger slave pin, 2 trigger return springs, installation tool, and instructions.
#100-008-892AQ M&P Forward Set Sear & Trigger
Kit, 7F164P99������������������������������������������ $ 164.99

Trigger upgrade replaces the hinged
factory trigger with a solid aluminum
trigger body that reduces pre-travel and
over-travel by approximately 20%. Trigger has a smooth face that encourages
the shooter to center his finger on the
trigger and pull it directly in line with the bore axis to resist
unwanted movement that can reduce accuracy. Includes center-mounted pivoting safety that maintains the factory safety
values. Available as trigger only or in a kit with the Duty/Carry
Action Enhancement Kit that will deliver a smooth, consistent
trigger pull approximately 2 lbs. lighter with a faster, more detectable reset. Mostly drop-in installation, though armorer or
gunsmith assistance may be needed to install the included
Ultimate Striker Block. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum trigger shoe, gloss black hardcoat anodized. Fits M&P
Shield chambered in 9mm and .40 S&W. Trigger comes with trigger return spring installation slave pin. Kit also includes machined sear, Ultimate
Striker Block, striker block spring, carry spring set, sear spring, 4 lb. trigger
return spring, installation tool, and instructions.

Replaces The Plastic Factory Part For
Better Wear, Improved “Feel”

triggers & components

POWDER RIVER PRECISION
SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

Gives An Already Great Carry Pistol
A Superb Trigger

pistol

BERETTA 92/96 - Full size, 9mm & .40 S&W. Kit #69521.
#969-000-036AQ Beretta Full Size Pak, 9F12M67 ����������$ 18.99

Drop-In Upgrade
Gives Smoother Pull,
Faster Follow-Up Shots

POWDER RIVER PRECISION
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY XDM

triggers & components

pistol

ULTIMATE MATCH TRIGGER
Super-Light, Match-Grade
Trigger For Your XDM
Trigger kit drops into XDM pistol
to give a short, light trigger pull, minimal over travel and fast reset. Includes
striker safety lever, reduced-power
trigger spring, sear springs, polymer
trigger and instructions. Reduces
trigger pull down to 3.5 - 4.5 lbs. Requires minor fitting and gunsmith installation is recommended. Fits XDM
pistols only. a
b
#100-013-394AQ XDM 9/40 Ultimate Match Trigger,
5C139D08 ������������������������������������������������� $ 144.99
#100-013-395AQ XDM 45 Ultimate Match Trigger, 
5C139D08 ������������������������������������������������� 144.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK I/II/III™

TARGET TRIGGER
Drop-In Trigger Job For Ruger .22 Pistols
Precision machined from billet for precise
fit to cut down trigger weight and eliminate the
heavy pressure required to move the factory
part. Helps produce a more consistent pull for
improved accuracy. Stop screw is adjustable for
overtravel and pretravel with the gun fully assembled, so you get a no-creep pull. Ultra-smooth
shoe offers more contact with the trigger finger.
Available in Black anodized aluminum or polished stainless
steel (SS). Includes trigger spring and trigger spring plunger. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, anodized, black, or stainless steel, natural silver finish.
.354" (9mm) wide trigger shoe face. Fits Ruger Mark I, Mark II, Mark III™,
and 22/45™ pistols.
#930-012-002AQ Ruger Target Trigger, Black, 
3Z28I57��������������������������������������������������������� $ 32.99
#930-000-123AQ Ruger Target Trigger, SS,
3Z34B48������������������������������������������������������� 37.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK III™

DROP-IN ACCURIZING KIT
For Smoother
Functioning Pistol With
Target-Grade Accuracy
Easy-to-install kit replaces factory trigger and
hammer parts for a smooth,
crisp, 2¼ lb. trigger pull and
faster bolt cycling. Machined aluminum target
trigger, with smooth, radiused, .36"-wide trigger face, adjust
for take-up and overtravel with included Allen wrench. Trigger is matte black, hardcoat anodized for superior strength and
wear resistance. Redesigned stainless steel target hammer and
micro-polished sear are surface ground to exact tolerances for
a short, fast trigger pull. Engagement surfaces are precisionground and polished—no stoning required. Polished trigger
plunger and trigger rebound spring are matched to the redesigned parts to further reduce trigger pull and provide smoother cycling. An extended bolt release completes the package. a
b
SPECS: Includes trigger, trigger plunger, trigger rebound spring, hammer,
sear, sear spring, bolt release, Allen wrench, and complete instructions.
Fits Ruger Mark III and Mark III 22/45 pistols only. May require minor fitting.
#930-000-046AQ Ruger Mark III Accurizing Kit, 
3Z102K20��������������������������������������������������� $ 109.99
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VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

ACTION ENHANCEMENT
COMPONENTS

DROP-IN ACCURIZER KIT

FULCRUM TRIGGER SYSTEM
for GLOCK®

Drop-In Upgrade Parts Improve Trigger Pull For
Competition Or Carry

Complete kit eliminates the factory
weak spots for a smoother trigger pull
and faster bolt cycling. Redesigned,
hand matched, hammer and hard-plated sear with fully ground and polished
engaging surfaces combine for a shorter, faster trigger pull. Correct angles; no
stoning required. Smooth trigger with
1
/2" wide face and built-in overtravel screw lightens perceived
pull. Trigger rebound spring matched to the redesigned parts
to further reduce trigger pull and give smoother cycling. Available with a Black anodized aluminum or natural finish Stainless
steel trigger to match the finish of your pistol. a
b
SPECS: Trigger – 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, black, or stainless steel, natural finish. Stainless steel hammer, sear, and slide stop. Steel
springs. Includes complete instructions. Fits Ruger Mark II and Mark II
22/45 pistols only. May require minor fitting.
#930-012-100AQ Ruger Accurizer Kit, Black Trigger, 
3Z100M00������������������������������������������������� $ 109.99
#930-000-124AQ Ruger Accurizer Kit, Stainless
Trigger, 3Z102E00��������������������������������� 109.99

Drop-in replacements for factory components enhance
reliability and optimize the performance of your M&P for different applications. Parts sold separately or in handy kits. a
b
ACTION ENHANCEMENT KITS - Installing the Competition Kit yields
a smooth, consistent, trigger pull
of slightly less than 3 lbs., with
shorter over-travel and faster reset than a factory-stock M&P. Retain the factory sear spring to get
a slightly heavier 3½ lb. pull. DeCompetition Kit Shown
signed for IDPA, USPSA, Steel Challenge, 3-gun, and similar types of action shooting competition.
Not for duty, carry, or self-defense applications. Duty/Carry Kit
delivers a smooth, consistent 5½ lb. trigger pull with less overtravel and shorter reset. Improves performance of your pistol
while maintaining its safety features for daily carry. Retain the
factory sear spring to get a slightly lighter 5 lb. pull. Both kits
engineered for a drop-in fit, though gunsmith installation is
recommended.
SPECS: Kits include hard sear, Ultimate Striker Block (see below), two
sear springs (different sizes), and trigger return spring. Duty/Carry Kit also
includes competition striker spring and aluminum slave pin for installing
trigger return spring.
#100-006-035AQ Competition Kit, 9mm/.40/.357, 
7F87L00������������������������������������������������������� $ 97.99
#100-006-036AQ Competition Kit, .45 ACP, 
7F89C99������������������������������������������������������� 97.99
#100-006-039AQ Duty/Carry Kit, 9mm/.40/.357, 
7F79P99������������������������������������������������������� 92.99
#100-006-040AQ Duty/Carry Kit, .45 ACP, 7F79Q99 ��� 92.99
#100-010-772AQ Duty/Carry Kit, shield 9mm/.40, 
7F83L50������������������������������������������������������� 92.95
ULTIMATE STRIKER BLOCK KIT - Hardened
stainless steel striker safety plunger has
different geometry and dimensions from
the factory part to help deliver an exceptionally smooth takeup before the trigger bar engages the sear
cam. Minimizes drag on the trigger bar as it transitions to the
rest point, and gives a more clearly detectable reset. Mirror
polished surface for minimal drag. Includes a reduced-power
plunger spring to maintain safety integrity while reducing
drag. Also includes a tool to aid in fast, easy installation.
SPECS: Heat-treated 17-4 stainless steel, mirror-polished surface. Fits all
M&P pistols.
#100-006-044AQ Striker Block Kit, 7F31J00������������������� $ 35.99
HARD SEAR - Replacement sear machined
from hardened A2 tool steel has a different
geometry from factory part that dramatically
reduces pull weight. Gives a factory gun an
approximately 4½ lb. trigger pull, while improving overtravel, sear reset speed, and trigger “feel.” Use as a
stand-alone upgrade or in conjunction with an Apex spring kit
(below) and Ultimate Striker Block.
SPECS: Hardened A2 tool steel, natural finish. Separate models for
9mm/.357 SIG/.40 S&W and .45 ACP S&W M&P pistols.
#100-006-041AQ Hard Sear, 9mm/.40/.357,
7F36H00������������������������������������������������������ $ 41.99
#100-006-042AQ Hard Sear, .45 ACP, 7F36G21��������������� 41.99
FAILURE RESISTANT EXTRACTOR - Although
no gun part can be absolutely failure “proof,”
this upgraded extractor helps prevent one
of the M&P’s few weaknesses: occasional
extraction failures. The FRE is designed to
ensure consistent, reliable extraction under highly adverse conditions. Engagement surfaces are wire
electrical discharge machined (EDM) to precise tolerances for a
drop-in fit (usually—individual guns may require minor fitting)

Instant Target Grade Accuracy

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER MK II TARGET HAMMER - Hardened,
precision-ground, drop-in hammer lightens
trigger pull by 35% on Mark II pistols. Electropolished to remove even minor imperfections
for an ultra smooth sear surface and a clean
breaking, target-quality, trigger pull. Includes strut and pin.
SPECS: Machined steel, 1.05" (2.6cm) long, .56" (14mm) wide. .5 oz. (14 g)
wt. Fits Ruger Mark II and Mark II 22/45 pistols only.
#930-012-003AQ Target Hammer, 3Z39P66������������������ $ 44.99

WILSON COMBAT

BERETTA 92/96

SHORT REACH STEEL TRIGGER
Reduces Trigger Reach
Machined from 4140 heat treated steel, this replacement trigger decreases the trigger reach on Berretta 92/96s. Drop-in trigger is slightly slimmer than
the factory originals for improved ergonomics. Trigger also fits: 92 and 96 A1, 90-TWO, 92/96 Centurions,
Compact L’s, and Compact Type M’s. a
b
SPECS: 4140 steel, Black Armor-Tuff® finish, black.
#965-000-193AQ Beretta 92/96 Short Reach Steel
Trigger , 5F25H25����������������������������������� $ 28.99

and exceptional reliability and function. With the FRE installed,
M&P shooters have reported as many as 2,500 rounds through
their pistols without a single extraction failure.
SPECS: Fits all Smith & Wesson M&P pistols. .45 ACP pistols may require
minor fitting.
#100-006-043AQ Failure Resistant Ext., 7F39E99��������� $ 45.99
M&P SPRING KITS - Same springs found
in the Action Enhancement Kits can
be used as high-quality replacements
for worn or tired factory springs. Duty/
Carry Spring Kit includes a trigger return
spring, a slave pin to aid in installing
the return spring, and two sear springs.
Competition Spring Kit
Select the sear spring that works best in
your pistol. Competition Spring Kit adds a competition striker
spring and gives a 3 lb. trigger pull when used with the Hard
Sear and Ultimate Striker Kit.
SPECS: Fits all M&P pistols, recent and older manufacture. Will not fit
pistols adapted for sale in Massachusetts.
#100-006-037AQ Competition Spring Kit, 7F21E99����� $ 25.99
#100-006-038AQ Duty/Carry Spring Kit, 7F18K62������� 20.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Precise Letoff, Fast Reset,
Fully-Adjustable For Takeup
& Overtravel;
Easy To Install
Convenient kits combine
easy drop-in installation with
the performance benefits of a
custom trigger job to give your
Glock an ultra-smooth pull,
clean letoff, and short reset
without impairing the reliabilUltimate Drop-In Kit
ity of the factory safeties. Fully
adjustable for pre-travel and
over-travel via two easy-to-access hex-head screws (wrench
included), so you can tune trigger feel to your exact requirements for maximum control. Trigger shoe and trigger safety
are precision machined from 6061 T6 aluminum billet for
precise engagement, smooth movement, and superb responsiveness. Engagement surfaces on the stainless steel trigger
bar are mirror polished for outstanding sensitivity and consistency. Basic Fulcrum trigger includes preassembled trigger shoe, safety lever, and trigger bar. Small Frame model fits
9mm/.357 SIG/.40 S&W pistols and Large Frame trigger fits .45
ACP/10mm pistols. Complete Trigger Kit contains the trigger,
trigger bar, trigger block, ejector, connector, trigger spring, and
a lightweight Titanium firing pin safety plunger and spring to
further refine the trigger pull. Comes with a reduced-power
striker spring to produce a lighter-feeling trigger for competition, and the factory-weight striker spring for daily carry and
duty use. Ultimate Kit adds to the Complete kit, a skeletonized
stainless steel striker with reduced mass and highly polished
surface to speed lock time and deliver an even lighter, smoother perceived trigger pull, plus ultra-fast reset so you’re ready
for follow-up shots. Gen 4 Kits available for Gen 4 models 17/19
(9mm) and 22/23 (.40 S&W) pistols. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, anodized, matte black; stainless steel, polished finish;
molded polymer, black. Small Frame Trigger fits 9mm/.357 SIG/.40 S&W
Glock pistols, including model 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 34, and 35. Large
Frame Trigger fits .45 ACP/10mm Glocks, including 20, 21, 21SF, and 30.
#100-004-109AQ Small Frame Fulcrum Trigger,
only, 8B128J57��������������������������������������� $ 140.00
#100-004-110AQ Large Frame Fulcrum Trigger,
only, 8B128Q57��������������������������������������� 140.00
#100-004-111AQ Complete Drop-In Fulcrum
Trigger Kit, 9mm, 8B154K29������������� 180.00
#100-004-112AQ Complete Drop-In Fulcrum
Trigger Kit, .40 S&W/.357 Sig, 
8B154L29��������������������������������������������������� 180.00
#100-004-113AQ Complete Drop-In Fulcrum
Trigger Kit, .45 ACP/10mm, 
8B154N29 ������������������������������������������������� 180.00
#100-004-114AQ Ultimate Trigger Kit, 9mm, 
8B214K29��������������������������������������������������� 250.00
#100-004-115AQ Ultimate Trigger Kit, .40 S&W/.357
SIG, 8B214B29����������������������������������������� 250.00
#100-004-116AQ Ultimate Trigger Kit, .45
ACP/10mm, 8B214Q29 ����������������������� 250.00
#100-006-564AQ Gen 4 Complete Trigger Kit, 9mm, 
8B154B29��������������������������������������������������� 180.00
#100-006-565AQ Gen 4 Complete Trigger Kit, .40
S&W, 8B154D29 ������������������������������������� 180.00
#100-006-566AQ Gen 4 Ultimate Trigger Kit, 9mm, 
8B214P29��������������������������������������������������� 250.00
#100-006-567AQ Gen 4 Ultimate Trigger Kit, .40
S&W, 8B214L29��������������������������������������� 250.00

NO HANDLING CHARGE • NO MINIMUM ORDER
ONE-RATE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

GHOST

ROCKET 3.5 TRIGGER KIT for GLOCK®
Provides Short
Pre-travel & Fast Reset

MATCH-GRADE TRIGGER LEVER
Smooths & Lightens
Trigger Pull
Wire EDM machined from A2 tool steel to precise tolerances to provide a more consistent trigger pull that’s 11/2-2 lbs.
lighter. Heat-treated to Rc 40 for longer service life than cast
factory part. Retains factory safety features. Fits Mk III series;
can be altered to fit earlier models. a
b
SPECS: A2 tool steel, heat treated, blued. Installation requires drilling of
slide with included drill bit. Gunsmith installation required.
#206-000-053AQ Match Trigger Lever, 6K37L26 ��������� $ 42.99

TRIGGER STOP SCREWS
Non-Marring Rubber Tips
Controls trigger overtravel for clean let-off.
Rubber tips cushion frame “touch” and won’t
mark trigger loop. Use on handguns, rifles,
shotguns. a
b
SPECS: 8-32 tpi. 6 Pak contains 6 screws and instructions.
#084-010-006AQ Trigger Stop Screws, 6-pak, 
4H16B55������������������������������������������������������� $ 22.99

ZEV TECHNOLOGIES

TITANIUM PIN SET for GLOCK® GEN4
Lightweight, Hard Titanium
Replacements For Factory Pins
Replacements for factory pins
in lightweight, wear-resistant Titanium will outlast your gun’s frame.
Machined to precise dimensions for
snug fit so they resist creeping out
of the frame. Kit includes trigger pin,
locking block pin, standard-length ejector housing pin, and
extended ejector pin. Fits all Glock pistols, except Model 36. a
b
SPECS: Titanium, natural finish.
#100-006-596AQ Gen 4 Titanium Pin Set, 8B26D85��� $ 27.99

LONE WOLF DIST.

TRIGGER CONNECTOR
for GLOCK®

TITANIUM SAFETY PLUNGER
for GLOCK®

SIDERLOCK® for GLOCK®

Lightens & Improves Trigger Feel

Helps You Get A Smoother, Lighter Trigger Pull

Stainless steel connector reduces the
length of trigger pull, improves reset, and
eliminates accuracy-robbing overtravel.
5.0 Tactical and Ghost Rocket 3.5 reduce
trigger-pull weight to 5 pounds and 3.5
pounds respectively; both have an extra
tab that contacts the trigger bar and prevents overtravel after
the striker falls. Each connector requires minor fitting. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, polished finish. Fits all models.
#100-000-631AQ Rocket Trigger Connector for
Glock, 7K19D99 ��������������������������������������� $ 22.99
#100-000-935AQ 5.0 Tactical Trigger Connector, 
7K16B99������������������������������������������������������� 19.99
GHOST 3.5 CONNECTOR - Easyinstall,
drop-in, steel connector lowers trigger-pull weight to 3.5 pounds for competition and sporting use and improves
trigger reset. Does not have extra overtravel fitting tab.
SPECS: Stainless steel, polished finish. Fits all models.
#100-000-936AQ Ghost 3.5 Trigger Connector, 
7K10E45������������������������������������������������������� $ 12.99
ARMORER’S ORANGE SLIDE COVER PLATE
- A “must have” for easy, error-free installation of Ghost Rocket 3.5 and Ghost Tactical
5.0 trigger connectors. Plate is sectioned by
one-third to permit viewing the sear and
firing pin engagement during connector installation.
SPECS: Orange polymer with grooved face.
#100-001-260AQ Armorer’s Orange Slide Cover Plate, 
7K3H69����������������������������������������������������������� $ 4.99
GHOST 3.5 & 4.5 CONNECTOR - Stainless steel connectors reduce trigger pull weight to 3.5 pounds and 4.5
pounds respectively. Debris channel
“hole” is self-cleaning and reduces
friction of trigger parts for smooth, reliable pulls.
SPECS: Stainless steel, polished finish. Fits all models. Gunsmith installation recommended for 4.5 Ranger trigger.
#100-002-007AQ 3.5 Ultimate Trigger, 7K15P17 ����������� $ 19.99
#100-002-008AQ 4.5 Ranger Trigger, 7K16I55��������������� 19.99

GHOST RUGER® SR9®/SR9c™/SR40™

TRIGGER CONNECTOR
Improves Accuracy By Reducing
Trigger Pull & Over-Travel
Redesigned connector reduces
the factory trigger pull down to 31/2
to 5 lbs., while it drastically shortens
or completely eliminates accuracyrobbing over-travel. A debris channel lets dust, dirt, grit, and
other foreign matter exit the trigger system, helping to ensure
reliable function. Three models available to meet a variety
of needs, including concealed carry, competition, and law
enforcement use. Ultimate model offers drop-in, no-gunsmithing installation for a 31/2" lb. trigger pull; comes pre-set
for minimum over-travel. The Rocket also features a 31/2 pull,
with a Trigger Control Tab that lets you completely eliminate
over-travel for maximum accuracy. Some fitting required. a
b
SPECS: Steel, polished, natural finish. All models fit Ruger SR9, SR9c,
and SR40 pistols.
#100-005-898AQ Ultimate 3.5 Trigger Connector, 
7K15B97������������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99
#100-005-896AQ Rocket 3.5 Trigger Connector, 
7K19F26������������������������������������������������������� 22.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Extremely lightweight titanium safety plunger reduces
mass for a lighter felt trigger pull. Titanium nitride coating reduces friction. One of those small detail that helps complete
a Glock trigger job. Includes Wolff safety plunger spring. a
b
SPECS: Solid titanium, titanium nitride coated. Small - fits all other Glock
pistols. .1 oz., (2.8 g) weight. Large - fits Model 21 and 30 pistols.
#642-102-021AQ Small Safety Plunger, 2D14E27��������� $ 17.99
#642-102-017AQ Large Safety Plunger, 2D15K70��������� 19.99

“ULTIMATE”
TRIGGER STOP for GLOCK®

LONE WOLF

Eliminates Over-Travel
For Faster Trigger Reset
Easy-to-install part eliminates trigger
overtravel on your 9mm Glock, for faster
reset and faster, steadier follow-up shots
than with a factory-stock pistol. Helps you keep on the target
by reducing the time the sights can “wander” between rapid
fire shots. Redesigned polymer trigger housing with steel ejector is a direct replacement for the factory housing and can be
installed and removed at will. Recommended for competition
use only. a
b
SPECS: Polymer housing, steel stop. Fts G17, 19, 26 and 34; will not fit
30SF.
#100-006-207AQ Ultimate Trigger Stop, 9mm, 
2K17G65������������������������������������������������������� $ 21.00

LONE WOLF

3.5 CONNECTOR for GLOCK®
Smoothes Trigger Pull,
Aids In Faster Reset
Drop-in replacement connector gives an immediate improvement in trigger performance on any Glock pistol. Provides the same 3.5 lb. trigger
pull as the factory connector, but its 25% lighter weight and a
highly polished, nickel-plated surface makes the pull smoother
and more consistent. Helps the trigger reset more quickly for
faster follow up shots and less temptation to jerk the trigger and
compromise accuracy. Requires no permanent alterations to
pistol, so factory connector can be reinstalled any time. Use in
conjunction with Lone Wolf Ultimate Trigger Stop (available
separately) for an even cleaner pull. a
b
SPECS: Steel, nickel plated, high-polish finish. Fits all Glock pistol models.
#100-006-204AQ 3.5 Connector for Glock, 2K8A16����� $ 13.45

WOLFF BERETTA

TRIGGER CONVERSION UNIT
Improves Reliability, Smoothes Pull
Drop-in, captured spring unit replaces the factory mousetrap trigger
spring to eliminate breakage. Gives a
smoother pull and improves trigger control. Robar NP3® coated
to reduce friction. a
b
SPECS: Steel, NP3 coated. Fits Beretta, 92/96, 96D and Centurion plus
Taurus PT92/96. Does not fit late production guns with polymer triggers.
Factory weight or 20% reduced power.
#969-000-060AQ Factory Wght Trgr Unit, 9F19J75����� $ 25.99
#969-000-061AQ Redcd Power Trgr Unit, 9F20I51������� 25.99

order on the web

brownells.com

Safety Trigger Helps
Prevent Accidental
Discharge
Polymer trigger features
a steel cross-bolt safety that
locks the trigger to prevent any
movement for added protection against accidental discharge. CNC machined cross-bolt
slides smoothly in and out with finger pressure for easy, eyesoff operation. On/Off position is easily reversed with included
tool and bushing, allowing right- or left-hand operation. In the
“Off” position, the original factory safeties are active for added
protection. Chrome plating on cross-bolt reduces wear for long
service life. Gunsmith installation recommended.
SPECS: Polymer and steel, black. Steel cross-bolt, chrome plated. Replaces factory original trigger. Fits all Glock pistols.
#100-003-545AQ SiderLock, 2K49A95������������������������������� $ 49.95

APEX TACTICAL

S&W M&P RESET ASSIST MECHANISM
Improves The Trigger Reset On Your M&P
Reset Assist Mechanism (RAM) improves
the felt reset on the trigger of your S&W M&P
for a crisper and more positive action. Installs into the sear block of any M&P 9mm,
.40, and .357 SIG pistol that does not have a thumb safety, magazine disconnect, or internal locking system. a
b
#100-006-609AQ S&W M&P RAM, 7F20G53����������������������$ 23.99

POWDER RIVER PRECISION
SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

STRIKER UPGRADE PARTS
For A Lighter, Cleaner Trigger Pull
XD/XDM STRIKER - Steel striker is heathardened to Rc 52-53, with a micropolished face that helps smooth the
trigger pull. Works with the factory
trigger components and Powder River
Easy-Fit trigger kits. APG approved. a
b
SPECS: Chrome-alloy steel, natural finish. Fits 9mm and .40 S&W Springfield XD and XDM pistols.
#100-005-384AQ XD/XDM Striker, 5C34H29����������������� $ 39.99
STRIKER SAFETY KIT - Titanium striker safety weighs
less than factory part and works with the included
reduced-power striker safety spring to reduce trigger
pull and lock time, while maintaining proper safety
function. Compatible with Powder River trigger kits
and factory trigger components. APG approved.
SPECS: Titanium, with steel spring.
#100-005-385AQ XD/XDM Striker Safety Kit, 
5C21B43������������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99
STRIKER INDICATOR KIT - Low-mass Titanium striker indicator is about 40%
lighter than the factory steel part, for
faster lock time and
a crisper trigger pull in a 9mm/.40 caliber XD/XDM pistol. Included reduced-power striker spring and rebound spring helps
ensure consistent primer ignition. Works with factory trigger
components and Powder River trigger kit.
SPECS: Titanium, with steel spring. Fits 9mm and .40 S&W Springfield
XD and XDM pistols.
#100-005-386AQ XD/XDM Striker Indicator Kit, 
5C17M14������������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99
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CYLINDER & SLIDE BROWNING HI-POWER

LIGHTING STRIKE

pistol

Drop-in kit with newly designed self-cleaning
trigger connector helps
eliminate
bothersome
pre-travel and allows fast
reset for improved accuracy and quick shot recovery. Trigger
connector features a self-cleaning debris channel that reduces
accumulation of grit and residue for less friction, longer service
life, and improved reliability; connector may require minor fitting. Installation requires no permanent alteration to pistol. Not
for use for self defense with 4 lb. firing pin spring or 2 lb. firing
pin safety spring. For self defense use with 10mm/.45 caliber
Glock, a Wolff 6 lb. firing pin spring and factory Glock firing pin
safety spring are recommended. a
b
SPECS: Trigger Connector - Stainless steel, polished finish. Springs - Tempered steel. Includes 2 lb. firing pin safety spring, 4 lb. firing pin spring, 6
lb. trigger spring, armorer’s orange slide cover plate, and armorer’s tool.
Fits all Glock models.
#100-003-306AQ Rocket 3.5 Trigger Kit for Glock, 
7K35J00������������������������������������������������������� $ 39.99

GHOST

TACTICAL SOLUTIONS
RUGER® MARK I/II/III™ & 22/45™

pistol

HEAVY DUTY EJECTOR
Hardened, Machined Stainless Steel
To Resist Wear & Breakage
Replacement for factory ejector is precision machined
from hardened 416 stainless steel billet for extra strength and
wear resistance. Helps ensure positive, consistent ejection,
with reduced risk of reliability problems caused by a worn or
broken ejector. Includes 416 stainless steel mounting screw. a
b
SPECS: 416 stainless steel, natural finish. Fits Ruger Mark I, Mark II, Mark
III, and 22/45 pistols.
#100-005-999AQ Ruger .22 Pistol Ejector, 8K16M55��� $ 19.99

LIGHTNING STRIKE
triggers & components

COVER PLATE for GLOCK®
Durable Replacement To Factory Part
Easy, Drop-On Installation
Cover plate personalizes the look of
your Glock and replaces the plastic, factory part for added strength. Installs and
removes more easily than the factory cover
plate for maintenance access. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black finish. Universal fit for Glock pistols.
#642-000-016AQ Cover Plate for Glock, 2D11G43��������� $ 14.50

Durable, machined aluminum slide plate replaces
factory plastic part and is laser etched with a distinctive
decorative logo that dresses
up your favorite Glock pistol with your own personal
statement. Drop-in fit, so no modifications to
the slide are required. Logos will not fade or
wear off. Available with American Flag, Punisher , Jolly Roger, Biohazard, Smiley Face, or
We The People logo. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, anodized, matte black finish with white
logo. Fits all Glock pistol models.
#100-004-914AQ US Flag Slide Plate, 4C18K67 ������������� $ 24.99
#100-005-824AQ Jolly Roger Slide Plate, 4C18F80������� 24.99
#100-005-825AQ Biohazard Slide Plate, 4C18K80 ������� 24.99
#100-005-826AQ Smiley Face Slide Plate, 4C18H80 ��� 24.99
#100-006-901AQ We The People Slide Plate,
4C18G76������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
SLIDE RACKER - Replacement slide
plate has an aluminum extension
that lets you rack the slide from behind with a fast pull of your fingers.
Also helps you rack the slide in a confined space to clear a jam
or reload while maintaining cover. Remove the two screws and
flip the extension to the other side for right- or left-handed operation. Available in plain black or with American Flag logo.
SPECS: Machined aluminum, anodized, matte black finish. Fits all Glock
pistol models.
#100-005-827AQ Plain Black Slide Racker,
4C25L60������������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99
#100-005-828AQ US Flag Slide Racker, 4C25P60��������� 34.99
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HOGUE SEMI AUTO

TRIGGER/SPRING KITS
For A Smooth, Crisp
Trigger Pull
CNC machined components allow a smooth,
crisp trigger with a much
lighter pull and more precise letoff for better accuracy and fast follow-up
shots. Cuts sear pre-travel
by about 1/4" to help increase control and prevent accuracy degrading
creep. Kits include the reduced-travel sear with pre-polished
face, heat-treated to Rc 45-50, plus trigger and sear springs,
trigger bar, 10% reduced power striker spring and 15% extra
power striker spring. Lightens trigger pull by approximately 1
b
to 11/2 lbs. a
SPECS: Steel, in-the-white. Includes: Sear, heat treated to Rc 45-50, trigger/sear springs, and trigger bar. Striker Springs - Steel, tempered, (1) 10%
reduced power, (1) 15% extra power.
STOCK #
FITS
PRICE
#100-003-967AQ XD Standard, 9mm/.357 Sig/.40 1B121D68 $ 129.99
S&W
1B121I68 $ 129.99
#100-003-968AQ XD Sub-Compact, 9mm/.357
Sig/.40 S&W
1B121M68 $ 129.99
#100-003-969AQ XD Service, Tactical Compact,
.45 ACP
#100-005-361AQ XDM Standard & Sub-Compact, 1B121G68 $ 129.99
9mm/.40 S&W

TACTICAL SUPPLY DEPOT

SLIDE PLATE for GLOCK®
Functional,
All-Metal Construction;
Personalizes Your Glock

grips & screws

SPRINGER PRECISION SPRINGFIELD XD/XDM

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II/III™

EXTENDED BOLT RELEASE
Oversized Thumb Pad For
Fast, Positive Operation
Drop-in replacement bolt
release has a large, easy-tofind, contact pad with a serrated face ensures fast, positive closing of the action, especially
during high-stress competition. Gives the shooter a secure,
non-slip grip with or without gloves on. Replaces the factory
bolt release on both Mark II and Mark III pistols in minutes. No
permanent modifications required. a
b
SPECS: Carbon steel, gloss blued, or stainless steel, silver finish. Pad is 9/16"
7
(1.4mm) long x /16" (1.1mm) wide. .2 oz. (5.6g) weight.
#930-000-068AQ Extended Bolt Release, Blued, 
3Z9B85��������������������������������������������������������� $ 11.99
#930-000-067AQ Extended Bolt Release, Silver, 
3Z9E85��������������������������������������������������������� 11.99

RUGER® MARK I/II/III

ALLEN-HEAD GRIP SCREWS
Blue Or Silver;
Improves Looks & Function
Excellent looking Allen-head
screws dress up the Ruger Mark I,
Mark II, or Mark III™ pistol, plus give
positive wrench engagement to help
prevent stripped-out heads. Fits flush on all factory and aftermarket grips. Available in 4-Paks. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue or nickel-plated. 6-40 tpi, .250" (6.3mm) diameter
head, .325" (8.1mm) long. Installation requires 3/32" Allen wrench.
#080-832-004AQ Blue Grip Screws, 4-Pak, 8K1P79 ��������$ 2.99
#080-000-055AQ Nickel Grip Screws, 4-Pak, 8K1G79���� 2.99

GRIP SCREWS

KRUNCH PRODUCTS

PRO GRIP ENHANCER

Factory Replacement Screws
For Popular Semi-Autos
Blue and stainless steel slot head replacement screws maintain factory appearance.
Hex head gives grips a neat, clean look, prevents burred slots.
SPECS: Steel, blued or hard chrome (H/C), matte finish. Package contains
two or four screws, as required.
STK# BLUE
#408-010-226AQ
#408-010-228AQ
#408-010-220AQ
#408-010-092AQ
#408-010-093AQ

STK# H/C
#408-011-228AQ
NA
NA
#408-011-093AQ
NA

Fits
SIG P226, P228, P229
SIG P226, P228, P229
SIG P220, P230
Beretta/Taurus
Beretta/Taurus

— Advise # — Slotted Beretta/Taurus, SIG, 8K6G91������ $ 9.99
— Advise # — Hex SIG, Beretta/Taurus, 8K7P19 ������������ 8.99

SIG SAUER Sig 239, 226, 229 & 220

SHORT RESET TRIGGER KIT
Genuine Factory Parts
Improve Your Trigger Pull
Reduce the reset distance
on Sig 239, 226, 229 & 220 pistols with these factory kits. Sig
Sig 239 Kit
Sauer 239 kit includes: safety lever, sear, and trigger bar spring.
Sig Sauer 226 & 229 kit includes:
sear and safety lever. Sig Sauer
220 kit includes: decocking lever, safety lever, and sear.
Sig 220 Kit
SPECS: Steel.
#732-000-456AQ Sig 239 Short Reset Trigger Kit, 
2C43F34������������������������������������������������������� $ 50.99
#732-000-457AQ Sig 226/229 Short Reset Trigger
Kit, 2C46N29��������������������������������������������� 53.99
#732-000-458AQ Sig 220 Short Reset Trigger Kit, 
2C43A34������������������������������������������������������� 50.99

Non-Sticky, Non-Abrasive;
Keeps Your Pistol In Your Hand
Used and endorsed by USPSA Master Shooters
to enhance their natural grip for increased recoil
control and more consistent accuracy. Non-sticky
formula actually works with your natural skin oils
to repel moisture and perspiration, and keep your
pistol or rifle firmly in your grip. Non-toxic, washes
off with soap and water; will not stain clothing or
damage gun finishes. Flip Top or Pump dispenser. a
b
SPECS: Liquid, 2 fl. oz. (59ml), resealable container.
#474-100-000AQ Flip Top Pro Grip Enhancer, 
4G7Q99 ����������������������������������������������������������$ 9.99
#474-100-001AQ Pump Pro Grip Enhancer, 4G7P99 ���� 9.99

BROOKS TACTICAL SEMI-AUTO

Pre-cut, wrap around sleeve
sticks on easily with an ultra
high-tech, pressure-sensitive
adhesive. Won’t peel off in
harsh conditions, even under
water. Provides a comfortable,
secure grip for competition, law enforcement and tactical
firearms. Non-slip and non-abrasive, with a soft feel that’s not
tacky. Extremely durable, resists splitting, tearing, abrasion,
and wear. Flexible, so it conforms to Glock frames with and
without finger grooves. Resistant to most oils and solvents.
Use 5" x 8", AGrip Sheet to cover rifles, shotgun stocks, forends,
flashlights and tools or handguns not listed below. a
b
SPECS: Black. Soft texture.
STOCK #
#100-000-528AQ
#100-000-529AQ
#100-000-626AQ
#100-000-530AQ
#100-001-245AQ

FITS
Glock 17, 18, 22, 24, 31, 34, 35, 37
Glock 19, 23, 25, 32, 36
Glock 20, 21
Glock 26, 27, 28, 33
Springfield XD/HS2000

— Advise # — AGrip, 5K23G09 ��������������������������������������������$ 31.99
#100-000-532AQ AGrip Sheet, 5K25K89��������������������������� $ 33.99

PACHMAYR

TACTICAL GRIP GLOVE
Absorbs Recoil, Prevents Slippage
Recoil-absorbing, soft rubber sleeve offers a contoured,
non-slip grip that dramatically
improves shooting comfort and
accuracy from your semi-auto
duty pistol. Finger grooves and a
slight palm swell help reduce felt
recoil and muzzle jump for fast, accurate follow-up shots. Vertical and horizontal serrations provide a textured surface that’s
comfortable and easy-to-hold, especially during long periods
in the ready position. Slides over pistol grip.
SPECS: Rubber, textured finish, black. Approximately 2¼" (5.7cm) long, 1"
(2.5cm) wide, 2¾" (6cm) high. .7 oz. (20g) weight. Glock fits 17, 20, 21, 22,
31, 34, 35, 37. Glock Compact fits 19, 23, 25, 32, and 38. M&P fits Smith
& Wesson M&P, all models, all calibers. XD/XDM fits full-size Springfield
Armory XD and XDM, all calibers. Ruger LCP/Kel-Tec fits Ruger LCP, Taurus 738 TCP, and Kel-Tec P-3AT/P-32 pistols.
#692-000-025AQ Grip Glove, Glock, 2F8Q79��������������������� $ 9.99
#692-000-029AQ Grip Glove, Glock Compact, 
2F8D79����������������������������������������������������������� 9.99
#692-000-027AQ Grip Glove, XD/XDM, 2F8C79��������������� 9.99
#692-000-028AQ Grip Glove, M&P, 2F8E79����������������������� 9.99
#100-008-787AQ Grip Glove, Ruger LCP/Kel-Tec, 
7F9G81����������������������������������������������������������� 11.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

AGRIP

Improves Handling &
Control, Secure Grip Helps
Increase Accuracy

HOGUE SEMI-AUTO

HANDALL™ GRIP

Comfortable, Non-Slip Grip
For Semi-Auto Pistols
Slip-on sleeve offers a contoured, nonslip grip with no gun modifications. Proportioned finger grooves and a slight ambidextrous palmswell give extra support for
greater shooting control and pointability.
Made from recoil-absorbing soft rubber that
dramatically improves shooting comfort and accuracy.
SPECS: Soft rubber, textured, Black or O.D. Green. Approximately 21/4"
(6cm) long, 11/4" (3cm) wide, 31/4" (8cm) high. Glock fits all full-size and
compact Glock pistols, plus other similarly proportioned semi-autos
without a grip safety. Springfield fits Springfield XD and XDM chambered
in 9mm, .40 S&W, and .357 Sig, and many similarly proportioned semiautos without a grip safety. Handall Jr. fits most .22/.25 ACP semi-auto
pocket pistols.
#408-617-000AQ Semi-Auto Handall Grip, 8K6M50����� $ 6.99
#408-000-070AQ Glock Handall Grip, O.D. Green, 
8K7M05 ��������������������������������������������������������� 7.99
#408-617-001AQ Handall Jr. Grip, Black, 8K5F99����������� 6.99
#408-000-095AQ Springfield XD/XDM Handall Grip,
Black, 8K7H04��������������������������������������������� 7.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

TJ’S CUSTOM SIG

HOGUE SEMI-AUTO

HEX HEAD GRIP SCREWS

PISTOL GRIPS

Great Looking Replacements
For SIG Pistols

FITS
SIG 220, 225, 245
SIG 226, 228, 229
SIG 226, 228, 229

PRICE
6G13N36 $ 16.99
6G13M36 $ 16.99
6G13M36 $ 16.99

HOGUE SIG P226

EXTREME ALUMINUM GRIPS
Comfortable, GoodLooking; Machined From
Solid Aluminum For
Strength & Durability
Extreme-duty grips precision machined from solid
6061 T6 aluminum billet
help you maintain a firm,
comfortable, no-slip grasp
on your pistol, even when your hands are wet. These grips
weigh only slightly more than factory grips, yet stand up to
the harsh wear and tear of duty and tactical operations. The
crisp, precision-cut diamond pattern on the sides and backstrap replicates fine 18 lpi checkering and provides a superior
gripping surface that won’t bite into your hand. Type III hard
anodized for additional strength and outstanding resistance
to surface wear.
SPECS: Machined 6061 T6 aluminum, Type III hard anodized, matte black
finish. Fits SIG P226.
#408-000-072AQ SIG P226 Extreme Grips,
8K96K39����������������������������������������������������� $ 103.99

Hand-filling, molded
rubber grips help absorb
recoil by spreading the
shock over a wider area of
the hand. Finger groove
models for semi-autos
tighten the grip upward,
into the triggerguard for
better recoil control.
SPECS: Molded rubber w/pebble finish. Model designations abbreviated
as follows. Abbreviations in table below: Checkered (CH); Finger Grooves
(FG); Rubber (RU); Slabs (SL); Palm Swells (PS), Slabs (SL). Ruger 22/45 RP
fits pistols with removable grip panels ONLY.
STOCK #
#408-602-045AQ
#408-602-145AQ
#408-000-118AQ
#408-000-013AQ
#408-602-245AQ
#408-602-192AQ
#408-602-092AQ
#408-602-135AQ
#408-602-109AQ
408-000-119AQ
408-000-120AQ
#408-602-014AQ
#408-602-189AQ
#408-602-220AQ
#408-602-226AQ
#408-000-014AQ
#408-602-228AQ
#408-000-023AQ
#408-602-239AQ
#408-602-099AQ

MAJESTIC ARMS RUGER® MARK II/III

WOOD GRIPS

WALNUT GRIPS

Custom Grips Enhance
Appearance & Utility
Wood grips fit onto popular
semi-auto pistol models to give
attractive appearance and include
features that improve handling.
Fully-checkered for superior texCocobolo
ture and feel, grips for full-size pistols have a slightly-raised “bump”
just below the thumb that helps you comfortably hang onto and
control the pistol. Compact pistol grips do not have the “bump.”
Available in cocobolo, rosewoood and walnut. a
b
#100-013-611AQ Beretta 92 Grips, Rosewood, 
3D42L00������������������������������������������������������ $ 49.99
#100-013-610AQ Beretta 92 Grips, Walnut,
3D20C00���������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#100-013-614AQ Browning Hi-Power Grips,
Cocobolo, 3D39F50�������������������������������� 47.99
#100-013-613AQ Browning Hi-Power Grips,
Rosewood, 3D35L00������������������������������ 42.99
#100-013-612AQ Browning Hi-Power Grips, Walnut, 
3D22H00���������������������������������������������������� 26.99
#100-013-615AQ Walther PPK/S Grips, Walnut, 
3D22Q00���������������������������������������������������� 26.99

PRICE
8K12L83 $ 13.99
8K17B33 $ 18.99
8K19A26 $ 20.99
8K12K83 $ 13.99
8K17H33 $ 18.99
8K17D33 $ 18.99
8K12L83 $ 13.99
8K17K33 $ 18.99
8K17D33 $ 18.99
8K17J33 $ 18.99
8K12Q83 $ 13.99
8K17B33 $ 18.99
8K17N33 $ 18.99
8K17B33 $ 18.99
8K17C33 $ 18.99
8K17A33 $ 18.99
8K17N33 $ 18.99
8K17N33 $ 18.99
8K17A33 $ 18.99
8K12J83 $ 13.99

Provides A Comfortable,
Secure Grip
High-quality wood grips
dress up the appearance of
your Ruger Mark II or III pistol
and provide a comfortable,
solid, natural grip for better shooting. Attractive, dark
brown Walnut is durable and
holds the clean, precise 20
lpi checking extremely well
to give you a solid purchase.
Mark II/III Right-Hand (RH)
grips feature a smooth, comfortable thumb rest for right-handed shooters. Mark II/III Ambidextrous grips offer a low-profile thumb rest on each panel
to accommodate either right- or left-handed shooters. 22/45
Ambi grips fit Ruger® Mark III™ 22/45™ pistols with removable
grip panels only. a
b
#941-000-013AQ RH Mark II/III Grips, 1D49F93������������$ 52.99
#941-000-014AQ Amb. Mark II/III Grips,
1D49J93�������������������������������������������������������� 52.99
#941-000-015AQ RH Mark III 22/45 Grips,
1D49N93 ������������������������������������������������������ 52.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Top-quality grips provide fullcoverage, hand-cut 18 lpi checkering
for a secure, no-slip grip and are relieved for new, factory ambi safeties.
Available in two different styles. Thin
Combat are much thinner than the
factory grips so they’re easy for smaller hands to hold and shoot. Made of
jet-black Westinghouse Micarta® (MI)
for good looks combined with superior wearability. Palmswell features
thumb rest and palmswells that spread
recoil energy over a greater area for
increased shooting comfort. Made of
Philippine Mahogany (PM), with an
attractive medium-to-light reddish
base with darker red to light brown
graining. Elegant and practical!
SPECS: Fits Browning Hi-Power and clones.
647-035-101AQ Black Micarta HP Thin Grip, 
7D40G29 �������������������������������������������������� $ 49.99
26.99
#647-035-004AQ PM HP Palmswell Grip, 7D23D14��

PACHMAYR

SIGNATURE GRIPS
Wrap-Around, Non-Skid, For Semi-Autos
Unique, wrap-around grips incorporate
front strap checkering to meet the demands
shooters Over 22 square inches of sharp
diamonds molded into durable, Neoprene
rubber for non-slip gripping, wet or dry.
No alteration to gun. For either right or lefthanded shooters. a
b
SPECS: Molded, black, neoprene rubber.
PACHMAYR
STOCK #
MODEL
MFG - MODEL
#692-500-001AQ B-HP
Brng Hi-Power,
9mm/.40
#692-500-003AQ B-HPCG
Brng Hi-Power,
9mm/40, Grooved/
Sculpted
#692-500-580AQ BDA-380 Browning .380 DA
Auto
#867-000-022AQ MK-G
Ruger® Mark II/III™
#692-508-039AQ *SW-39
S&W 39/52
#692-506-000AQ **PPK/S
Walther PP & PPK/S

TARGET GRIPS
Comfortable, Hand Filling Custom
Wood Or Soft Rubber

PRICE
2F27N36 $ 30.99
2F27N36 $ 30.99

2F27A36 $ 30.99
7F26L64 $ 29.99
2F27N36 $ 30.99
2F27F36 $ 30.99

Shaped to improve comfort and recoil
control for better accuracy. Two styles of soft
rubber: 82060 with right-hand thumbrest or
82000 without. Both have a “Cobblestone” texture and wraparound finger grooves for a grip
that isn’t spongy or tacky. Smooth-cut, Pau Ferro grips have a
single palmswell and right-hand thumbrest; feature a handbuffed, carnauba wax finish.
SPECS: Rubber, black or Pau Ferro, Medium brown with medium-to-dark,
brown graining. Fits Ruger Mark II pistols.
#408-604-222AQ Pau Ferro Grips, 8K64E24������������������� $ 69.99
#408-502-108AQ 82060 Rubber Grips, 8K17H33����������� 18.99
#408-502-109AQ 82000 Rubber Grips, 8K17P33����������� 18.99

PACHMAYR BROWNING HI-POWER

COMBAT GRIPS
Gives Fast Handling & Secure Control For
Combat Matches
Improved features enhance handling and
help shooters reload faster in action shooting
events. Flat sides, a sculptured cutaway, plus
front finger grooves for positive finger placement. a
b
SPECS: Molded Neoprene rubber, black. Fits both 9mm and .40 S&W
chambered Hi-Powers.
#692-500-003AQ B-HP/CG Browning Hi-Power
Grips, 2F27N36����������������������������������������� $ 30.99

FALCON

ERGO RUGER® MK II & III GRIP
Palm Swell Gives Consistent Grip For
Competition & Target Shooting
Over-molded grips drop in to Ruger
MKII and MKIII pistols to give comfortable, enhanced grip. Ambidextrous palmswell design provides easy-to-hold shape
that helps give a more consistent grip.
Unique injection-molded texture helps
you grip the gun in all conditions. Installs with original factory
screws. Available in black. a
b
#573-000-072AQ Ergo Ruger MKII & MKIII Grip, 
3G17E97��������������������������������������������������������$ 19.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK II/III™

LAMINATED WOOD GRIPS
ROCO FIREARM TECHNOLOGY SIG SAUER

WALNUT GRIPS
Ergonomically Designed For
Shooting Comfort & Accuracy
Solid walnut grips enhance your hold with
their contoured swell that fills and supports
the palm for increased shooting comfort.
Helps accommodate differences in finger
length for a more consistent trigger pull and
accuracy. Stippled surface allows secure, non-slip contact with
the hand without abrading the skin during recoil. Made from
fancy Turkish Walnut hardened for extra strength, then beautifully finished and sealed with urethane resin.
SPECS: Turkish Walnut. Inletted for decocker. Minor fitting may be required on some guns.
#100-002-549AQ SIG P220 Grip, 3A73P13����������������������� $ 97.50

order on the web

brownells.com

Comfortable & Hand-Filling For
Maximum Control & Accuracy
Wrap-around, finger-groove grip
panels fully support your hand to provide
superb control for consistent accuracy.
An enhanced grip angle that positions
wrist for a relaxed hold, plus a comfortable thumb rest, help
you concentrate on a smooth, consistent trigger pull. Durable
laminated hardwood won’t crack, break, or split. Comes with
extended, oversize bolt release, magazine release button (Mark
III), hex-head grip screws, and hex wrench. a
b
SPECS: Laminated hardwood, Brown or Green, with stainless steel bolt
release. Magazine Release (Mark III only) & Grip Screws - Carbon steel,
blued. Separate models for Ruger Mark II and Mark III. Right-hand only.
#930-000-062AQ Mark II Grips, Brown, 3Z124K14 ����� $ 139.99
#930-000-060AQ Mark III Grips, Brown, 3Z131Q03��� 139.99
#930-000-059AQ Mark III Grips, Green, 3Z131G03����� 139.99
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GRIPS & SCREWS

HERRETT’S

FITS
MODEL
1911 Auto
RU/SL
1911 Auto
RU/FG Blk
1911 Auto
RU/FG Tan
1911 Auto
RU/SL/CH
Off ACP
RU/FG
Beretta 92
FG
Beretta 92
SL
Browning Hi-Power
FG
CZ/TZ EA-9/P9 Tang FG
Ruger 22/45 RP
FG
Ruger 22/45 RP
SL/C
Para-Ord P-14
RU/FG
®
®
Ruger P89 /90™/91™ FG
SIG P220 American
SL
SIG P226
SL
SIG P226
FG
SIG P228/229
SL
SIG P228/229
FG
SIG P239
FG
Taurus PT 92/99,
SL
100/101

HOGUE RUGER® MARK II™

pistol

FINISH
Black
Black
S/S

COMBAT GRIPS
Gives Improved Comfort
& Secure Grip - Plus Good Looks

Gives Firm Grasp On
Pistol & Absorbs Recoil

Functional, hex head screws help put
an end to scratched, beat-up and worn grip
screws. Pristine screws make grips look nicer. Plus, hex head wrenches are less likely to slip and put marks
on the grips or frame. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel, natural finish or blackened. 2 or 4 screws per pak
depending on the model. 226 fits guns with serial #144,000 and higher.
STOCK #
#876-050-220AQ
#876-050-225AQ
#876-051-225AQ

NAVIDREX BROWNING HI-POWER

SIMS VIBRATION LABORATORY

VZ GRIPS

LIMBSAVER PRO HANDGUN SYSTEM

G10 GRIP PANELS

®

pistol

Reduces Felt Recoil & Improves Accuracy
High-tech, vibration-absorbing NAVCOM™ grip sleeve reduces felt recoil and
muzzle jump for fast, accurate follow-up shots.
Advanced break-away technology uses over
one hundred individual raised nodes to absorb
the recoil shock-wave and redirect the energy
outward over a wide area for almost 50% recoil
reduction. Hand-filling design provides a comfortable, firm
grip that minimizes hand fatigue during long periods in the
ready position. Fine horizontal serrations provide a ribbed
surface that’s comfortable and easy-to-grasp, even when wet.
Installs over pistol grip. Not for use with semi-automatic pistols
equipped with any type of grip safety. a
b
SPECS: NAVCOM synthetic material, black. 115/16" (4.8cm) long, 1" (2.5cm)
7
wide, 3 /8" (9.6cm) high. .8 oz. (23g) weight. Fits full-frame semi-automatic
pistols including Beretta PX4 Storm .40 S&W, 92FS (all 92 Series); FN
Herstal P45, 5.7; Glock® 21SF, 17, 22; Heckler & Koch USP 45 Full, USP
40 V1; Magnum Research Desert Eagle, Baby Eagle .45; Ruger® SR9®,
P512, 22/45™; Sig P220; Taurus PT 24/7 Pro; and mil-spec type AR-15/
M16 pistol grips.
#100-004-337AQ Pro Handgun System, 7K7B99 ����������� $ 9.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK I/II/III

VOLTHANE PISTOL GRIPS

grips & screws

Hand-Filling Target Grips For
Ruger Mark II & Mark III
Large, contoured, bottom-swell
heelrest and wide, upswept thumbrest straighten and extend the wrist
for a relaxed, steadier hold and more
reliable accuracy. Wedge-shaped
grip area (wide in the rear, narrow
in front) and evenly spaced finger
grooves match the natural shape of the hand. Flexible, synthetic rubber construction with impressed checking ensures
secure, no-slip one- or two-hand hold. a
b
SPECS: Thermo-molded Volthane rubber, black. Approx. 31/4" (8.2cm)
1
wide at base, 4 /4" (10.7cm) high, 5.2 oz. (147 g). Right-hand only. Includes
Allen head screws and wrench. Mark II - One-piece design fits Ruger Mark
II and Mark I with “A-100” marked frame. Mark III - Two-piece design fits
Ruger Mark III only. Does not have silver medallion as shown in photo.
#930-012-001AQ RH Volthane Grips, Mark II, 
3Z40J70������������������������������������������������������� $ 49.99
#930-000-047AQ RH Volthane Grips, Mark III, 
3Z49I63 ������������������������������������������������������� 59.99

SMART LOCK TECHNOLOGY

MAGLOC THUMB REST for GLOCK
®

®

Improves Control & Reduces Muzzle
Jump For Better Accuracy
Ambidextrous rest provides comfortable support for the thumb of your shooting hand. Helps you control muzzle flip
Glock Competition 2-M for fast, accurate follow-up shots, while
the extended beavertail protects the web
of the hand from painful contact with
the slide. Stainless steel pin replaces the
factory trigger housing pin to anchor
the rest securely to the grip frame. May
require some fitting, but no permanent
modification to gun. Competition 2-M
features 3/8" wide thumb rests for maximum support and muzzle control in acGlock Duty-M
tion shooting events. Duty-M has slightly
5
narrower, /16" wide rests for improved fit in duty holsters. Both
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Enhanced Gripping Texture
For Your Pistol
Beretta
Golfball
Olive

High quality grips for
shooters wanting to upgrade the aesthetics and
performance of their pistols. Durable, G10 fiberglass is impact resistant
and doesn’t chip or break
easily. The advanced
laminate won’t absorb
moisture, expand or contract due to temperature
Ruger 22/45 Dbl
fluctuation, making it
Beretta Tactical
Diamond Blk
Slant Hyena
perfect for all weather operations. Texture is CNC
machined, then hand finished for uniform pattern
depth. The Golfball pattern has a very aggressive
texture, giving plenty of
grip, no matter the conditions. Tactical Slants are
for those who like a more
CZ-75 Tac
Ruger 22/45
traditional, less aggressive
Diamond Blk
Operator II B/DS
grip than the golfball pattern. These grips have a slant cut pattern, giving a good feel
without the sharpness. Tactical Diamonds are for shooters who
like the texture of a traditional grip, while the Double Diamond
grips are a little sharper, with more bite. Operator II is ideal for
tournament shooters or those in tactical environments because the aggressive golfball pattern on the front 1/3 and ball cuts
on the rest of the panel give you a solid grasp on the gun. a
b
SPECS: G10 fiberglass laminate in Black, Black/Desert Sand, Black/Gray,
Dirty Olive, Hyena Brown, or Predator Green.
STOCK #
FITS
PATTERN
#100-012-992AQ Beretta 92 Golfball
#100-012-993AQ Beretta 92 Golfball
#100-012-990AQ Beretta 92 Tactical
Slant
#100-012-991AQ Beretta 92 Tactical
Slant
#100-012-994AQ CZ 75
Tactical
Diamond
#100-012-995AQ CZ 75
Tactical
Diamond
#100-012-988AQ Ruger
Operator II
22/45
#100-012-989AQ Ruger
Operator II
22/45
#100-012-986AQ Ruger
Double
22/45
Diamond
#100-012-985AQ Ruger
Double
22/45
Diamond

How-To Videos

COLOR
PRICE
7A71M45 $ 75.00
Black
Dirty Olive 7A71C45 $ 75.00
Black/Gray 7A71J45 $ 75.00
Hyena
Brown
Black
Black/Desert Sand
Black/Desert Sand
Predator
Green
Black

7A71J45 $ 75.00
7A71Q45 $ 75.00
7A71D45 $ 75.00
7A50J27 $ 59.00
7A50F27 $ 59.00
7A50F27 $ 59.00

Black/Des- 7A50A27 $ 59.00
ert Sand

rests may limit access to slide lock lever with thumb of shooting hand, and are not recommended for use with thumb-break
holsters.
SPECS: Molded polymer, black. Fits Glock 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 21SF, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39. Does not fit slim line
Glock 36 or 21SF. Some models, such as 10mm and .45 ACP made after
2007 with serial number starting with L, require enlarged holes on the rest
to ensure proper fit. Competition 2-M – 11/2" (3.8cm) long, 2" (5.1cm) wide,
.35" (8.99mm) beavertail. .39 oz. (11g) weight. Duty-M – 11/2" (3.8cm) long,
2" (5.1cm) wide, .75" (19.1mm) beavertail. .35 oz. (9.9g).
#100-005-389AQ Competition 2-M Thumb Rest, 
2A16G40������������������������������������������������������� $ 20.99
#100-005-390AQ Duty-M Thumb Rest, 2A14A80��������� 18.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Get tips
to repair,
customize
& maintain
your guns

FREE
online!

Click the “Learn” tab
at brownells.com
or find us on

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

